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FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF MODULAR FORMS 
AND EIGENVALUES OF A HECKE OPERATOR 

NIGEL WATT 

Abstract: We prove results analogous to certain theorems of Deshouillers and Iwaniec (Invent. 
Math. 70 (1982), 219-288j. Our proofs parallel theirs in the use made of the summation formulae 
of Bruggeman and Kuznetsov: where they require a lower bound on eigenvalues Aj = 1/4 + i,;; 
of the hyperbolic Laplacian operator (using that of Selberg) we need instead upper bounds on 
the moduli of the eigenvalues of a Hecke operator, obtaining these from recent work of Kim 
and Sarnak (J. Amer. Math. Soc. 16 (2003), 139-183j. Specifically, we give new bounds for 
sums EQ/ 2<q,,;;Q Z::::

1
,.11 ,,;;K I EN/ 2<n~N bnpj(Dn)l 2

, where (bn) is a complex sequence, and 
j indexes the elements, Uj(Z), of a suitable orthonormal basis of the space spanned by the Maass 
cusp forms for the Hecke congruence subgroup fo(q), while PJ(n) is then-th Fourier coefficient 
at the cusp oo for Uj(z). and D is a large positive integer. Our bounds are strongest in cases 
where every prime factor of D is a small power of D. 

One application (briefly discussed in the paper) is a new mean-square bound for the 
modulus of a certain multiple sum involving Dirichlet characters modulo D. It is hoped this will 
be useful in the study of Carmichael numbers. 
Keywords: Maass cusp form, Fourier coefficient, Hecke operator, eigenvalue, mean value, Klo
osterman sum, Dirichlet character. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we establish two results that are in a certain sense ( to be made 
clear below) analogous to results obtained by Deshouillers and Iwaniec in [7j. 
That seminal work of Deshouillers and Iwaniec has served as our guide in the 
construction of our proofs. We also take the opportunity to apply a bound for 
Hecke eigenvalues that was proved recently by Kim and Sarnak in [16], Appendix 
2. The initial motivation for this work has come from its potential applications in 
the context of our earlier work with Glyn Harman and Kam Wong in [10]. 

The objects of primary interest to us will be Fourier coefficients of modular 
forms and Eisenstein series associated with a subgroup r of the full modular 
group SL2(Z). Our work, and this Introduction, relates only to cases in which r 
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is a Hecke congruence subgroup, 

of some given 'level' q E N. With apologies to experts, we use the first half of 
this section to present some basic information about modular forms and Eisentein 
series, just sufficient to put our results (which follow) into some perspective, while 
laying out some other facts for later reference. Our notation is largely identical to 
that introduced in [7], Sections 1.1 and 1.2, and the reader should look there, or 
in works such as [4], [12], [14] and [15], for an account of those elements of the 
theory that we omit. 

The elements of r (or indeed those of SL 2 (1R)) act on the upper half plane, 
lHI = { z E C : Im( z) > 0} , and on the extended real line JR U { oo} through the 
linear fractional transformations, 

"fZ 
az+ b 
cz+d ('Y 

where the usual conventions regarding 'oo' are observed. As r ~ SL2(Z), the 
cusps of r are just the elements of Q U { oo}. An equivalence relation on the set 
of cusps is defined by writing a ~ b (' a is equivalent to b '), or a L b (' a is 
r -equivalent to b '), if and only if the orbits fa, fb are equal. For example, one 
has oo ~ 1 / q, since there exists 'Y E r with 'Y z = z / ( qz + 1) and (consequently) 
"fOO = 1/q. 

For each cusp a we may choose a 'scaling matrix' aa E SL2(1R) with 

aaoo a and a;; 1 raaa {(~ ~): bEZ}, (1.1) 

where r a is the stabiliser subgroup. In the particular case a oo we may take 
here 

aoo = ( ~ ~) . (1.2) 

Given that k/2 E N, a function J : lHI ---. C is a holomorphic cusp form of 
weight k with respect tor ifandonlyifitsatisfies f(z) = ((d/dz)('Yz))-kl 2J('Yz), 
for 'Y E r and z E lHI, and, for each cusp a, possesses a Fourier expansion, 

(
d )-k/2 

dz aaz f (aaz) 

00 

L 'lf;(a, rn)e(mz), 
m=l 

(1.3) 

absolutely convergent for z E lHI. 
A function u : lHI ---, C is a non-holomorphic modular form of weight zero 

with respect to r if and only if u( z) is an eigenfunction of the hyperbolic Laplacian 
operator, 

(x=Re(z), y=Im(z)), 
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and is such that u(z) = u( ,z), for 'Y E r and z E lHI. Such a function u(z) is 
called a Maass cusp form if and only if, for each cusp a, it has a Fourier expansion 
of the form 

00 

u (craz) = y 112 L Pa(m)Ki"' (27rlm!y) e(mx) (1.4) 
m=-·•OO 

m#O 

(absolutely convergent for z = x + iy with x E JR and y > 0), where 

¼ + ;;;2 = >. = (l:::.u)/u (1.5) 

and Kv(z) is the Bessel function conventionally so denoted (see our Lemma 2.3 
for an integral representation). Note that since Kv{z) is an even function of v, 
the Fourier series in (1.4) does not depend upon the choice of K satisfying (1.5). 

For any cusp c and s E <C with Re{s) > 1, the Eisenstein series E(z) = 
E,(z, s) given by [7], Equation {1.13), is a function E : lHI --+ <C satisfying 

l:::.E = s(l s)E and E(z) = E(-yz), for 'YE r and z E lHI. At each cusp a, there 
is a Fourier series expansion, 

s y0rr(s-½) 1-s 
Seay + r(s) 'Pea (0, S )y + (1.6) 

00 

+yl/2 L 
m=-oo 

27rslmls-1/2 
r{s) 'Pea(m, s)Ks-1/2 (27rlmly) e(mx) 

mfO 

(see 'Notations (II)', at the end of this section, for a definition of Sea here). All 
the Fourier coefficients 'Pea ( m, s) here are holomorphic for s E <C - { 1} with 
Re{s) ~ 1/2. For such s, and z = x + iy E lHI as in (1.4), the Fourier expansions 
{1.6) are absolutely convergent (see [15), Chapter 6, which gives an account of 
Selberg's approach to the meromorphic continuation of the Eisenstein series). In 
fact (1.6) for the cusp c and just one cusp a yields, for z E lHI, a meromorphic 
continuation of Ee ( z, s) to all of <C . 

Given c and s = ½ + ir, with r E JR, the function E(z) Ec(z, s) is a 
non-holomorphic form of weight zero with respect to r, but, due to the presence 
of terms independent of x in its Fourier expansion at cusp c, it is not a Maass 
cusp form (see {1.6), (1.4) and the comment following [15), Proposition 6.12). 
These particular non-holomorphic forms correspond, in respect of the operator !:::,. , 

to eigenvalues >. = s(l s) = ¼ + r 2
, which, as r runs over JR, range over the 

'continuous spectrum' of values satisfying 

>. E [1/4, oo). (1. 7) 

For k /2 E N, the Petersson inner product < f, g > k ( defined in [7], Sec
tion 1.1) makes the space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight k with respect to 
r into a finite dimensional Hilbert space, !mk(f). Each space !mk{r) is equipped 
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with a sequence (TJkl) of Hecke operators, where, for f E rotk(f), n E N and 
z E IHI, 

(rJklf)(z) ~ L ak L 1(az;b) 
ad=n b mod d 

(1.8) 

(a,q)=I 

(see [14], Chapter 6). Deligne [6] has, in a setting more general than our own, shown 
the eigenvalues of these operators on 9Jlk(f) to be of the magnitude predicted by 
the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture. 

Theorem 1.1. [Deligne] Let k/2 E N and n E N with (n, q) = I. If>.. is an 

eigenvalue of TJkl, then 
!>..I ~ r( n )n<k-I )/2' 

where r(n) is the divisor function. 

The Maass cusp forms u(z) span an infinite dimensional Hilbert space 
L~usp(f\lHI) with Petersson inner-product < f, g >o. This space too has its Hecke 
operators Tn , where, as in [7], Section 1.2, 

(Tn/) (z) J_ L L f ( az; b) , 
,/n ad=n b mod d. 

(a,q)=l 

(1.9) 

for n EN, f E L~usp(f\IHI) and z E IHI. Note that n- 112Tn would be the operator 

TJ0l given by (1.8). It is conjectured that, for n EN with (n,q) = 1, all the 
eigenvalues T of Tn satisfy lrl ~ r(n) (the constant functions being excluded 
by virtue of their orthogonality to all Maass cusp forms}. This non-holomorphic 
Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture has been reformulated in representation theoretic 
terms by Satake [21] so as to embrace also Selberg's conjecture that, in respect 
of the space L~usp(f\IHI}, all eigenvalues >.. of ~ satisfy the same inequality (1. 7) 
that holds quite trivially in the case of Eisenstein series (both conjectures allowing 
r to be any congruence subgroup of the full modular group). Following significant 
progress towards one or other of these conjectures by Selberg [22], by Serre (see 
[20]), and by the authors of [5] and [18], there has quite recently been striking 
further progress on both fronts by Kim and Shahidi [17] and Kim [16]. With 
further assistance from methods developed in [7] and [18], Kim and Sarnak [16], 
Appendix 2, have achieved the strongest results to date. These include (as a special 
case) the following theorem. 

Theorem 1.2. [Kim-Sarnakj Let n E N with (n, q) I. Suppose that r is an 
eigenvalue of Tn , and >.. an eigenvalue of~, where, in each case, the corresponding 
eigenfunction belongs in L~usp(f\IHI). Then 

lrl ~ r(n)n19 (1.10) 

and 

(1.11) 
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where 

(1.12) 

By [151, Theorem 4.7, for example, L~usp(f\lHI) has an orthonormal basis 
{ Uj : j E N} with elements Uj that are all Maass cusp forms with respect to r. 
By (1.11) and the Weyl law (see [15], Corollary 11.2), it may be assumed that, 
subject to some renumbering, one has here: 

1 
4 (1.13) 

where Aj = (b.uj)/uj. We will take Pja(m) to be the coefficient Pa(m) in the 
expansion of u(z) = Uj(z) given by (1.4). 

We follow [7] in parameterising the eigenvalues of b. in terms of the 'K' of 
(1.5), so that Aj = ¾ +K;. By (1.13) it follows that, for all sufficiently large j EN, 
one has 

and "'i ER. (1.14) 

Adding the prefix 'b.' to the terminology used in [7], we would classify any Aj not 
satisfying (1.14) as '!:::.-exceptional'. If there are any !:::.-exceptional eigenvalues for 
r, then they are finite in number, and (by (1.13) again) must satisfy: 

Aj E [1/4 - {)2
, 1/4) and ( 1.15) 

(where we allow ourseives to substitute -Kj for Kj if necessary). 
As observed in [7], Section 1.2, the facts that the Hecke operators Tn with 

( n, q) = 1 are bounded, self-adjoint, and commute with each other and with b., 
enable us to assume, additionally, that each element u1 of the above basis is an 
eigenfunction of all those operators Tn : 

(j,n EN and (n,q) = 1), (1.16) 

where the 'Hecke' eigenvalues, T1(n) are real. 
Note that another possible basis of L~usp (f\lHI) is the set { v1 : j E N}, 

where VJ ( z) = Uj ( - z), for j E N and z E lHI. This alternative basis inherits all 
of the properties that we are assuming the basis of u1 's to have. If we were to 
substitute vi(z) for u1(z) (for all j), then the effect (see (1.4) and (1.2)) would 
be to change Pjoo ( m) into p100 ( -m) , for all j and m. Therefore bounds for sums 
involving coefficients Pjoo(m) with positive m (only) will imply corresponding 
bounds for sums involving Pioo(n) with negative n (only). This explains why we 
will not explicitly state any results regarding the latter type of sum. 

For k /2 E N , the Hecke operators TJ k) with ( n, q) = 1 are (like the corre
sponding operators Tn) bounded, self-adjoint and pairwise commuting. It follows 
that we may suppose each space rotk(f) with k/2 E N to have an assigned or
thonormal basis, {/jk : 1 ~ j ~ 0k(q)}, where every basis element fJk is an 
eigenfunction of all Hecke operators TJk) with (n, q) = 1: 

T~k)/jk Ajk(n)/jk (k/2,j,nEN,j~0k(q)and(n,q)=l). (1.17) 
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As a matter of notational convenience {in stating subsequent results) we 
define here 

(1.18) 

and also 
(1.19) 

where 1Pjk(a, m) is the mth Fourier coefficient ·,jJ(a, m) in the expansion of f(z) 
= fjk(z) given by (1.3). Note that by Kim and Sarnak's bound ((1.10) and (1.12) 
of Theorem 1.2), and by (1.18) and Theorem 1.1 of Deligne we have now, for 
j EN, 

ITJ(n)I ~ r(n)n19 

and, for k/2 EN and 1 ~ j ~ 0k(q), 

(n EN with (n,q) = 1) 

(n EN with (n,q) = 1). 

(1.20) 

(1.21) 

Comparison of (1.16) and (1.17) with the operations of Tn and TJk) (indi
cated by (1.9) and (1.8)) upon the respective Fourier expansions, at cusp a= oo, 
of u(z) = Uj(z) and f(z) = fjk(z) (shown in (1.4) and (1.3)) leads one to the 
following well-known identities (in which j, m, n E N is assumed): 

((n,q) 1), (1.22) 

and, for k/2 EN and j = 1,.,,, 0k(q), 

1PJk(oo, m)>.;k(n) = L 1Pjk ( oo,; % ) 
gl(m,n) 

( (n, q) = 1) 

(see (1.18) and (1.19) for our notation here). It follows by Mobius inversion that, 
for j,m EN, and n EN with (n,q) = 1, 

Pioo(mn) (1.23) 

and, for k/2 EN, j 1, ... ,0k(q), m EN, and n EN with (n,q) = 1, 

?fJ1k(oo, mn) = L µ(g)>.;k (%) 1Pjk ( oo,;). (1.24) 
gl(m,n) 

As for the Eisenstein series E,(z,s), it is shown in [7], pages 227 and 246, 
that their Fourier coefficients, in (1.6), are given by: 

r 
1Pca(m, s) = L 'Y- 28 Srn(O, m;-y) (Re(s) > 1 ), (1.25) 

"I 
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where Srn(O, m;,) is a special instance of the generalised Kloosterman sums that 
feature in [7] (see (2.3) and (2.4) for a definition). It is well known, and unsurpri
sing, given the analogy with the Ramanujan sum S(O, m; c) I:: mod c e(am/c), 
that quite simple formulae for Srn(O, m; 1) exist. These can lead, by (1.25), to 
the expression of rp, 0 (m, s) in terms of reciprocals of Dirichlet £-functions (for 
characters mod q), and so to the meromorphic continuation of E,(z,s) discus
sed earlier (see [11] and [19] for examples). We do not take this path. Instead 
we shall, in Section 3, work to exploit the formula for S,00 (0, m; 1) so as to ob
tain (in Lemma 3.4) a useful 'near analog' of (1.23) and (1.24) for the coefficients 
<.p,oo{m,s). 

In [7] Deshouillers and Iwaniec obtained 'large sieve inequalities' for the follo
wing three expressions, in which b = (bn) denotes an arbitrary complex sequence, 

(0) (k - 1)! Ok(q) 

sn,q,K{b, N) = L (4rr)k-l L 
2,:f,k,;;,;K J=l 

2 

L bn7Pjk(a, n) , 
N/2<n,:f,N 

(1.26) 

k even 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 

(note that, by (1.14), (1.15) and (1.12), the hyperbolic cosine in (1.27) is real 
and bounded below by the positive quantity cos('!9rr)). The following theorem is a 
restatement of [7], Theorem 2, 

Theorem 1.3. [Deshouillers-Iwaniec] Let E, N > 0, q E N and K ~ 1. Let 
b = (bn) be a complex sequence. Then, when a is a cusp of r = fo(q), each of 

the three sums S~i.~,K(b, N) (i 0, 1, 2) is majorised by a term 

where 

(p > 0) (1.29) 

and where, for a~ u/w with wlq and (u,w) 1, 

(1.30) 

Note that [7], Lemma 2.3 (Lemma 2.1 of this paper), shows the µ(a) of 
(1.30) to be a well-defined function from QU { oo} into the set {1/lvl : vlq}. Note 
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also that Deshouillers and Iwaniec have subsequently been able to replace the 
factor Nl+E in Theorem 1.3 by just N log(2N) (this is reported in [15], Section 
8.4). Nevertheless we will find Theorem 1.3 sufficient for our use, since we cannot 
prevent other unwanted factors, similar in size to NE, from entering into our 
calculations later on. 

In this paper we replace the sequence b = (bn), of Theorem 1.3, by a sequ
ence b(D} = (bt0 >), where DEN and 

{ 
bnfD, if n = 0 (mod D), 
0, otherwise. 

(1.31) 

By Theorem 1.3, one has, for i = 0, 1, 2, 

(1.32) 

Here it should be observed that, 

( 
I (h(q) 

g{O) (b{D) DN) = " k - 1). " 
a,q,K ' L., (41r)k-l L., 

2~k~K J=l 
k even 

2 

L bn'l/Jjk(a, Dn) , 
N/2<n~N 

(1.33) 

(1.34) 

(1.35) 

Note that the sums over n in (1.33)-(1.35) each have only O(N) terms. 
l\foreover, in cases where (D, q) 1, so that Lemma 3.4 applies and (1.23) and 
{1.24) apply with n D, the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture suggests that the 
moduli of these O(N) terms tend not to exceed the corresponding moduli in 
the case D = 1 by more than a factor OE(DE), where c > 0 is arbitrary. It is 
therefore disappointing to have the factor (DN)l+e in the upper bound (1.32). A 
natural conjecture is that 'the offending factor could be replaced with just De N 1-I-E. 

Underpinning some of the work in [10] is the following theorem, which may be 
regarded as an approach to the case a oc of the conjecture just mentioned. 

Theorem 1.4. [Harman-Watt-Wong) Let E:, N > 0, K ~ 1, q, D E N with 
(q, D) 1, and take b = (bn) to be a sequence of complex numbers. Then 

s~\.K(b(DJ, DN) «E D2vr4(D) (K2 + q- 1 N1+") llhNII~ 

and, for i E {O, 2}, 

(1.36) 

(1.37) 
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Section 3 gives details of the proof of this result, which was only briefly 
sketched in [10]. 

For comparison of Theorem 1.4 with (1.32), note that as oo ~ 1/q we obtain 
µ(oo) = (q, 1)/q = l/q from (1.30). 

Theorem 1.4 is clearly less generally applicable than Theorem 1.3 of Desho
uillers and Iwaniec, for it only gives information relating to Fourier expansions 
about the cusp a = oo. Nevertheless, if c is a cusp such that the generalised Klo
osterman sums Sc,(m, n; 1 ) and S0000 (m, n; 1 ) are identically equal (and therefore 
defined for the same set of positive 1 ), then, as was observed by Iwaniec in [13], 
the 'Kloosterman sum' side of the identity given by the Bruggeman-Kuznetsov 
summation formula (Theorem 2.4 of Section 2) is the same for a b = c as it 
is for a= b = oo, so that (through the implied invariance of the sum 81 + 82 in 
Theorem 2.4) it follows by Theorem 1.4 itself that substition of 'c' in place of the 
subscript 'oo' in ( 1.36) would not invalidate that result. This situation occurs if 
(for example) c 1/s and q rs with (r,s) = 1 (see [24], page 195, and, for an 
application, [24], page 204). 

In view of the phenomenon just discussed, and since we consider results 
concerning the Fourier coefficients of holomorphic forms and Eisenstein series to 
be of secondary interest (here), we have felt it reasonable in this paper to limit 
ourselves to working with the Fourier coefficients from expansions about the cusp 
oo. This also means that we avoid some distractions from the main ideas. 

We are interested in bounding the average value of S~\,K(b(D), DN) as 
the 'level', q, runs over integer values in an interval (Q/2, Q]. Deshouillers and 
Iwaniec introduced the idea of averaging over the level in [7], Section 8.2. Progress 
beyond what Theorem 1.4 implies, would follow (by (1.23) for n = D) if one had 
better bounds for sums 

where 

SQ,K(b, N; D) = L a;,K(b, N; D), 
Q/2<q~Q 
(q,D)=l 

(1.38) 

2 

(1.39) 

with the asterisk indicating that summation is further restricted to j E N such 
that 

(1.40) 

Such progress is our goal in this paper. 
Note that, since Tj(D) is always real, the bound (1.20) implies that the 

rightmost inequality of (1.40) holds whenever (q, D) I. By analogy with (1.15), 
any Tj(D) satisfying (1.40) may be regarded as a 'Tn-exceptional' eigenvalue, in 
that it would provide a counterexample to the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture 
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in respect of the Hecke operator Tn. Indeed, the entire sum SQ,K(b, N; D), given 
by (1.39) and (1.38), may be seen as analogous to the sum 

(q) 

S(Q, Y,N;O) = L L (YiKj)2 
Q<q,:;,:I6Q j~l 

AJ<l/4 

2 

L anPjoo{n) 
N<n,:;,:2N 

considered by Deshouillers and Iwaniec in [7], Section 8. Note that in view of 
(1.15) the factor 1/ cosh(7rKj), present in (1.39), would make little difference if in
serted into the sum S(Q, Y, N; 0). In respect of this sum, Deshouillers and Iwaniec 
observed ( see [7], Theorem 8) that ( 1.15) implies 

(j EN, Aj < 1/4), (1.41) 

given that Y > 1 (the non-trivial case in [7), Section 8.2). As (1.40) and (1.41) 
have such an apparent similarity in respect of their implications regarding the 
sums that they relate to, the analogy between Sq,K(b, N; D) in {l.38)-(1.39) and 
the sums S(Q, Y, N;O) of [7] appears strong. 

Our main idea in this paper has been to extend the above analogy so that 
it encompasses certain proofs and results in [7] (especially the work of [7], Sec
tion 8). As this suggests, the real concern in our work is with the possibility of 
Tn-exceptional eigenvalues (the D.-exceptional eigenvalues will play only an inci
dental part in what we do). At the same time we have tried to take full advantage 
of the leverage granted by Kim and Sarnal{'s results (of which (1.10) is the most 
relevant): the best analogous result available when [7] was written being Selberg's 
bound >..i ;,:?; 3/16 (corresponding to the inequality 0 < iKj ~ 1/4 in place of 
(1.15)). 

Although the sums defined in (1.39) and (1.38) are helpful in explaining our 
maln ideas, we have found them rather awkward to use in some of our arguments 
(though doubtless those difficulties could be overcome). We have preferred to do 
all our work with the slightly different sums: 

1 ro(q) K 

<7q.K(b, N; D, y) = 71" L I 
C -K 

and 

2 

L bnni(r+y)rp,00 (Dn, ½+ir) dr+ (1.42) 
N/2<n,:;,:N 

2 

bnniY Pioo(Dn) , 

SQ,K(b, N; D, y) L <7q,K(b, N; D, y), 
Q/2<q,:;,:Q 

(1.43) 

where the real parameter y is a essentially a technical convenience ( one could 
restrict y throughout to being Oe((QDN)") for arbitrary c > 0). By (1.22) and 
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(1.23), there exists a close connection between the sums in (1.39) and (1.38) and 
the sums in (1.42), (1.43). The latter sums are easier to work with, and are also 
more directly related to the sum bounded in {1.36) of Theorem 1.4 (the result all 
our work aims to improve on). Specifically, by (1.42), (1.31) and (1.27) and (1.28), 
we have: 

O-q,K(b, N; D, y) = O-q,K (b(y), N; D, 0) (1.44) 

o-q,K (b(0 l(y),ND;1,o) = 

= S(l) (b(D>(y) DN) + _:!:. s(2> (b<0 >(y) DN) oo,q,K , 7r oo,q,K , , 

where, given y E JR and v = (vn), the sequence v(y) (vn(Y)) is given by: 

( ) - iy 
Vn Y - Vnn (n EN). (1.45) 

Note the ambiguity as to whether it is v~k)niY or v~k\n/k)iY that should be the 

value of v~k) (y): so long as one chooses consistently (for all n) the difference is 
immaterial here, since the two alternatives differ by a factor k'Y, and since all we 
ever require in our work is that sums of the form 

L L Wmn 11~~> (y )v~k) (y) 
m n 

be well-defined. Therefore we may sometimes use v(k)(y) = (v~k)niY), while at 
other times using v(k) (y) u(k}, where u = v(y). A similar excuse can be made 
for the ambiguity in the compound notation v{k} (y), where, for go E N and 
b = (bn), the sequence b{9o} is given by (1.52) below. 

Through the Bruggeman-K uznetsov summation formula [7], Lemma 4. 7 (The
orem 2.4 in Section 2), the sums O-q,K(b, N; D, y) in (1.42) are bounded in terms 
of sums of Kloosterman sums: 

Oq,H(b, N; D, y) = (1.46) 

LL bmbn (:)-iyf :e <PH (
4
1rDq~) S(Dm,Dn;ql!) 

N/2<m,n~N £,,,l 

and 
AQ,H(b,N;D,y) = Lw(q/Q)aq,H(b,N;D,y), 

q 

where, for H > 0, 

00 

<f>u(x) = H 3x j sin(xcosh(~)){ tanh({)e-(H{)
2 
d{, 

0 

{1.47) 

(1.48) 
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while the 'classical' Kloosterman sum S(a, b; c) is as in (2.8), and w(x) is some 
infinitely differentiable real function satisfying: 

( ) 2 { 1 if 1/2 :::;_; X :::;_; 1, 
w X 7 0 h . , ot erwtse, 

and w(x)=0 (x~(l/4,2)). (1.49) 

The new parameter H here is strongly linked to the 'spectral' parameter K in 
(1.42)-(1.43): in effect, we work throughout with H satisfying 1 :::;_; H « De K, 
for some arbitrarily small positive absolute constant c (see Lemma 4.9 and its 
applications in the proofs of Lemmas 5.3 and 8.1 ). 

In Section 4 we treat these sums of Kloosterman sums almost by a formal 
manipulation (analysis playing a supporting part). Through Lemmas 4.6-4.8 we 
escape the constraints resulting from the condition (n, q) = 1 in (1.20), (1.23), 
(1.24) (and from the condition (D, q) = 1 in Lemma 3.4). Our first significant 
result ( the proposition below) is then a quite straightforward consequence of (1.20), 
(1.23) and Lemma 3.4. 

Proposition 1.1. Let E > 0 and {) = 7 /64. Then for K ~ 1, Q, N > 0~ y E JR, 
any complex sequence b = ( bn), D E N and any D1 E N with Dt!D, one has 

for some G ;:: 1 and some Q1, 9o, 91 and sequence b{go} satisfying: 

(1.50) 

(1.51) 

and 
(n EN). (1.52) 

Proposition 1.1 is proved in Section 5. It should be regarded as the analog 
for the simpler of the two processes by which Deshouillers and Iwaniec transform 
their sum S(Q, Y, N; 0) (or related sums S(Q, Y, N; it)) in [7], Section 8: corre
sponding, in fact, to their application of Selberg's result that O < iKj :::; 1/4 for 
~-exceptional eigenvalues. The next proposition is our analog of Deshouillers and 
Iwaniec's other transforming process [7], Lemma 8.1, which (like our proposition) 
allows the swapping of one set of 'levels' ( q) for another such set (hence the 'swap
ping of levels' referred to in a couple of our section headings). 

Proposition 1.2. Take C ~ 641r to be a sufficiently large absolute constant. Let 
E > 0 and j EN with j;;;: 2. Then, for K ~ 1, Q,N > 0, y E JR, any complex 
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sequence b (bn), and DEN, one has 

1 
K2 SQ,K(b, N; D, y) «c,j 

~ 00 ) 
E: DN 2 1 dt 

«E,j (DN) fQ+-Q +N)llbNlb +j 02 SLc(b,N;D,y+t) . , 
\ ' (1 + it!)" 

-oo 

for some G ~ 1 and some L satisfying 

(1.53) 

For our proof of Proposition 1.2 we utilize (in Section 6) a 'smooth par
titioning' of the sums O'.q,H(b, N; D, y) in (1.46) and (1.47), so that we are re
duced to considering related sums that are dependent upon a new parameter 
XE {2j : j E Z}: 

aq,H,x(b,N;D,y) (1.54) 

LL bmbn (:)-iyf :£ <PH,x( 
41rD~) S(Dm,Dn;qf) 

N/2<m,n,;;,N f=l q 

and 
AQ,H,x(b, N; D, y) = L w(q/Q)aq,H.x(b, N; D, y), (1.55) 

q 

where 
<PH,x(x) = Oo(x/X)<PH(x). (1.56) 

with Oo: JR [O, lj being an infinitely differentiable function such that 

Oo(x) 0 (x </. (1/2,2)). (1.57) 

The cases where X ~ fl (a sufficiently small positive absolute constant) 
are dealt with in Section 6, essentially by using the Kuznetsov summation for
mula (Theorem 2.2 in Section 2) to effect a localised reversal of the summation of 
Bruggeman and Kuznetsov that gave rise to the sums aq,H(b, N; D, y) in the first 
place. 

In cases where X > fl we borrow from Deshouillers and Iwaniec (see [7], page 
272) their idea of swapping the roles of the variables q and £ in (1.54) and (1.55), 
so that the Kuznetsov summation formula is applied for r = fo(£), rather than for 
r = f 0 (q). Technical preparation {concerned with the Bessel transforms defined 
in (2.15) and (2.16) of Theorem 2.2) is carried out in Section 7. We complete the 
swapping process (and so prove Proposition 1.2) in Section 8. 

Using Selberg's bound for exceptional eigenvalues, together with their own 
transforming process [7], Lemma 8.1, Deshouillers and I waniec proved the following 
result, which is [7], Theorem 6. 
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Theorem 1.5. [Deshouillers-Iwaniecj Let c: > 0 and Y, Q, N ~ 1. Then, for any 
complex sequence b = (bn), 

2 

L bnPjoo(n) «£ (QNt(Q + NY) llbNII;. 
N/2<n~N 

With the help of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, and the 'initial result' (9.1) {a 
direct corollary of Lemma 5.1) we are able to prove, in Section 9, the following 
analog of Theorem 1.5. 

Theorem 1.6. Let c: > 0, {) = 7 /64, g = 2{) and ( = 1 - 4{). Then there exist 
sufficiently large constants, Mo(e) ~ 1, C0 (c:) ~ 1, depending only upon c:, such 
that the following is true. If 

then, for Q > 0, K ~ 1 , D E N, 

M ~ Mo(e), 

NE(0,Mj, 

P ~ max d, 
dlD 

r(d),;;'.2 

y E JR, and any complex sequence b = (bn), one has 

(1.58) 

(1.59) 

(1.60) 

1 
K 2 SQ,K(b, N; D, y) ~ (1.61) 

~ Co(c:)(QDNt ( Q + Dll;A,f + (PDN)ll(min( Q, v'JiN)t) llbNII;. 

As we now seek to explain, the analogy with Theorem 1.5 may be seen in 
the result itself (not only in its proof). In view of the close connection already 
noted between SQ,K(b, N; D, 0) and the sum SQ,K(b, N; D) of (1.38)-(1.39), and 
of the analogy between (1.40) and (1.41), we hope the reader is persuaded that an 
appropriate analogy of Theorem 1.5 in our context might be the bound: 

where D Y 2 ( we assume that Y 2 E N, and are also not really concerned with 
the dependence on K). In cases where N ~ Mo(c:) and no prime factor of D 
exceeds DE:, the application of Theorem 1.6 with M N, P = DE: yields a 
bound: 
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Discounting the 'slowly growing' factor D 2<-, Theorem 1.6 appears, in this instance, 
to be significantly stronger than (1.62} (the suggested analog of Theorem 1.5). In 
a sense, however, it is simply the 'updated' version of that analog, since the term 
N Dg in our last bound would have been N D 1l 2 had we been working with the 
bound lrl ~ r(n)n1l 4 (analogous to Selberg's bound >. ~ 3/16) in place of Kim 
and Sarnak's bound (1.10). 

In [7], Theorem 7, it was shown that [7], Theorem 6, could be improved for 
some sequences b = '11 of the form 

w _ { 1, if N1 < n ~ N, 
n - 0, otherwise, (n EN), 

where N1 ~ 0. The following result is equivalent to [7], Theorem 7. 

( 1.63) 

Theorem 1.7. [Deshouillers-Iwaniec] Let c > 0 and Y, Q, N ~ I. Then, for 
N1 E (IV /2, N], 

2 

L P1oo(n) «1:. (QN)<- ( Q + N +/NY) N. 
Ni<n~N 

The proof of this (in [7], Section 8.3) required an 'initial result' derived from 
the bound: 

L L L S(m,n;t} « .. (TMN)1'T(T+MN) 
t~T m~M n~N 

(for c, T, M, N > 0 ), which is [7], Theorem 14. This bound does not provide the 
kind of 'initial result' that might help us to improve on Theorem 1.6, so in Section 
10 we work to establish a suitable substitute (Lemma 10.12). In Section 11 we 
obtain the desired 'initial result', (11.7), essentially as a corollary of Lemma 10.12. 
We are then able to employ Propositions LI and 1.2 so as to deduce the following 
analog of [7], Theorem 7. 

Theorem 1.8. Let c, {), e and ( be as in Theorem 1.6. Then there exist suffi
ciently large positive constants, 1\11 (c), G1 (c), depending only upon €, such that 
the following is true. If 

(1.64) 

then, for y E IR, K ~ I, Q > 0, DEN, N satisfying (1.59), P satisfying (1.60), 
and any sequence \JI= (Wn) given by (1.63) with 

N1 E [N/2,N), (1.65) 
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one has 

1 
(l +y2 )K2 SQ,K('l!,N;D,y) ~ (1.66) 

~ C1 (c:)(QDN)"( Q + ,M + (PDM)ll (min( Q, .Ji5N) + Mf)N. 

To confirm that this result does represent an analog of Theorem 1. 7, we begin 
by recalling our remarks before and after (1.62). These suggest that an appropriate 
analog of Theorem 1. 7 in our context might be the bound: 

SQ,K('l!, N; D, 0) «" (QN)" ( Q + N + ../F1f5) NK2
, (1.67) 

where D = Y2 (as was the case in (1.62)) and 1J! = (iJ/n) is any sequence given by 
(1.63) with N1 E (N/2,N]. Supposing that N ~ M1(E), and that no prime factor 
of D exceeds D", our Theorem 1.8 would imply (in place of (1.67)) the bound: 

SQ,K('l!,N; D,0) «,: D2"(QN)" ( Q + N + (DN) 112 + DllNl-g) NK 2
• 

Since 2e = 4'19 = 7 /16 E (0, 1), we have here 

N + (DN)l/2 ~ Nl-2(! ( .Ji5Nf{l Dll Nl-(!, 

so that, in this instance, Theorem 1.8 is indeed essentially equivalent to (1.67), the 
proposed analog of Theorem 1.7 (we discount the 'slowly growing' factor D 2e: ). 

It seems that Kim and Sarnak's bound (1.10} does not lead to a bound superior 
to (1.67), but it can shape the result given by Theorem 1.8 in cases where Q2 = 

o(DN), or where D has some 'large' prime factors (so that P in (1.60} must 
be greater than nc for some positive absolute constant c ). 

Note the homogeneity with respect to K of our bounds for SQ,K(b, N; D, y} 
and SQ,K('l!,N;D,y} in Theorems 1.6 and 1.8. Comparison of those bounds with 
the bounds of Theorem 1.4, which are not homogeneous in K, leads us to expect 
that it should be possible to replace (1.61) and (1.66) with similar (but not so 
homogeneous) bounds that would be sharper for large K. As this homogeneity in 
K arises from our use of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, which oversimplify conclusions 
reached in their direct antecedents, Lemmas 5.3 and 8.5, it might therefore be 
possible to achieve the suggested improvement by instead working directly with 
the latter pair of lemmas. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this Introduction, we have undertaken this 
work motivated by issues raised in our paper [10] with Harman and Wong. That 
paper was concerned with upper bounds for the mean-value 

T 

¢(~) I: j IL(½+it,x)l
4 

X mod D_y 

2 

L anx(n)n-it dt, 
n"-N 

(1.68) 
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where L(s,x) is Dirichlet's £-function for the Dirichlet character X, while a= 
(an} is an arbitrary complex sequence. A possible application of our work arises 

in connection with the proof of the proposition in [10], Section 3, where it is 
necessary to bound an average of certain sums, 

(rs) 

br,s = L (Yi"i )
2 L a(h)/3(k)pj00 (Dhk) L w(£)pj ljs(f) 

j';i:, l h,k f 

A;<l/4 

(with or without the complex-conjugation shown). There would be an extra layer of 
complexity in such an application: one would have to be concerned with T n -except
ional eigenvalues, Tj (D), for which the corresponding Aj was .6.-exceptional. 

Our results have a simpler, more direct, application to the problem of ob
taining a good upper bound for a 'pure character' variant of the mean-value in 
(1.68): 

4 2 

In(!, M; a, N) 
1 

ip(D) L L f(m/M)x(m) L anx(n) , 
X mod n m~M n~N 

x#xo 

where f : IR - • C is assumed to be infinitely differentiable and supported in 
[1/2, 1]. The cases of particular interest are those where M = O(D 112 ), but D = 
= o(!vl2 N). Using only Theorem 1.4 one can, in such cases, obtain essentially the 
best possible upper bound for In(!, !vl; a, N) if N = O(D( 1- 2-0J/4 ). This gives 
another approach to one special case of a result first proved in Section 5.2 of 
[3] (that special case being an upper bound for a mean-value similar to (1.68), 
but without the averaging over t ). In cases where the greatest prime factor of 
D is a sufficiently small power of D Theorems 1.6 and 1.8 enable one to obtain 
an essentially best-possible upper bound on In(!, M; a, N) for even larger N: 
detailed results are to appear in [26]. A further improvement would follow if one 
could establish a suitable analog of [24], Theorem 2. 

Theorems 1.6 and l.~ are unlikely to be useful in applications where D might 
have a relatively large prime factor. Nevertheless we believe that, through their 
application to the mean-value In(!, A1; a, N) (above), these theorems will lead to 
an improved lower bound for the number of Carmichael numbers less than a given 
positive number x (see [1] and [9]). 

Acknowledgement. The author is indebted to Prof. Glyn Harman, both for his 
encouragement to work on the questions addressed in this paper, and for pointing 
out the relevance of bounds for In(!, M; a, N) to the Carmichael number problem. 

Notations (I): special definitions and conventions. Throughout this paper 
(), e and ( are as in (1.12} of Theorem 1.2 (and in Theorems 1.6 and 1.8), so that 
rJ 7/64, e = 2rJ = 7/32 and ( = 1- 4rJ = 9/16. 
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Outside of the Introduction (where it may refer to the hyperbolic Laplacian 
operator) Ll denotes a 'sufficiently small' positive absolute constant. More preci
sely, we assume that Ll E (0, 1/2], and is small enough for the penultimate step 
in the proof of Lemma 6.5 to go through. We take C to be any absolute constant 
satisfying C ~ 3211" / Ll. We consider Ll and C as given from the start, and at no 
point will either change its value. 

In statements or proofs of lemmas, propositions and theorems, E: always 
denotes an arbitrarily small positive constant ( only permitted to change its value 
between lemmas, propositions, or theorems, or at certain other points where we 
indicate and discuss the change). 

To standardise w(x) and 0 0 (x) in (1.47), (1.49), (1.55) and (1.56), (1.57), 
we suppose given, once and for all, an infinitely differentiable function O(x) such 
that 

O(x) = { ~ 
and 

O'(x) ~ 0 

if x ~ 1, 
if X ~ 2, 

(x E JR). 

For x ER, the values of w(x) and Oo(x) are given by: 

w(x) = O(x) - 0(4x) and 0 0(x) = n(x) 0(2x) 

(1.69) 

(1.70) 

(1.71) 

(these choices ensuring that (1.49) and (1.57) both hold). The function O(x) proves 
useful in its own right in Section 7, where (also) we define several other functions 
(0 1 (x), a:(u) and f3(u)) in terms of it. 

We have some special notations, J!hNIIP , b(D), b(y) and b{9}, relating to 
sequences b = (bn): see (1.29), (1.31), (1.45) and (1.52), respectively, for the rele
vant definitions ( and note the discussion of the compound notation b(D) (Y) under 
(1.45)). The sequences denoted by '1i or (Wn) have a special form, being given 
by (1.63) for some choice of N > 0 and N 1 E [N/2, N] (although in Section 10 
and in Lemma 11.1 we work with the definition (10.18), which differs superficially 
from that given in (1.63)). 

For the definition of S~~~.K(b, N) (for i 0, 1, 2), see (1.26), (1.27) and 
(1.28); for crq,K(b, N; D, y) and BQ,K(b, N; D, y) see (1.42) and (1.43); for 
O:q,H(b, N; D, y), AQ,H(b, N; D, y) and 4>H(x), see (1.46)-(1.48) (and note that 
Lemma 4.4 reconciles (1.48) with the alternative definition of <PH(x) in (4.3)); 
and for O:q,H,x(b,N;D,y), AQ,H,x(b,N;D,y) and cI>H,x(x), see (1.54)-(1.56). 
The function RH(r), given by (4.2) of Lemma 4.2, is a transform of the function 
J{(r, t) defined in (2.17) of Theorem 2.4. The terms Ac(q) and cfq(H1, H), defined 
in (6.14) of Lemma 6.4 and ( 4.27) of Lemma 4.8 (respectively), are also dependent 
upon the parameters b, N, D, and ( in the case of the latter) y. Sums impor-

tant in Section 10 are BQ,x(b, N; D, 0) and B~\('.li, N; D, 0) and V(Dc; A/c1) 
defined in (10.3), (10.4) and (10.19)-(10.21) and (10.23)-(10.26), respectively. 

Notations (II): definitions for 'Kloostermania'. Most of our notation here is 
borrowed from [7), Sections 1.1-1.3, although we introduce some small innovations 
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in our notation for the Fourier coefficients of holomorphic forms and Eisenstein 
series. 

The multiplicative group of 2-by-2 matrices with real entries and determinant 
1 i8 denoted by SL2(IR). By r we mean a Hecke congruence subgroup f 0 (q), where 
q EN. Not far into our Introduction we defined f 0 (q) as a subgroup of SL2(Z), 
the multiplicative group of 2-by-2 matrices with integer entries and determinant 
1. There we also defined: the upper half-plane !HI, the action of r and S L2(IR) 
on IHI (and on IR U {oo} ), the cusps a (for f), and the equivalence relation £, 

( f-equivalence) on the set of cusps. The function µ(a), defined on the set of cusps 
for r, is given by (1.30) (Lemma 2.1 also being relevant). 

We have two distinct 'Dirac delta' notations, 6mn and 6ab (distinguishable 
from one another by their subscripts, since the symbols a, b, c, oo, or non-integer 
rationals, always signify cusps): both these notations are defined in Theorem 2.3. 

Following a brief discussion of the relevant cusp forms ( and of the hyperbolic 
Laplacian b.. ), the definitions of the spaces 9J1k (f) and L~usp(f\lHI) are made in 
the paragraphs before and after Theorem 1.1 (see [7], Section 1.1, regarding the 
Petersson inner-product < f,g >k). The orthonormal bases {u1 : j E N} and 
{/Jk : 1 ~ j ~ 0k(q)} are introduced and discussed in the paragraphs between 
(1.12) and (1.17): note that >.1 and ;;,j relate to uj(z) (and to each other) as do 
>., r,;, and 'u(z) in (1.5); that the uj's are ordered so that (1.13) holds; and that 
r,;,1 is chosen to satisfy (1.14) or (1.15) (whichever is appropriate), with the sign of 
Kj being left unspecified in the former case. 

The eigenvalues T1 (n) and Ajk(n) are given by (1.16) and (1.17), in terms of 
the relevant Hecke operators in (1.9) and (1.8) (respectively). We define 1/)jk(a, m) 
and Pja(m) under (1.18) and (1.19} (where our own special notations, >-;k(n) 
and 'l/J;k(a,m), are introduced). See [7], Equation (1.13), for a definition of the 
Eisenstein series E, ( z, s). The coefficients 1Pca ( m, s), from the Fourier expansion 
of E,(z, s} in (1.6), are explicitly defined in (1.25): note that sums involving a 
generalised Kloosterman sum Sa 0 (m, n; 1) (such as (1.25), or the first sum in 
Theorem 2.2) are sums over exactly those "/ > 0 for which that Kloosterman sum 
is defined (see (2.3) and (2.4) for the definition of Bao(m, n; 1), and (1. 1), (1.2) 
and Lemma 2.2 regarding the relevant scaling matrices O"a, O"b ). The classical 
Kloosterman sum S(m, n; c) is given by (2.8). 

A superscript' 0k(q) ', '(q) ', T', 'f 0 (q)' above a summation sign (as in The
orem 2.2, for example) indicates that the terms being summed are defined with 
reference to the group r = f 0(q). In (2.15), (2.16) of Theorem 2.2 we define the 
transforms ¢( e) and ¢( r). See Lemma 2.3 regarding the standard Bessel functions 
lv(z), Kv(z); see (2.18) for the function '.Dv(x). 

Notations (III): standard definitions. By alb we mean that a divides b. We 
use ( a, b) to denote the greatest common divisor of the integers a, b. The sum 
:z=dln 1 is the divisor function, T(n). The Mobius function, µ(n), should not be 
confused with either the' µ(a)' of (1.30), or the plain'µ' sometimes used to denote 
a variable. 
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The greatest integer not exceeding x is [x], and the distance from x to the 
nearest integer is llxH = min(x [x], [x] + 1 - x). By log(x) we mean the natural 
logarithm, loge ( x), which is the inverse of the exponential function exp( x) = ex. 
For x E JR and i = A we write exp(21rix) as e(x). By f(z) we denote the 
standard Gamma function (so that f(n) (n-1)!). For z E IC we use Re(z) and 
Im( z) to denote the real and imaginary parts of z, so that z = Re( z) + ilm( z). 

In sums where a runs over the residue classes mod b, we may indicate 
restriction of a to classes for which ( a, b) = 1 by placing an asterisk just after 
the relevant summation sign. In expressions such as 'a (mod b)', 'e(ca/b) ', or 
ll,6 + ca/bll, it is implicit that (a, b) = 1, and we take 'a' to denote a solution, x, 
for the congruence ax '= 1 ( mod b). In other contexts y may simply denote the 
complex-conjugate of y. 

The o(x) and O(x) notation is standard. We use a« b (or b » a) and 
a ~ b to mean a = O(b) and a « b « a, respectively. The constants implicit 
in such notations depend ( at most} upon parameters explicitly declared to be 
absolute constants, or upon parameters appended to the notation as subscripts. 

For any function ¢ : JR - IC we have (when they are defined) the standard 
norms: ll¢lloo = supxEIR 1¢(x)I and 11¢11i f~ 1¢(x)jdx. 

The symbols '=>' and'<=>' mean 'only if' and 'if and only if' (respectively). 
Where we have reproduced a noteworthy result due to other authors, we try 

to indicate this, either explicitly, or by including their name(s), or some keywords 
( e.g. 'Bessel functions'), in the heading of the relevant lemma, proposition, or 
theorem. 

2. Summation formulae of Bruggeman and Kuznetsov 

Theorem 2.2 in this section gives a restatement of one case of [7], Theorem 1, the 
Kuznetsov summation formula for r = fo(q) (Deshouillers and Iwaniec being the 
first to establish this result for cases other than q = 1 ). Two precursors to that 
theorem, [7], Lemma 4. 7, and [7], Equation ( 4.4), are presented here as Theorems 
2.3 and 2.4. Note that we ascribe Theorem 2.4 to Bruggeman and Kuznetsov, al
though our source is [7] and the result is not quite what Bruggeman and Kuznetsov 
actually achieved. 

As a preface to Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 we will begin with some relevant 
results and definitions relating to Kloosterman sums and Bessel functions. 

At the end of the section we have a lemma giving bounds ( from [7], Lemma 
7.1) for the Bessel transforms ((2.15) and (2.16)) of Theorem 2.2. There is also a 
very simple lemma on the Gamma function (needed for the proof of Lemma 6.2). 

Lemma 2.1. Every cusp of r is equivalent to one of the form u/w, where 

u,w EN, wlq and (u, w) = 1. (2.1) 

Moreover, for cusps u/w, uif w1 of this form, one has u/w -C uif w1 if and only if 

W1 = W and u1 u (mod (w, q/w)). (2.2) 
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Proof. This is merely a restatement of [7], Lemma 2.3. • 

Suppose that each cusp a for r has been assigned a scaling matrix a a E 
E SL2(lR) such that (1.1) holds. Let a and b be cusps of r. Then, for m,n E Z, 
and 1 > 0 such that there exists a matrix 

(2.3) 

we define 

Sab(m,n;,) = I:* e ( m:: +n~), 
6(mod -yl,) 1 1 

(2.4) 

where the summation is over J's (modulo 1Z) for which it is possible to find 
a,13 satisfying (2.3) (with the a of (2.4) being any one of the instances of a in 
(2.3)). The correctness of this definition is verified in [7], Lemma 2.2. Our next 
lemma summarises remarks from [7], Section 2.1, concerning the dependence of 
the Kloosterman sum upon the choice of scaling matrices, and the behaviour of 
the sum under a permutation of cusps that leaves fixed the equivalence classes 
(modulo r). 

Lemma 2.2. Let a, a' and b, b' be r-equivalent pairs of cusps, with a given 
choice of O'a,O'a1 ,0'b,O'b1 , and take any 'T1,'T2 E f such that 'T1a' = a, T2b' b. If 
-I d -I th (J'a T10'a 1 = Pl an (J'b T20'b' P2, en 

and (2.5) 

where /31 , /32 are some real numbers, and 

(2.6) 

for m, n E Z and 1 > 0 (both sides of the last equation being defined for the same 
set of 1 's). 

Proof. By (1.1) both p 1 and p2 must fix oo. It is moreover the case that 
P1

1r ooPl = a;;}r. 1r aT}O'a' = a;;}ra,O'a' r 00 (see (1.1)-(1.2)), and (similarly) 
that p2 1 r 00 p2 r 00 • Therefore the Pi are upper triangular matrices from S L2 (JR) 
satisfying r ooPi Pir 00 ( i 1, 2), which is only possible if they have the form 
h . (2 5) s· - l r - l - l r - l - I ( - l r ) th s own m . . mce a a' O'b' = p1 a a T1 r2 O'bP2 = p 1 a a O'b p2, e re-

sult (2.6) follows from (2.5) and the definition of the Kloosterman sum given in 
(2.3)-(2.4). • 
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Given (1.2), it is immediate from the definition in (2.3)-(2.4) that 

S ( . ) _ { S(m,n;1), if 1/q EN, 
oooo m. n, ')' - d fi h . · un e ned, ot erw1se, 

(2.7) 

where 

(2.8) 

(the classical Kloosterman sum). In respect of this last sum we have at our disposal 
the following important result. 

Theorem 2.1. [Weil's bound] For m, n E Z and c E N, 

IS(m,n;c)I::;; (m,n,c) 112c112r(c). 

Proof. This is a corollary of A. Weil's bound for S(m,n;p) with prime p. See 
[14], Section 4.3, for some of the details. • 

Lemma 2.3. [Bessel functions] Let x > 0. If v EC, then 

oo (-1)" (x)2l+v 
JV (X) = ~ e, f( e + 1 + I/) 2 , 

and if, moreover, I Re(v)I < 1, then 

and 

00 

Jv(x) = ! j sin (xcosh({) - fv) cosh(v~)d~ 

0 

00 

(2.9} 

(2.10) 

Jv(x)-J-v(x) 4ij ( ( . d ( ) . ( . ) = - cos xcosh {))cos(wO t 2.11 
smh 1w rr 

0 

If k EN is even. then 

rr/2 

·k J Jk-1(x) = - ~ e-(k-l)i1Jsin(xcos(17))d17. 

-rr/2 

If t E JR and z EC with Re(z) > 0, then 

00 

K2it(Z) = j e-zcosh(~) cos(2t~)d{, 

0 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 
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and if, moreover, t f O, then 

00 

K2it(z) = !_ J e-zcosh({) sinh(.;) sin(2t.;)d.;. 
2t 

0 

(2.14) 

Proof. For (2.9) see [27J, page 359. Result (2.10) is the Mehler-Sonine formula of 
[8], page 82, and directly implies (2.11), since 

sin (0 ~11) ··- sin (0 + ~11) = 2cos(0)sin (-~11) = 2icos(0)sinh (~iv). 

Formula (2.12) follows from Bessel's integral, 

71" 

2_ J e-(k-l)i0+ixsin(0)d0 
27!' 

(see [27], page 362), on writing sin(0) cos(0- ~), then substituting 0- ~ r,, 
if O ::;;; 0 ,::;;; 7l', and 0 ~ = 1/ - 1T, if -7r ::;;; 0 < 0, and then, finally, using 
eiz + e(k-l)i'll"-iz = 2i sin(z) (with z = x cos(ri) = -x cos(ri - 7r) ). 

Formula (2.13) is from [8I, page 82, and implies (2.14) through integration 
~~rts. • 

Theorem 2.2. [Kuznetsov-De:,houillers-IwaniecJ Let <j) be a three times continu
ously differentiable function, with compact support in ( 0, oo). Let a and b be 
cusps of r. Then, for m, n E N, 

~ 1 (47ry'mn) ~-Sab(m,n;1)¢ 
~ 1' 1' 

Xo +X1 +X2, 

where: 

r oo . 
1 ~ / (m)-ir 1 . 1 . , X2 = 7l' ~ -;; Cfca(m, 2 + ir)cp,b(n, 2 + ir)¢(r)dr, 

C -00 

with 
00 

¢(l) j Je(y)¢(y); (2.15) 

0 
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and 
00 

¢(r) = . 7r J Jzir(x) - _Lzir(x) <P(x) dx. 
smh(1rr) 2i x 

(2.16) 

0 

Theorem 2.3. [Petersson] Let a and b be cusps of r, m, n E N and k/2 E N. 
Then 

where 

and f3ab is a real number satisfying 

if a£ b, 
otherwise, 

ifm n, 
otherwise, 

f3ab O if a b and o-a = 0-1, • 

Theorem 2.4. [Bruggeman-Kuznetsov] Let a and b be cusps of r, m, n EN and 
t E JR. Then 

where 6ab, 6mn and f3ao are as in Theorem 2.3, 

(q) JC(Kj,t) --
81 = L h( ) Pja(m)pj1,(n), 

COS 1rKj 
j~l 

r oo . 

82 = ¾ L J (: )-ir (11,a(m, ½ + fr)<p, 0 (n, ½ + ir)'.Ji(r, t)dr, 
C -OO 

'.Jir.t)= 1rcosh(1rr) 
( · cosh(1r(r - t)} cosh(1r(r + t)} 

(2.17) 
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and 
i 

2it j dv 
1hit(x) = - sinh(1rt) . K2it(xv)-;; (2.18) 

(with integration along the contour {exp(i0) : -1r/2 ~ 0 ~ 1r/2} ). 

Lemma 2.4. [Bessel transforms] Let o,X,Y,F > 0. Suppose that cp(x) is a 
complex-valued function of a real variable, possessing a continuous second deriva
tive, .and vanishing outside of the interval [X, BX]. Suppose also that 

111/>lloo ~ F, 11¢1111 ~F and 11¢11 111 ~ FYX- 1
• (2.19) 

Then 
¢(r), ¢(n) « F (1 + I l~(X)I) 

1+ 
(r E JR, n E NJ, (2.20) 

and, for r E JR, 

{ ,,i(r) if lrl ~ 1, 
( 1 + x3/2) y Flrl-5/2 » - (2.21) 

¢(r) if r EN. 

Moreover, if r E JR with 
1 

o < lrl ~ 2 o, (2.22) 

then 

¢(ir) « { (0- 1 +min(lrl 1, llog(X)l))Fx-2 lrl, if XE (0,1], (2.23) 
&- 1Fx- 1, if x > 1. 

Proof. The bounds in (2.20) are, in the case F 1, bounds given by [7], Lemma 
7.1: the cases where Ff= l following by linearity of the transforms. 

The bounds of ( 2.21) would follow from the slightly stronger results in [7], 
(7.4). However, as has been noted on page 7 of [3], there is reason to doubt [7], 
(7.4) in cases where lrl = o(X). According to the authors of [3] these doubtful 
cases of [7], (7.4) are never actually used in [7], so their loss is not significant there, 
but does leave us needing an alternative justification for (2.21). 

For the bound on ¢(r) in (2.21) we argue as Deshouillers and Iwaniec did for 
the bound on /(r) in [7], (7.4) (see [71, page 266), but with the line of integration in 
the Mellin-Barnes integral moved to er= -3/2 rather than er= -1 (no extra pole 
being encountered). Following the two integrations by parts (with respect to x ), 
one obtains the desired bound on ¢(r) by appealing to the bound 11¢"11 ~ FY x-1, 
and bounds of the form: 

lf(x + iy)I ~a,/3 (1 + fyl)x-1/2 e-(1r/2)IYI 

(valid for Ct~ X ~ f3 and y E JR if [a,,8] nz ~ N). 
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With regard to the bound on ¢(r) in (2.21 ), we begin by remarking that 
the argument used in [7], page 267, to justify a bound /(r) « r-3 XY, ac
tually only supports the weaker conclusion that /(r) « r- 2 XY, for r = 2, 
3, 4, .... Nevertheless, this does permit us to conclude that ¢(r) « FY X r-2 

for r = 2, 3, 4, . . . . Moreover, for r = 3, 4, 5, . . . , one can modify the argument 
slightly, by starting it with the Mellin-Barnes integral along the contour from 
-2 - ioo to -2 + ioo (see [8], page 21). The modified argument then shows that 
¢(r) « FYX2r-3 for r = 3,4,5, .... By the last two bounds it follows that 
¢(r) « FYmin(Xr-2 ,X2r-3 ) ~ FYX312r-512 , for r = 3,4,5, .... If r E {1,2}, 
then one has IJr(x)j ~ 1 for x E JR (see Bessel's integral in [27], subsection 17.23) 
and 11¢1100 ~ ll<P'll1 « X!l(flloo ~ Xll¢"111, so it follows from (2.15) and (2.19) 
that 1¢(r)I ~ 11¢1100 log(S) « Xll¢"11i ~ FY « FYr- 512

. We conclude that ¢(r) 
does satisfy {2.21) for all r EN. 

The result (2.23) is only slightly different from the corresponding result of 
[7], Lemma 7.1. We prove it here by first noting (as is explained on [7], page 265) 
that one can use (2.11), (2.19) and (implicitly) {2.22) to show: 

00 

¢(ir) « F J e21rl( min (1, x- 1e-C) d~. 

0 

For X > 1 this bound simplifies to: 
00 

¢(ir) « F x-I J e-(l-2lrl)(d{ = F , 
(1 - 2lrl)X 

0 

so that (2.23) follows by (2.22). For O < X ~ 1, the bound becomes (after evalu
ation of integrals): 

ef>{ir) « F ( 2:rl ( G) 21,1 I)+ (I _\lrl) G) 'I") « 

« F x-2lrl (lrl-1 + i5-l) 

(by (2.22) again). There is another option here, since 

( 

21 I ) log(l/X) <JI I 

2~1 (~) " - I ~ / e'1"1
'd{ ,;log (i) Gr 

showing that the last bound for ¢(ir) will hold with log(l/X) substituted for the 
bracketed term lrl- 1 in that bound (exactly as claimed in (2.23)). • 
Lemma 2.5. [Gamma function] For n EN and r E JR with r-/- 0, 

/r(n + 1 + 2ir)I = ( 2r sin:(2rrr)) 1/2 it Im+ 2irl = 

2rrr n 
. h(2 ) IJ Im + 2irl . 

sm rrr m=l 
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Proof. By the functional equation r(z + 1) = zr(z), it suffices to consider 
jr(2ir)j. Now, for r as given, 

!r(2ir)1 2 = r(2ir)f(-2ir) = 
r(2ir)r(l - 2ir) 1r 1r --'------'-- = -------

-2ir sin(1r(2ir))(-2ir) 2rsinh(21rr)' 

which is all that we need to complete the proof. • 

3. Multiplicativity: proving Theorem 1.4 

Using the multiplicativity expressed in (1.23), (1.24) one may effectively extract, as 
a certain factor, the dependence on D of the terms in the sums S~~!.K(b(D), DN) 

and S~~!.K(b(D), DN) shown in (1.33), (1.34). That factor can then be estimated 
through (1.21) and (1.20), yielding the cases i = 0, 1 of Theorem 1.4. Fuller details 
of these steps, and a treatment of the case i 2, are given at the end of the section, 
where we prove Theorem 1.4. 

We begin with a discussion of Fourier coefficients, 'hoo(n, s), for Eisenstein 
series E,(z, s) (see (1.6), (1.25)), leading up to Lemma 3.4, which plays a role 
analogous to that of the multiplicativity relations, (1.23). (1.24). 

Given (1.25) and Lemma 2.2 it at first appears that rp, 00 (n, s) might depend 
on both the cusp c and the choice of scaling matrix a, ( see ( 1.1) and ( 1. 2)). Our 
next lemma addresses the extent of this dependence. 

Lemma 3.1. Let n EN ands EC with Re(s) ~ 1/2. Then, given our fixed choice 
of a 00 in (1.2), the Fourier coefficient rp,00 (n, s) is a function of the equivalence 
class of c modulo r. 
Proof. As the relevant cases of (2.6) will have m O and (by (1.2)) /h = 0, 
Lemma 2.2 shows that the terms S,00 (0, n; 1') in (1.25) would be unaltered by 
the mere substitution of a r-equivalent cusp for c. This proves the lemma for 
Re(s) > 1. The remaining cases, where 1/2 ~ Re(s) ~ 1, follow by the meromor
phic continuation discussed under (1.6). • 

In light of Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, we may assume that the cusp c is of the 
form u/w (satisfying (2.1)) and follow [7], Section 3.3, in taking 

( 

uJq/(w2,q) 

au/w = wJq/(w2,q) 
(3.1) 

Lemma 3.2. Let u/w be as in (2.1), with a 00 and au;w given by (1.2) and (3.1). 
Then the set, 

{ ~: -y>O and (~ ~) Ea;:-1~ra00 forsomeo:,/3}, 
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is identical to the set of rational cusps B /A /:.., u / w : 

{ 1: A E N,B E Z, (A,B) = 1, (A,q) = w, AB= uw (mod (w2,q))}, 

with a one-to-one correspondence given by the relation 

J "f ~ 
B = A = V ( w2, q )' 

Proof. This follows by [7], Lemma 3.6, and the argument immediately preceding 
it in [7], Section 3.3. • 

By Lemma 3.2, (2.3)-(2.4), (1.2 and (3.1), it follows that Sc00 (0, n; 1 ) (where 
c = u/w) is defined only if 1 = A q/(w2 ,q) with A EN and (A,q) = w, and, in 
such a case, it is given by 

Scoo(O, n; 1) 
BmodA 
(B,A)=l 

ABS=uw (mod (w2 ,q)) 

e (-n !) (n E Z). (3.2) 

By (2.1 ), we may rewrite the conditions necessary and sufficient for the definition 
of S,00 (m, n; 1 ) as: 

1 = f.J qw/(w, q/w) with f. E N and (f., q/w) = 1. (3.3) 

Lemma 3.3. Let c = u/w be as in (2.1), with a 00 , a, given by (1.2), (3.1). Then, 
for n E Z and I satisfying (3.3), one has 

Scoo(O, n; 1) = L µ(r)te (- (q/:, w) (n/t)u), 
rt=iw/(w,q/w) 

tin 

where it is an implicit condition of the summation that (r, (q/w, w)) = 1. 

Proof. Onnotingthat(3.3) implies A=f.w in (3.2) (so that (A,q) =w(f,q/w) = 
= w), we rewrite the sum over B there, using 

AB= uw (mod (w2,q)) <:::} fwB = uw (mod (w2 ,q)) 

<:::} £B = u (mod (w, q/w)) 

<:::} £2 w B = f. w u (mod f.w). 
(w, q/w) (w, q/w) 

The sum in (3.2) then appears in the form 

( 
2 W W ) 

Cew f. (w, q/w), uf. (w, q/w); -n , (3.4) 
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where 
c>,(b,h;k)= L* e(ik). 

a mod>, 
ab;;;;;h (mod >,) 

This sum occurs in [24], Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, and is there found equal to: 

(3.5) 

.~/(r )te u~~ (k/t)(h /v)) = I/(r)!e ( ~:: (k/t)( h/v)) , (3.6) 

tik tik 

subject to a condition 
(b, ,\) (h, ,\) = V (3.7) 

(which, when met, defines v ). By (3.4)-(3.5), we have 

(b,-\) = (e\w,;/w)' ew) = (w,e;;w) (e, (w, !)) = (w,e;;w) 

(see (3.3)), and 

(h,-\)= (ue(w,:/w)'ew) = (u,(w,!)) (w,e;;w)' 

so that, by (2.1), the condition (3.7) is met with v ew/(w,q/w). The lemma 
therefore follows by (3.6) with ,\, b, h and k as indicated by (3.4)-(3.5). • 

By (3.3), Lemma 3.3 and (1.25) one has, for c u/w as in (2.1), n E Z and 
Re(s) > 1, 

(w,q/w)
8 ~ _ 28 """"' ( -Eru ) 

'Pcoo(n, s) = qsws L., e L., µ(r)te (w, q/w) (n/t) . 
l=l rt=tw/(w,q/w) 

(l,q/w)=l tin 

(3.8) 

Lemma 3.4. Let c = u/w be as in (2.1). Let n EN and let DEN satisfy 

(D,q) = 1. (3.9) 

Then, for Re( s) ~ 1 /2, 

l{lcoo(Dn, s) = L L µ(g)(f g) 1
-

28rp,(f,g)oo(n/g, s), (3.10) 
9l(D,n) fl(D/9) 

where 
c(f,g) = (D/fg)fu = Uf,g 

w w 
(say). (3.11) 
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Proof. Both sides of (3.10) are functions of s analytic on the strip 1/2 ~ Re(s) < 
< 1 (for Re(s) ) 1/2 in fact). It therefore will certainly suffice to establish (3.10) 
for all s lying in the open half plane where Re(s) > 1/2. By (3.8), 

{D ) 
(w, q/w) 8 

({)coo n, s = qsws 

00 

I: 
l=l 

(l,q/w)=I 

f,-
2

s L µ(r)te (- (w,f,;/w) (Dn/t)u), 
rt=lw/(w,q/w) 

t!Dn 

with absolute convergence of the sum over f here guaranteed by the condition 
tjDn (given that Dn-/= 0 and Re(s) > 1/2). We may therefore write 

where 

<P1 = 
00 

I: 
i=I 

(i,q/w )= I 

(w,q/w)s L 
'Pcoo(Dn,s) = --- <Pf, qsws 

/ID 

e-2
s L µ(r)te (- (w,~/w) (Dn/t)u). 

rt=iw/(w,q/w} 
tlDn 

(t,D)=/ 

Here we write t = tif, D = Dif, so that 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

and the condition tjDn becomes just tijn. The condition rt= fw/(w, q/w) beco
mes rtif = fw/(w, q/w). As /ID and wlq, it follows by (3.9) that one must have 
/If in this last condition on r and t 1 , so that 

f ff1 (say) 

In (3.13) we now have 

er 
( / ) (Dn/t)u = w,q w 

so that 

00 

I: 
€1=! 

(£1,q/w)=l 

and f1 W 
(w,q/w) 

(note that (ff 1 , q/w) 1 {::} (€ 1, q/w) 1, since /ID and (3.9) holds). 
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The next step is to make implicit the unwanted condition (3.14), by attaching 
to each term of the sum the coefficient i:

91 
(ti, Di) µ(g). We then have 

<J.>1 = 11-2s I: µ(g) 
glD, 

f £128 L µ(r)t1e(- (::;w) (n/t1)D1u). 
l1=l rt1=l1w/(w,q/w) 

(l1 ,q/w)=l ti In 
t1i=0 (mod g) 

We put t1 = gt2. Clearly tiln implies gin, so we make this a condition upon g 
and rewrite the condition t 1!n as t2l(n/g). We also have 

w 
£1 ( I , w, q w) 

and here gjD1 , D 1 ID and wjq, so that it follows from (3.9) that g must divide 
£1 . Therefore we write f 1 = gf2, making the condition become: 

w 
rt2 = f2 ( / ) w,q w 

As g is aways a factor of D, the assumption of (3.9) means that a condition 
(g, q/w) = 1 is superfluous and 

<f.>J = L µ(g)(fg)l-2s<f.>J,g, 
gl(D/f,n) 

where, since gg = 1 (mod (w,q/w)) and (w,q/w)jw, 

Reporting this last result in (3.15), and (thence) in (3.12), we obtain 

'Prno(Dn, s) = L L µ(g)(f g) 1
-

2sw f,g, 
JIDgl(D/f,n) 

where, by comparison of (3.16) and (3.8), 

(w,q/w) 8 

iI! J.g = qsws <f.>J,g = 'Pc(f,g)oo(n/g, s) 

(3.15) 
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(note that c(f, g) of (3.11) is always a rational of the form (2.1)). Although this 
completes the proof, we think it interesting to observe that, with regard to (3.11), 
if>J,g in (3.16) only depends on the residue class of 7 modulo (w, q/w). Almost 
the same conclusion follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, which show that there is 
no change in (3.10) when 7 (in (3.11)) is replaced by any integer coprime to w 
and congruent to 7 modulo (w, q/w). • 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. As (q, D) 1 is assumed, we may apply (1.24) to the 
case a= oo of the sum over n in (1.33). This shows 

L bn1Pjk(oo, Dn) = L bn L µ(g)>.Jk ( ~) 1Pjk ( oo, I) = 
N/2<n't!;.N N/2<n't!;.N gj(n,D) 

= Lµ(g)>.;k ( ~) L bgn1P;k(oo, n). 
glD N/2g<n't!;.N/g 

Bounding the last sum through the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality and (1.21) (Deli
gne's bound), we have 

2 2 

L bn1PJk(oo, Dn) ~ L r 2(h) L µ2(g) L bgn1PJk(oo, n) , 
N/2<n't!;.N hlD glD N/2g<n~N/g 

which, by (1.33) and {1.26), leads us to conclude that 

s~\.K(b(D), DN) ~ r 3 (D) L µ 2 (g)s~\.K(b<9 }, N/g), (3.17) 
glD 

where bh9
} = b9n for n E N. Therefore Theorem 1.3 of Deshouillers and Iwaniec 

applies, showing (since µ(oo) = 1/q): 

s~:q,K(b(D), DN) ~e r 3 (D) L (K 2 + q- 1(N/g)l+e) llbU,}gll~
glD 

The case i = 0 of (1.37) now follows trivially, since N/g ~ N and llb}J}
9

ll2 ~ 
~ llbNll2 {see (1.29) and (1.52)). 

The bound (1.36) follows along very similar lines (using (1.23), the Cauchy
-Schwarz inequality, (1.20) and the case i = 1 of Theorem 1.3). The only novelty is 
the factor nv in Kim and Sarnak's bound (1.20), which leads to the upper bound 
being weaker by a factor of D 2v than the corresponding upper bound in (1.37). 

We turn now to the remaining case of the bound (1.37), in which i = 2. By 
(1.35) (with a= oo), Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, we are led to consider the sum 

.Cc(r)= L bnnirip,00 (Dn,½+ir) (3.18) 
N/2<n't!;.N 
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in cases where c u/w is of the form (2.1). Therefore, Lemma 3.4 may be applied 
to rewrite £,(r) as 

L bnnir L L µ(9)(fg)-2ir1P,(f,9)00 (n/g, ½ + ir)' 
N/2<n<,.N 9l(D,n) Jl(D/9) 

where c(f, g) is given by (3.11). By bringing the summation over n inside the 
other summations, we find that 

£,(r) = Lµ(g)g-ir L 1-2ir.i::,~!},9)(r), 
91D Jl(D/g) 

where 
£,~9 )(r) L b9n1 (n')ir1Paoo (n', ½ + ir). (3.19) 

N/29<n',,;_N/g 

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (and some trivial bounds) it follows that 

1£,(r)l2 ¾ T2(D) Lµ2(g) L j.i::,~fj,9)j2. 
91D Jl(D/9) 

(3.20) 

Given f, g EN with f g!D , consider, with (3.11) in mind, two cusps, 

(/ ) 
_ (D/ fg)fu1 

a ,g ----
w1 

and (3.21) 

where uifw1 = a and u2/w2 = b are both cusps of the same form as u/w 
in Lemma 2.1. Here, by our assumptions, (u1,wi) (u2,w2) = 1, W1,w2)q, 
(D, q) = 1 and /ID, so that both the rationals shown in (3.21) are, as they stand, 
well-defined reduced rationals of the same form as the rationals u/w in Lemma 
2.1. Therefore (2.2) of Lemma 2.1 shows that a(!, g) -t b(f, g) if and only if 

and (D/ Jg)]u2 = (D/ Jg)]u1 (mod (w1, q/wi)). 

On multiplying through by (D/ fg)f, the latter of these two conditions reduces 
to just u2 = u1 (mod (w1, q/wi)), and so, after referring once more to (2.2) of 
Lemma 2.1), we have 

a(f,g) ,t b(f,g) {::} a ,t b. 

By this and Lemma 3.1, it follows that 

f' 2 [' 2 """I.(, (g) I = """ I.(, (g) I L.,; ,(f,g) L.,; ' (!, g EN with JglD). (3.22) 
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Applying (1.35), (3.18) and (3.20), and making a straightforward change to 
the order in which the summations and integration are carried out, we deduce 
from (3.22), (3.19), (1.35) and (1.28) that 

s~:q,K(b(D),DN) ~ r 2 (D)Lµ 2(g)r(D/g)S~\.K(b{g},N/g), 
gJD 

(3.23) 

where bA9
} = bgn, for n EN. Bounding the right-hand side here, by an appeal to 

Theorem 1.3 ( and trivial bounds), we complete our proof of Theorem 1.4. • 

4. Bruggeman-Kuznetsov summation and a form of reduction 

In this section we furnish ourselves with several lemmas useful in subsequent sec
tions: the last three of these enabling us to work around the condition (n, q) = 1 
(or (D,q) 1) attached to the results (1.24), (1.23) (or Lemma 3.4), which 
are our means to exploit the multiplicative nature of the relevant Fourier coeffi
cients. As Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are indispensable for certain proofs, it is expedient 
not to give separate consideration to each of the sums S~\,K(b(D), DN) and 

S~\.K(b(D), DN). We work instead with the 'combined' sum <7q,K(b, N; D, y) of 
(1.42). The surplus parameter y in <7q,K(b, N; D, y) anticipates a technical step 
in the proof of Lemma 8.2. 

Lemma 4.1. Let M > 0, q EN and take a= (an) to be any complex sequence. 
Then, for II> 0, 

cosh(l/ II) 2 "°' "°' _ ~ 1 ( lmn) :Jo= . 2 llaM!l2 + ~ ~ aman ~ f EH -£- S(m,n;qf.), 
2smh (1/ II) M/2<m,n~M l=l q q 

where 
<h(q) 

'T _ L (k - 1)! -(k-1)/H L 
.IQ - k e 

(41r) -1 
k even j=l 

L anl/J;doo, n) 
M/2<n~M 

2 

and, for x > 0, 

00 

EH(x) 21r L(-1?(2r - l)e-<2r-l)/H hr-1(41rx). 
r=l 

Furthermore, for II, x > 0. one has here 

and IEH(x)I ~ 41r2x cosh(21rx) exp ((21rx)2). ( 4.1) 
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Proof. The first part of this lemma is a result established within the proof of 
[7], Proposition 4, essentially by multiplying both sides of the result of Theorem 
2.3 by (k - l)e-(k-l)/Haman, and then summing over m, n EN n (M/2, M] and 
positive even k. Here we need only the case a = b = oo, so that an appeal to (2. 7) 
shows that the relevant Kloosterman sums are just the classical ones found in our 
lemma. 

For the second part of the lemma we employ the series representation (2.9) 
for the Bessel functions that appear in the definition of EH(x). Following that by 
a change in the order of summations, we obtain 

E (x) = 27f ~ (-1)'!(21rx)2e~ (-lt(2r - l\-(2r-1)/H(21rx)2r-1 
H L £! L (£ + 2r 1)! ' 

i=O r=l 

which implies (for both choices of sign), 

2 -1/ H 1 2t' 1 7fX 

(

'.Xl ) (oo (2 )2r-2) 
±EH(x) ~ 41r xe ~ £! (21rx) ~ (2r _ 2)! el/H 

yielding (4.1) as an immediate consequence. • 
Lemma 4.2. Let M > 0, q EN and take a= (an) to be any complex sequence. 
Then, for H ~ 1, 

where 
(q) 1 

'.11 = "RH(K1 ) ( " anp1·oo(n) L cosh 7rK ·) L 
j~l J M/2<n~M 

2 

r oo 

'.12 = ~ L J RH(r) L annirr.p,00 (n, ½ + ir) 
, _ 00 M/2<ri,(,,M 

2 

dr, 

and, for I Irn(r)I < 1/2 and x > 0, 

00 

RH(r) J tsinh(1rt)e-(t/Hl
2
'.J-C(r,t)dt (4.2) 

-oo 

and 
00 

41u(x) ~ j '.D2it(x)tsinh(1rt)e-(t/Hl
2 

dt, (4.3) 

-oo 
with '.J-C(r,t) and '.D2it(x) given by (2.17) and (2.18) of Theorem 2.4. 
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Proof. Repeating the first steps (on [7], page 260) in the proof of [7], Theorem 2, 
we apply Theorem 2.4 for cusps a b = oo, multiply all terms in the result by 

t sinh( 1rt )e-(t/ H>
2
aman, 

sum over m, n E N n ( M /2, Ml, and integrate over t E ( -oo, oo) . The lemma then 
follows by (2. 7) and evaluation of the simplest of the resulting integrals. • 
Lemma 4.3. Let O ::;;; J < 1. Then, for H ~ 1 and r E C satisfying 

(4.4) 

one has 

Proof. We note first that, by (2.17), 

'.K( ) 21r cosh( 1rr) 
r, t = cosh(21rr) + cosh(21rt) 

If r E JR, then it follows immediately that 

'.K(r, t)::,::: e-1r(ltl+llt!-lrll). (4.5) 

If r (/. JR, then (by (4.4)) ir E JR and O < lrl ::;;; J/4, so that 

cosh(21rr) = cos(21rir) E [cos(Jn/2), 1] C (0, 1] 

and, similarly, cosh(nr) E (1/./2, 1]. Therefore, even if r (/.JR, we still obtain (4.5), 
provided that we allow the implicit constants there to depend upon J. Using this 
conclusion in (4.2), we find 

00 

RH(r) ;:::0 J t tanh(1rt)e-(t/H)
2
-1rlt-lrlldt. 

If Ir! ::;;; 2, then ( 4.6) shows: 

0 

1 

RH(r) »a j t2dt » 1, 

0 

(4.6) 

confirming the lemma's lower bound on RH(r). That bound also holds for lrl > 2, 
since ( 4.6) then implies 

Ir! 
RH(r) »a J te-(t/H)2-1r(lrl-t)dt ~ (lrl - 1) e-(lrl/H)2-1r. 

lrl-1 
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To establish the upper bound on RH(r), it suffices to note that (4.6) implies 

lrl co 

RH(r) «o e-1rlrl I te-(t/H)2+1rtdt + e1rlrl I te-(t/H)2-1rtdt < 

o lrl 

< e-1rlrllrl I e1rtdt + e-(lrl/2H)2 I e1rtdt + e1rlrl-(lrl/H)2/ te-1rtdt < 
( 

lrl/2 lrl ) co 

0 lrl/2 lrl 

< e-1rlrl!rj ( eilrl + e-(lrl/2H)2+1rlrl) + e-(lrl/H)2 (Ir!+ l) « 

«(Ir!+ 1) (e-½lrl + e-(lrl/2H)
2
), 

where ~ jrl ~ ~ lrl/ H • • 
Lemma 4.4. Let H > 0. Then, in respect of the domain (0, oo), Equations ( 4.3) 
and (1.48) define the same function, <I>H(x), and this function satisfies: 

and (x > 0). 

Proof. These are results found, and used, in the proof of [7], Theorem 2. Here we 
shall merely expand on points covered in [7], p. 260. We shall start from (4.3) and 
deduce (1.48). 

The first step is to observe that, by (2.18) and a bound (derived trivially 
from (2.13)) for IK2it(ei6 )I, the definition (4.3) may be rewritten: 

00 

. -ix I i dv 2 (t/H)2 hm - K2it(xv)-t e- dt, 
o--d- .,fir e(o) v 

-co 

where 
e(o) = { ei6 

: -orr/2 ~ 0 ~ orr/2}. 
The restriction from e(l) to e(o) (where o < 1) makes the integral in the expres
sion given for K2it(xv) by (2.14) uniformly absolutely convergent, so that, on 
applying (2.14) in the last expression for 4>H(x), we may change the order of 
integration to obtain: 

00 

-ixz I 4>H(x) = o~1r 
2
../ir J,5(x;€)JH(t)sinh(€)d€, 

0 

where 
00 

JH(€) = / sin(2t€)te--(t/H)
2 
dt. 

-oo 
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Integrating by parts and applying a result discussed in [2}, Exercise 10.22, 

00 

JH(e) H 2e J cos(2te)e-(t/H)
2 
dt J'irH3ee-(Hf.)

2
• 

-00 

The factor e-(Hf.)
2 

here helps with convergence, so that the bound 

allows the limit, in our last expression for <I> H ( x), to be taken inside the integral 
there. The proof may then be completed by noting that 2ix- 1sech(e) sin(xcosh(e)} 
= I1(x;(), so that, given the evaluation of JH(e), the last expression we had for 
<l>H(x) reduces to (1.48). 

By (1.48), <l>H(x) is real-valued for x > O. Using trivial bounds for factors 
in the integrand in (1.48), one also finds: 

00 

l<I>H(x)I ~ H3x J ee-(H€)2 de, 
0 

for x > 0, which reduces to the bound claimed by the lemma. 

Lemma 4.5. Let c, f E N and m, n E Z. Then 

S(fm, fn; Jc)= 4>c(f)S(m, n; c), 

where 

• 

1>c(f) = 1 IT 1) f - = I: µ(g)-. 
p glf g 

(4.7) 
p prime 

pj/, (p,c)=l (g,c)=l 

Proof. By (2.8) and cancellation of common factors, 

S(fm, fn; Jc)= I:* e ( m~ + n~) = I:* e ( m~ + n~) I:* 1. 
d mod f c d mod c x mod f c 

The sum over x is, for d coprime to c, 

I: I: µ(g) = I: µ(g) 
x mod fc gj(f,x) glf 

X=iid (mod c) (g,c)=l 
x mod Jc 

x;;d (mod c) 
x;;O (mod g) 

1. 

x=iid (mod c) 

This last sum is </Jc(!) (see (4.7)), which does not depend on d. The lemma 
therefore follows, using (2.8) for the sum over d. • 
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Lemma 4.6. Let A E JR, o, N1 > 0 and take c ( Cn) to be any complex sequence. 
Suppose also that E(x) is a real-valued function with domain (0, oo), and is such 
that 

x-½-5 E(x) ---+ 0 as x--+O+. 

Then the equation, 

defines a real-valued function a+: N x N---+ JR such that, for q, DEN, 

a+(q,D)= L µ(g)Lµ(f)a+(q 1 f,D 1
) 

gj(q,D) g fig . 
(g,q')=l 

L a+(q, f, D,)µ2jf) IT (1 
fl(q,D) p prime 
(f,q')=l Pl(q,D) 

(p,/q')=l 

where q' = q/(q,D), D1 = D/(q,D), and it is moreover the case that 

for some pair q*, D. EN satisfying 

(q, D) jq.lq, 
D 

D.j (q, D) and 

(4.8) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

Proof. From (4.8) and the Weil bound, Theorem 2.1, one easily finds that, for 
given x,y,m,n EN, 

e512E (Y~) S(ym,yn;xf.)---+ 0 as e --too, 

which shows, by a comparison with the series E~1 e- 1- 012 , that the sum over 
e in (4.9) converges. As the sum over m and n there is finite, it follows that 
the right-hand side of (4.9) is defined. As the coefficients Cm, Cn are the only 
factors on the right-hand side of (4.9) that might not be real, one can immediately 
observe (using S(a,b;c) = S(b,a;c)) that the expression there is invariant under 
complex-conjugation, so that (4.9) does make a+(x, y) a real valued function on 
the domain N x N. 
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Suppose now that q, D E N. Lemma 4.5 shows that, for m, n, £ E N, 

S(Dm,Dn;qf) = S(D'm,D'n;q'f)(q,D) L 
gl(q,D) 

(g,q'i)=I 

µ(g) 
g 

where q', D' are as under ( 4.10)-( 4.11). Using this last result in (4.9) and cancelling 
some common factors, we may rewrite o:+(q, D) as: 

A+ L µ(g) LL CmCn f q\E(D'~)s(D'm,D'n;q't). 
gl(q,D) g N1/2<m,n~N1 i=l 
(g,q')=1 (i,g)=I 

We next attach an extra coefficient I: JI (t, ) µ(!) to each term of the last sum 
over £, which does not change the value of the sum, but does make the explicit 
condition (t, g) = 1 superfluous. Since 

L µ~) Lµ(f)A = Aµil) = A, 
gl(q,D) fig 

(4.14) 

(g,q')=I 

one obtains (4.10) on bringing the summations over m, n and t inside the sum
mation over f and recognising that q' f, D' and £/ f take the places of x, y and 
t in (4.9). 

To show that (4.11) follows from (4.10) we first observe that, for any function 
H: N--+ C, 

L µ~) Lµ(J)H(J) = L µ(J)H(f) L 
gl(q,D) Jig Jl(q,D) gl(q,D) 

µ(g) 
--= 

g 
(4.15) 

(g,q')=l (f,q')=I (g,q')=I 
g:O (mod f) 

= " " µ(Jg') 
L, µ(f )H(f) L, f g' 

Jl(q,D) g'l(q/J,D/J) 
(f,q' )•='1 (g' ,q')= l 

= L µ2;!) H(f) L µ~') 
Jl(q,D) g'l(q,D) 
(J,q')=I (g' Jq')=l 

Observing that the last sum over g' is equal to the product over primes p in 
(4.11), we obtain (4.11) on choosing H(J) = o:+(q' f, D'). The last observation also 
informs us that, in the last summation over f of (4.15), the non-zero coefficients 
of H(J) are all positive. One can evaluate the sum of these positive coefficients 
by applying first (4.15), for H(J) identically equal to 1 (say), and then the case 
A= 1 of (4.14). This reveals that the non-zero coefficients sum to 1, so that, given 
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their positivity and the fact that o:+(x, y) is real valued, we deduce from (4.10) 
and the case H(f) = o:+(q' f, D') of (4.15) (or from (4.11)) that 

o:+(q, D) ~ max o:+(q' f, D'), 
f squarefree 

fl(q,D) 
(f,q')=l 

so that 

for some pair Q1, Di E N satisfying 

and 
D 

(q,D)' 

(4.16) 

(4.17} 

Applying (4.16)-(4.17) in an iterative fashion, we augment (4.16} by a sequence of 
inequalities, 

(say), where 

(k EN). (4.19} 

By (4.19) and (4.17) we have (for k EN) DklDk-1! ... ID2ID1 = D/(q,D), so 
that 

Dkl (q~D) (k EN). (4.20) 

By this and by (4.19), 

( k EN), 

so that, as (q/(q, D),D/(q,D)) 1, we must have 

( q::1' (q,qD)) l (k EN). 

Therefore, starting from the premise that q/(q, D) is a factor of q1 (for which 
see (4.17)), one can show by induction that (q/(q, D))j(q1 , ... , Qn). This, together 
with (4.17), (4.19) and (4.20), permits us to conclude that 

and (k EN). 
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We search through the sequence of pairs, qi, Di, Q2, D2 , .••• , for a pair 
q,., D* satisfying (4.13). By our last result above, all we need to look for is any 
pair q1, D1 with (qj, D 1 ) = 1. If (q1, D1) > 1 for j = 1, ... , k (say), then we move 
on to examine the next pair, Qk+l,Dk+l. Since (4.19) then implies Dk+l ~ Dk/2, 
this search procedure cannot be repeated indefinitely without success, since that 
would contradict 1 being a lower bound for { D1 , D 2 , ... } c N. Therefore our 
search must eventually succeed. By (4.18) and (4.16), whatever pair (q,.,D*) we 
find will satisfy (4.12) (as well as (4.13)), so that all the claims of the lemma have 
now been shown true. • 
Lemma 4.7. Let N > O, q, DEN and take b = (bn) to be any complex sequence. 
Then, given H ;;;:, 2, there exist q*, D. EN satisfying (4.13) and such that 

00 

s(O) (b(D) DN) ~_!_I s(O) (b(D.) D N) el-G/HdG 
oo,q,ll , " H oo,q. ,G ' * · 

2 

Proof. We first apply Lemma 4.1 with a= b(D) and M = DN, so that the sum 
Jo ( defined in that lemma) must satisfy 

J >- e-(ll-1)/Hs(O) (b(D) DN) 
0 r oo,q,H • 

(see (1.26)). With N1 = N, c b, E(x) = EH(x) and 

A_ cosh(l/ H) lib 112 
- 2sinh2(1/H) N 2

' 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

Lemma 4.1 and (1.31) show Jo= o:+(q, D), where o:+(x, y) is the function defined 
in (4.9) of Lemma 4.6. As (4.1) shows that (4.8) holds with S 1/3, we may appeal 
to (4.12)-(4.13) and (4.9) of Lemma 4.6 for the bound: 

where q,., D.,. E N satisfy (4.13). From this, (4.22), (1.31) and Lemma 4.1 (once 
more), we deduce that the term Jo above satisfies 

As 
00 ! J el-G/H dG = e1-k/H e(H-l)/H-(k-1)/H, 

k 
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it follows from (1.26) that the result we are seeking to prove is just what follows 
directly from (4.21) and our upper bound for '.Jo. • 
Lemma 4.8. Let N > 0, q,D EN, y E JR, and take b = (bn) to be any complex 
sequence. Suppose tlmt D = Di D', where Di, D' E N. Then, given H, Hi E JR 
satisfying 

there exist q*, D~ E N satisfying 

and such that 

00 

D' 
D'*I-D') 

and 

O"q (Hi, H) « j O"q.,G (b, N; D:Di, y) ie-(1r/2)G/HdG « 
0 

where 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

aq (Hi, H) =aq,H1 (b, N; D, y) + (aq,H(b, N; D, y) - O"q,H1 {b, N; D, y))Hi. (4.27) 

Proof. We shall consider only the case y 0, since the first line of (1.44) shows 
that the general case follows (no special properties that the complex sequence b 
might have being required here). We begin by considering the results yielded by 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 when the former lemma is applied for 

and M=DN, 

where b(D) is the sequence given by (1.31). In the sums defining '.J 1 , '.J 2 of Lemma 
4.2 one always has 

and 

(see (1.13)-(1.15)), so that, with o = 7 /16 E (0, lj (for example) all the relevant 
factors of the form RH(r) (where, in this instance, r may represent r.1) will satisfy 
the condition (4.4) sufficient for the application of Lemma 4.3. By that lemma's 
lower bound for RH(r) (or RH(l'ij)), and by our choice of a and M, the sums 
J1, '.12 must satisfy: 
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f'o(q) oo 

32 » L J (Ir!+ 1) e-(r/H)
2 L b;f}nirip,00 (n, ½ + ir) dr. 

c _ 00 DN/2<n,,,;;,DN 

2 

Therefore, and by (1.27), (1.28) and (4.23), we find that, for j = 1,2, 

3 · » gU) (b<D>,DN) + (gUl (b<D>,DN) J oo,q,H1 oo,q,H gUl (b(D) DN)) H oo,q,H1 , l• 

By (4.27), (1.44) and our non-negative lower bounds for J1 and 32, 

(4.28) 

Still considering the application of Lemma 4.2, with a and M as indicated 
above, we observe that, by (1.31), it yields: 

"' "' - ~ 1 (D .[iiiri,) 31 + 32 =A+ L., L., bmbn L., qt E qt S(Dm, Dn; qt), 
N/2<m,n,,,;;,N l=l 

where 

E(x) = ~ 4>H(47rX). (4.29) 

We may rewrite the last sum of Kloosterman sums so as to conclude that 

(4.30) 

where 0:+(x, y) is the function given by (4.9) of Lemma 4.6, with A and E(x) as 
in ( 4.29), and c, N1 chosen to satisfy: 

c = b{Di}, and (4.31) 

where b(Di} is defined as in (1.31). By (4.29) and Lemma 4.4 the function E(x) 
here satisfies the condition (4.8) with & = 1/3 > 0 (for example). Therefore it 
follows from (4.30), (4.31) and (4.12), (4.9) and (4.13) of Lemma 4.6 that 

where D* D1D:, b(D.) is as in (1.31), and q*, D: are some pair of natural 

number satisfying (4.24). As llhNlb = llb~¾ll2 for g E N (see (1.29), (1.31)), it 
follows from ( 4.29) that the form of the last bound on J1 + J2 invites us to make a 
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second application of Lemma 4.2 (with a= b(D.) and M D*N now), following 
which we have: 

where 

2 

b(D.)p · (n) n JOO l 

D.N/2<ntf,D.N 

2 
• 1 fo(q.) oo . 

1~) =:;;: L f RH(r) L biD•)nir({)coo (n, ½ + ir) dr. 
c _00 D.N/2<ntf,D.N 

The upper bound on RH(r) of Lemma 4.3 shows that, for r satisfying the condition 
(4.4) of that lemma, 

00 

j ~ e-l!tG/H dG >> RH(r). 

Ir! 

This enables us to deduce from (1.44), (1.27) and (1.28) that we have 

00 

I a (b N· D 0) G e-(1r/Z)G/H dG '' 1<*) + j<•l q. ,G , , *, H _,,y 1 2 

0 

here. As D. = D 1D~, this last result, together with (4.28) and (4.32), yields 
(4.24)-(4.25) for y 0. The case y = 0 of the second bound, (4.26), follows trivially 
from (4.25), using both the bound xe(1-1r/2)x < 2/(rr- 2) for x G/H;;:: 1, and 
the fact that, by its definition in (1.42), the term aq •. c(b,N;D.,0) represents a 
non-decreasing, non-negative valued, real function of G. • 
Lemma 4.9. Let U > I, N > 0, q,D EN, y ER and take b (bn) to be any 
complex sequence. Then, for K;;:: 1, 

00 

aq,K(b,N;D,y):::;; L u-haq(uh,uh+ 1
), 

h=O 
Uhtf,K 

where 6-q(H1 , H) is as defined in (4.27) of Lemma 4.8. 

Proof. By (4.27), 

u-0aq (U0 ,u0+1
) aq(I,U) aq,u0 (b,N;D,y), 

where Uo U, and, for h EN, 
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where Uj = UH 1 for j E N. These bounds enable a proof by induction that, for 
k EN, 

k-1 

L u-huq (uh, uh+ 1
) ~ '7q,uk_, (b, N; v, y). 

h=O 

The lemma follows from the case k - 1 = flogu K] of this bound, since in this case 
one has Uk-l = Uk > K ~ 1, so that k EN and (see (1.42)) '7q,Uk-, (b, N; D, y) ~ 
~ '7q,K(b, N; D, y). • 

5. Multiplicativity revisited 

By making use of Lemmas 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 are able to deal with the sums 
'7q,K(b, N; D, y) in cases where (q, D) > 1. Results worth noting in their own 
right are Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3. Proposition 1.1 is proved at the end of the section, 
as a simple corollary of Lemma 5.3. 

Lemma 5.1. Let c > 0 and ii 7/64. Then, for N > 0, q,D EN, K ~ 1, and 
any complex sequence b = (bn), one has: 

g(O) (b(D) DN) « r 4 (__!?_) (K2 + (q, D) Nl+i:) lib 11 2 (5.1) oo,q,K , i: (q,D) q N 2 

and, for y E JR, 

. D 4 D 2 q, D) l+e 2 
( )

2t? ( ) ( ( ) i7q,K(b,N,D.y)«i: (q,D) T (q,D) K +-q-N 1ihNi'2- (5.2) 

Proof. By the coprimality condition of ( 4.13), Theorem 1.4 applies to bound the 
integrand on the right-hand side of the bound given by Lemma 4.7, so we are able 
to conclude that 

00 

s~\,K (b(Dl,DN) « ~ f oe(T4 (D*) ( G2 + ql* N1+i:) llbNII~) e-G/H dG. 
2 

Since (4.13) also shows we have 

and (5.3) 

here, the bound (5.1) follows trivially on noting that 

00 00 

~ j GJe-GfH dG = HJ j tie-tdt < j!Hj (j = 0, 1, ... ). (5.4) 

2 2/H 
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It now only remains to prove (5.2), which is a task that the case U = 2 
of Lemma 4.9 enables us to approach through consideration of terms aq(H1, H) 
where 2 ~ H ~ 2K and H1 = H/2. Given such a pair, H, H1, we apply Lemma 
4.8 with D 1 = 1, D' D, obtaining (from (4.26)) a bound, 

00 

aq(H/2, H) « Haq.,H(b, N; D., y) + J aq.,G (b, N; D*, y) e-G/H dG, (5.5) 

H 

where q,., D. E N satisfy (5.3). Therefore Theorem 1.4 now applies (via (1.44), 
(1.45) and (1.31)), so we have: 

O'q.,G(b, N; D*, y) «c D;t'JT4 (D.) ( G2 + q-:; 1 N 1+c!2
) llbNII;, 

for G ~ H (given that H ~ 1 ). Prom this, (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5), we conclude that 

aq(H/2, H) « (_p_)2
t'J 4(_!?_) (s2+ (q, D) N1+e;2) llb 

11
2 

H/2 ° (q,D) T (q,D) q ' N 2· 

Summing this last bound over H = 2, 4, 8, ... 2[Jog2 K]+l, gives a bound for the 
sum in Lemma 4.9, and so also for O'q,K(b, N; D, y). To see that (5.2) is implied, 
note one either has 

and 

or (given that O < 1: < 1 and N ~ 1), 

and (q,qD) Nt+e/2 ([log2 K] + 1) « N3/2 K1;2 < K2. • 

Lemma 5.2. Let rJ 7/64. Then, for M > 0, G > 0, y E IR, any complex 
sequence a= (an), and D1, D', q E N with 

(D', q) 1, 

we have: 

aq,G (a, M; D' D1, y) ~ 

~ (D')2'{) T3 (D') L L 1i(gog1) O'q,G (a{go}, M; D1 'y)' 
9olD' g1l(D',Di) go 9l 

(go,Di}=l 

h {go} _ c E 1M w ere an - a90 n 1or n n. 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.8, we need only to establish the case y 0 
here, since all other cases will then follow by the first identity of (1.44) and the 
observations made under (1.45). By (1.44) and (1.31), 

( ,f· D'D ) - (..'(l} (b(D') D' )\T) l (..'( 2 ) (b(D') D'N) O'q,G a, A , 1, Y - voo,q,G , JV + :;;: voo,q,G ' , (5.8) 
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where 
and N=D1M. (5.9) 

Now referring back to the proof of Theorem 1.4, the coprimality condition 
(5.6) permits an appeal to both (3.23) and the non-holomorphic analog of (3.17) 
{a simple consequence of (1.23) and (1.20)). We find that, for i = 1,2, 

where bi9 } b9n for n E N (and where O may replace iJ for i = 2 ). Given g EN, 
squarefree and satisfying glD', we define 

and go= g/g1. (5.11) 

By (5.9), (1.31), (1.45) and (5.11), we have in (5.10): 

s~,q,G (b{g}, N/g) =S~,q,G (c(Difg!), (Difg1)(M/go)) (i=l,2), 

where c a{Yo}. The bound (5.7) therefore follows by an application of (1.44) 
after both cases ( i = 1, 2) of (5.10) are used with (5.8): note that each pair go, g1 
given by (5.11) occurs for only one g (i.e. g gog1) and, given what is assumed 
about g above ( 5.11), the pair will satisfy all the conditions of summation in 
(5.7). • 
Lemma 5.3. Let E > 0 and iJ 7 /64. Suppose that N > 0, y E IR, b = (bn) 
is a complex sequence and D = D1D1 with D1,D' EN. Then, given Q > 0 and 
K ~ I, one has 

(with bigo} 
satisfying 

b90 n for n E N ), where go, g1 are some pair of natural numbers 

YolD', (go, D1) = 1 

and Q1 is some real number with 

and YI I (D', D1), (5.12) 

(5.13) 

Proof. In view of (1.43) and the case U = 2 of Lemma 4.9, it is reasonable to 
begin by considering the sums i'fq(H1 , H) (given by (4.27) of Lemma 4.8) in cases 
where Q < q ~ 2Q and 1 ~ H 1 ~ H ~ 2K. In such cases Lemma 4.8 gives us the 
bound ( 4. 25) for some pair q., v: E N satisfying ( 4. 24). As ( 4. 24) implies that the 
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hypothesis (5.6) of Lemma 5.2 will hold if one replaces q and D' there by q* and 
D~, so Lemma 5.2 may be applied in the context of (4.25), showing: 

aq.,a(b,N;D~D1,Y) ~ 

::_::: (D'*)UI 73(D'*) ~ ~ 2( ) (b{go} N D1 ) _,., ":::: L.., L.., µ 9091 O"q.,G , ; , Y ~ 

I , I( , D ) 90 91 9o D. 91 D., I 

(go,Di)=l 

(where we appeal to (4.24) for the last inequality). Given G, 90 and 91 , 

(b
{go} N D1 ) & 

<lq1,G , ; -,y "" 
90 91 Q/2<q..;Q qdq 

(q/(q,D'))lq1 

& ~ (b{go} N. D1 ) (D') ~ L.., O"q1,G , -, -,y T , 

Q/2 D'<qi'!f,_Q 90 91 

so it follows from (4.25), (5.14) and (1.43) that 

L aq(H1,H) « (D')21'r4 (D') 
Q/2<q'!f,_Q 

where 
00 

U(R,H;90,91)= J Sn.a (b{go}, :, ~
1

1 ,y) ~e-½G/H dG. 

0 

(5.14) 

Using this last bound with the case U = 2 of Lemma 4.9 and (1.43) (again), we 
deduce: 

where 

and 
00 

WK(G) = (1 + G)G L 2-2he-¼ 0 12,,. 

h=O 
2,,,(,_K 

(5.16) 
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Here WK(G) < 2/(1 - 1/4) if O < G ~ 1, while, for 1 < G < K one has, 

2 
( 

00 

3! 
00 

1 ) WK(G) ~ 2G L 2h 1f h 3 + L 22h « 1, 
h=O 2 (4G/2 ) h=O ~,a ~>G 

and, for G ~ K ~ I , there is the bound 

These bounds show WK(G) « e-G/2K for G > 0, so it follows from (5.15) and 
(5.16) that, for some go,g1 EN and Q1 E IR satisfying (5.12) and (5.13), there is 
the bound 

00 G 

S , . , 2,0 5 , , / ( {Yo} N. Di ) e-2K dG Q,x(b,N,D,y)«(D) T (D)log(2D) S01,a b ,-,-,y G · 
go g1 1 + 

0 

The result of the lemma now follows quite directly, by virtue of the bounds 
T(D') «s (D1

)
8

/
6 and log(2D') «s (D1 )8l6 , and the observations that e-G/2K /(1+ 

+G) ::=.-: 1 for O < G ::S: 2 (and K) 1 ), and that S0 1 ,a(b{go}, N/go; Di/g1, y) is a 
non-decreasing non-negative real valued function of G (see (1.42), (1.43)). • 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Proposition 1.1 is a corollary of Lemma 5.3. To see 
this we note that, by (1.42), (1.43) and (5.2) of Lemma 5.1, 

f(G) = Gl2S01,G (b{go}, N; D1 ,Y) 
go g1 

is (when b, N, Di, y, Qi, g0 and gi are given) a bounded function from [1, oo) 
into [O, oo). Therefore, from the result of Lemma 5.3 we have: 

00 

SQ,K (b, N; D, y) «i: (D/ Di)2
tl+c f J(G)Ge-G/2K dG ~ 

I 
00 

~ 2J(G) (D/Di)2
t1+e f ge- 912Kdg, 

I 

for some G ) 1. Since the last integral here does not exceed O(K2), and since 
(5.12) and (5.13) (with D' = D/D1 ) are just the conditions (1.51) and (1.50), this 
proves the proposition. 
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6. Preparation for the swapping of levels 

In this section the primary object of concern is the term lfq(Fl1 , Fl) defined in 
( 4.27) of Lemma 4.8. This is first bounded in terms of sums of Kloosterman sums. 
We then work to show that certain of these sums have no significant influence 
on the final outcome ( our treatment of the remaining, less tractable, sums be
ing postponed until Section 8). The first two lemmrui provide certain prerequisite 
information about the function <I>H(x) from (1.48). 

Lemma 6.1. Let Fl~ 1. Then 

(0 < x :,:;; 1 and j = 0, 1, ... ), 

where <PH(x) is the real function given by (1.48). 

Proof. In view of the general identity 

d
dj (xf(x)) = xfUl(x) + jfU-ll(x), 
xJ 

and the restriction to x E (0, l], it will suffice here to establish that f(x) = 
= x- 1<I>H(x) satisfies 

f(x) « X (x > 0) 

and 
(x > 0 and j = 1,2, ... ). 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

For (6.1) we employ the bounds I sin(xcosh({))I :,:;; x cosh({) :,:;; xe~ and 
0 (; tanh({) ~ { for factors of the integrand in (1.48). This shows that, for x > 0, 

00 00 

lf(x)I ~ Fl3 f xe''·ee-(H{)
2 
d{ = f xt2et/H-t

2 
dt, 

0 0 

which implies ( 6.1) (given that Fl ~ 1 ) . 
For (6.2) we note that, by differentiating (with respect to x) inside the 

integral of (1.48), we have the identity: 

00 

fil(x) = Fl 3 j 'Jj(xcosh({)) { tanh({) coshi ({)e-(H€)
2 
d{, 

0 

where 'Jj(u) (d3 /duJ) sin(u), so that l'Jj(u)I :,:;; 1 here. Using this, together with 
the bounds O :,:;; tanh({) :,:;; ~ and cosh(O ~ e!, we find: 

00 

ltjl(x)I ~ FJ3 f eej{-(H()2 d~ 

0 

00 

j t2eJt/H-t2 dt, 

0 

which (as Fl~ 1) does yield (6.2), so completing the proof. • 
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Lemma 6.2. Let 0 < 6 < 1/2, 0 < X ~ 1/2 and H ~ 1. Suppose that 4>H,x(x) 
is the function given by (1.56), (1.48) and (1.71) (where the function O(x) is 
an infinitely differentiable real function satisfying (1.69)-(1.70)) and denote by 
ifiH,x(C) and 4>H,x(r) the corresponding Bessel transforms defined in (2.15) and 
(2.16) of Theorem 2.2. Then 4>H,x(x) is an infinitely differentiable real function 
of x satisfying 

4>H,x(x) = 0 ( x Ft (X/2, 2X) C (0, 1) ), (6.3) 

and one has: 

ii>H,x(k 1) « X 2k-5/
2 (k = 2, 4, 6, ... ), (6.4) 

<l>H,x(r) «.s x 1+26 (r EC and - (1/2 - 6)2 ~ r2 ~ 1), (6.5) 
• 2 . 
<PH,x(r) «i X lrl-3 (r ER, Ir! ~ 1 and j = 0, 1, ... ). (6.6) 

Proof. As O < X ~ 1 /2, the result (6.3) follows from ( 1.57) and (1.56). Given 
that H ~ 1, the infinite differentiability of Oo(x), together with (1.56), permit us 
to conclude from Lemma 6.1 that, for j = 0, 1, ... , 

JR 3 q>(j) (x) « · x2-j 
H,X J (xE [X/2,2X] C (0,1]). (6.7) 

By (6.3) and (6.7) the conditions for Lemma 2.4 (up to and including (2.19)) do 
hold, with ¢(x) 4>H,x(x), F = O(X 2), Y = 1, and the 'X' there equal to 
X/2 E (0, 1/4]. Therefore (6.4) follows on applying (2.21) with r = k - 1 ~ 1. 
Moreover, for -(1/2- 6)2 

::;;; r 2 < 0 one has r ir', where r' ER and 0 < lr'I ~ 
~ 1/2 - 6, so that (2.22) of Lemma 2.4 is satisfied with the 'r' there equal to r'. 
Therefore, for such r, we may apply (2.23) to obtain: 

<l>H,x(r) « x2-
2lrl (6- 1 + min (lri-1, log(2/X))) «.s 

{
x 2-(½-.S)(1+(2/X)½-6), if0<lrJ<½(½ 6), 

«.s ( I ) x 2
-

2 
2-

6
, if½ (½-6) ~ lrl ~ ½-6, 

enabling us to conclude that (6.5) holds in the cases where r F/:. R. The rema
ining cases of (6.5) follow from the bound (2.20) of Lemma 2.4, since (given that 
X ~ 1/2) one has 1 «log(2/X) «.s (1/X) 1- 26 . 

It now only remains to prove (6.6). We begin by using the power-series 
expansion (2.9) for the Bessel functions J±2ir(x) in (2.16). This shows that, for 
r EC- {0, ±i, ±2i, ... }, 

• 1r /

00

( 

00 

(-1 )ix2i ( (x/2)2ir )~ dx <»Hx(r) = ~-- ~---Im ----- 'PHx(x)- = (6.8) 
' sinh(1rr) L:::- £!22t r(£+1+2ir) ' x 

o i-0 
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where 

00 

1r f 1 (2-2irx2l-1+2ir 
::Fe(r) = sinh(1rr) 2i r(f + 1 + 2ir) 

22irx2l-1-2ir ) 
r(e + l _ 2ir) IPH,x(x)dx 

0 

(with interchange of integration being justified by the uniform absolute conver
gence of the series for x E [X/2, 2X] ). Integration by parts j times here yields: 

00 

(-l)j1r f ( 2-2irx2l+j-l-!-2irf(2f+ 2ir)) () 
::Fe(r) = sinh(1rr) Im r(t + 1 + 2ir)r(2f + j + 2ir) 1> J,x(x)dx. 

0 

We bound the imaginary part here by its absolute value, which Lemma 2.5 shows 
to be: 

X2t+j-l 
(

2t+j-1 l ) It In+ 2irl 
sinh(21rr) ( IT 1 ) :( 

21rr m=l Jm + 2irl 

sinh(2nr) 
21rr 

From this, (6.3) and (6.7), it follows that 

1 
::Ft(r) «J . h( ) sm 1rr 

so that, for j = 0, 1, ... , 

2X 

sinh(21rr) 12 1-l-i f 2l+J-1 . 2-jd 
2 

r X X X, 
1rr 

X/2 

( lrl ~ 1 and f = 0, 1, ... ). 

Using this last bound in (6.8) shows that 

• , I oo 1 ( X2) l 
IPH,x(r) «j lrl (1+2) x2 ~ £! l8rl «j 

«J lrJ-(H ½) X2 exp (X2 /8lrl), 

which contains (6.6) (given that 0 < X :( 1/2). This completes the proof. • 
Lemma 6.3. Let N > 0, q, DEN, y E IR. and take b = (bn) to be any complex 
sequence. Then, given H, Hi E IR. satisfying 

(6.9) 
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we have the bound 

O"q (Hi, H) « 4~H3 llbNII; + O:q,H (b, N; D, Y), (6.10) 

where the terms on the right and left sides are defined through (1.46), (1.48), 
(4.27) and (1.42). Moreover, for W = 2u and Y 2v with u,v E Z such that 
W ~ 1/2 and 

4rrDN/q ~ Y ~ 32rrDN/q, (6.11) 

we have here 

0:q,H (b, N; D, y) = 

where O:q.H,x(b, N; D, y) is given by (1.54), (1.56) and (1.71) (see also 
(1.69)-(1.70)). 

Proof. In view of Lemma 4.4, the case y = 0 of (6.10) was already established 
in the course of our proof of Lemma 4.8 (see (4.28)-(4.29) and note that the 
assumptions made there match up with our current assumptions). The case y 0 
of (6.10) implies (6.10) for any y E IR, as the substitution of b(y) = (bnniY) for b 
transforms the former result into the latter (see (1.42) and (1.46)). 

In deducing ( 6.12) (which will complete our proof of the lemma) we must keep 
in mind the pertinent definitions: (1.46), (1.69)-(1.70), (1.71), (1.54) and (1.56). 
Given (6.11), it follows from (1.69) that one may think of the terms summed in 
(1.46) as having an unseen coefficient, fl(4rrDJmri,/Yqf), which equates to 1 for 
the relevant values of m, n, q and £. We can then replace that coefficient by 
another, fl( 41r DJmri,/W qf), through the identity: 

V 

fl(x/Y)-fl(x/W) = I: (n(2-rx)-n(2-(r- 1>x)) I: flo(x/Xr), 
r=u+l rEZ 

W<X,.=zr,,;;y 

where the function flo(x) is given by (1.71). This identity is valid for x > 0 if 
W ~ Y, which is the only case we need consider (the case WE (Y, 1/2] of (6.12) 
being an immediate consequence of (6.12) for W = Y). 

Following the application of the above identity, and a change in the order of 
summation, one finds (see (1.54) and (1.56)) that the sum over r on the right of 
(6.12) equals O:q,H(b, N; D, y) - o:(W), where 

~ ~ - (m)-iy~ 1 (41rDJmri,) 
o:(W) = L.,, L.,, bmbn -;;: L.,, qfF qf S(Dm, Dn; qf), 

N/2<m,n,,;;N l=l 

with F(x) Q(x/W)<I>H(x). Therefore (6.12) will follow if we can show 

w 
o:(W) « -N2 D llbNII;, 

q 
(6.13) 
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By (1.69)-(1.70) and Lemma 6.1 we have here (given that W ~ 1/2), 

F(x) = { O(x
2
), if O < x < 2W, 

0, if x ~ 2W, 

which, together with the trivial bound jS(a, b; c)I ~ c, allows us to conclude that 

Since (6.13) follows from this by the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality (and 
some trivial bounds) our proof of Lemma 6.3 is complete. • 
Lemma 6.4. Let iJ = 7/64, e > 0 and j EN. Then, for N > 0, q,D EN, 
H, G ~ 1, 0 < X ~ 1/2, y E JR and any complex sequence b = (bn), one has 

Oq,H,x(b, N; D, Y) « x 2-U)Uq,G (b, N; D, Y) + 

+ O, ( A, (!)X') (l+ O;e D ~)'°)), 
where 

(6.14) 

and where the other terms are as in (1.54), (1.56), (1.71), (1.69)-(1.70) and (1.42). 

Proof. We will treat only the case y = 0, since the other ca5es follow on substi-
tution of b(y) (bnniY) in place of b (see the definitions in (1.42) and (1.54)). 

By (1.54) and (2.7), 

where 

O.q,H,x(b,N;D,0) = LL bmbnCTmn, 

N/2<m,n~N 

- f'Lo(q) _!-_s (D D . )if,. (41rJ(Dm)(Dn)) 
Umn - 0000 m, n, 1 '±'H X . 

'Y ' 'Y 
'Y 

By Lemma 6.2 (with any 8 E {O, 1/2)) we see that cp(x) <P H,X (x) satisfies the 
(few) hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. The ca5e a= b = oo of that theorem therefore 
applies, showing that the sum Umn above is equal to another sum, X0 + X1 + X2, 
where, for i = 0, 1, 2, the expression Xi differs from the corresponding expression 
X 1 (in Theorem 2.2) only in that where Xi ha.5 'm', or 'n ', the expression X~ has 
instead' Dm', or' Dn' (respectively). By (6.4)-(6.6) of Lemma 6.2, Theorem 1.3, 
and Weyl's law (for the discrete spectrum), the sums and integrals defining X0, 
X1 and X2 are absolutely convergent, so that we may bring the (finite) summation 
over m, n inside the other summations, to obtain: 

aq,H,x(b, N; D, 0) ='.Ro+ '.R1 + '.R2, (6.15) 
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where 

2 
(q) 1 ~ 

'.R1 = L h( ) 4>H x ("-J) L bnPJoo(Dn) , cos 7r"-j ' 
j~l N/2<n~N 

2 1 ro(q) oo 

'.R2 = rr L J ~H,X (r) L bnnir'Pcoo (Dn, ½ + ir) dr. 
c _ 00 N/2<n~N 

By (1.14)-(1.15) we may apply Lemma 6.2 here, with 6 = 1/2 - 79 = 25/64 
E (0, 1/2) in (6.5). Then, by (6.4)-(6.6) of that lemma, we have 

00 

iPH,x(k - 1) « X 2 J x-112dK 

k 

and (given that O < X ~ 1/2), 

( k = 2, 4, 6, ... ) 

00 

<i>H v(r) « x2-2t? (1 +c·lrlj)-1 = x2-2t9/ jcjKj-1 dK 
,., J (1 + C KJ) 2 ' 

lrl 1 

where CJ is some small positive constant (depending only on j), and r can be 
any real number, or any value taken by "-j in the summation of '.R1 . Applying 
these bounds to obtain upper bounds for the absolute values of '.Ro, '.R1 and '.R2, 
and then rewriting the results by combining the outcomes for '.R1 and '.R2, and 
bringing all other summations, or integrations, inside the integration over K, we 
find (see (1.26), (1.31) and (1.42)): 

00 

'.R « x 2Jx-112s<0
> (b<v> DN) dK 0 oo,q,K 1 ' 

2 

00 . ·-1 
2-219 J JCjKJ '.R1+'.R2«X . 2 o-q,K(b,N;D,O)dK. 

(1 + CjKJ) 
0 

By (5.1) and (5.2) of Lemma 5.1, it now follows that 

00 

'.Ro «e X 2r 4(D) llbNII~ J ( x-3/ 2 + (q,qD) Nl+e x- 112) dK « 

2 

« q- 1 X 2r 4(D) llbNII; (q + (q, D)Nl+e) 
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and that, since G ~ 1, j E {3,4,5, ... } , and O'q,K(b,N; D,0) is a non-decreasing, 
non-negative real function of K (see (1.42)), 

As j may be replaced by j + 2 throughout (with the new j lying in N), so this 
bound for :R1 + :R2 , the last bound for :Ro, and the identity (6.15), together yield 
the result claimed by the lemma. • 
Lemma 6.5. Let {} = 7 /64 and suppose that Ll E (0, 1/2] is sufficiently small 
in absolute terms. Then, for€ > 0, j E N, N > 0, q,D E N, y E JR, any 
complex sequence b = (bn), II, H1 E JR satisfying (6.9), and Y 2v (with v E Z) 
satisfying ( 6.11), one has an inequality of the form: 

where the terms on the left and right sides are defined through (4.27), (1.42), 
(6.14), (1.54), (1.56), (1.48) and (1.71) (and see also (1.69)-(1.70)). 

Proof. By (6.10) and (6.12) of Lemma 6.3, we obtain 

aq,H,xr(b, N; D, y), (6.16) 

on choosing W = 2u with W < Ll and W sufficiently small in terms of N and 
D: the O-term from (6.12) being properly accounted for here, as (6.16) omits the 
factor 1/41r shown in (6.10). 
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Given ~ E (0, 1/2], the case G = H of Lemma 6.4 shows: 

I: lo:q,H,Xr(b, N; D, Y)I « ~2-UJ<lq,H(b, N; D, y)+ 
rEZ 

Xr=r,.;:Ll. 

(
Ae ( q )) ( ( v 2

r1 )) +Oe -q- l+OJ HJ , 

where Ae(q) is given by (6.14). As W was chosen with W <~.this last bound 
and (6.16) together imply an inequality, 

;;, { H1, H) ( C1 ( H 3 lthN It; + C,11. 2-
2

• o-q,H (b, N; D, y)+ (6.17) 

+ of'~ q)) ( I+ 0; c:n) + ~ a,,H,x, (b, N; D, y>) 
Ll.<Xr=2,.(Y 

where Ci, C2 ~ 1 are certain absolute constants. Given that ~ is chosen suffi
ciently small, and that H ~ H1 ~ 1, we will have here: 

2-21:1 1 1 V 0 ~ Ci C2~ <lq,H(b, N; D, y) ~ 2<1q,H(b, N; D, y) ~ 2<1q (H1, H) 

(see (4.27) and (1.42)), so that the lemma follows from (6.17). • 

7. Bessel transforms: a special case 

In Lemmas 7.1, 7.3 and 7.6, we obtain bounds for Bessel transforms of the function 

¢(x) = xit<fiH,x(x), (7.1) 

where t E IR, H ~ 1 and X > ~ are given (see (1.56), (1.57) and {1.48) regarding 
4'H,x(x), and (2.15), (2.16) for the transforms). These bounds are needed for our 
work in the next section. 

Lemma 7.1. Let O < o < 1/2, H ~ 1, t E IR and X >~,where ~ is a positive 
absolute constant. Suppose that ¢(x) is given by (7.1). Then 

¢(x) = 0 (x r/:. (X/2,2X)), (7.2) 

and ¢ is an infinitely differentiable function from JR into C. Moreover, 

¢(r), ¢(n) « (1 + !ti) X {l + llog(X)I) (r E JR, n EN), (7.3) 

¢(r) «o (1 + !ti) X (r EC and - (½ - 8)
2 ~ r 2 < 0), (7.4) 
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and, for r E IR, 

{ 

¢(r) if lrl ~ 1, 
(1 + ltl)2 x9;2lrl-s;2 » -

¢(r) if r EN. 
(7.5) 

Proof. The property (7.2) follows by (7.1), (1.56) and (1.57) (the integral in (1.48) 
being convergent for all real x). An argument already used in the proof of Lemma 
6.1 shows that x- 1 <:I> H ( x) is an infinitely differentiable real function, so that the 
infinite differentiability of ¢(x) follows by (1.56), (7.1), (7.2) and the infinite dif
ferentiability of S10 (x) and xit+l on the interval [X/3, 3X] (for example). 

By (7.1), (1.56), the infinite differentiability of S1o(x), and (1.48), one finds 
that 

¢(x) « Xlf (x)I, 

¢ 1(x) « x lf'(x)I + (1 + ltl) lf(x)I, 

<t>"(x) « x lf"(x)I + (1 + It!) lf'(x)I + (1 + ltl) 2 
x- 11J(x)I, 

where f(x) = x- 1<:I>H(x). For H ~ 1 and j 0, 1,2, one has 

00 00 J coshj(()(tanh(()e-(He)
2
d( ~ J eeie-H 2

e2d( «1 H-3
, 

0 0 

allowing us to deduce from (1.48) and the last set of bounds for ¢, ¢' and¢" that 

11¢11 00 « X, 11¢'11 1 « (1 + ltl + X) X and 11¢'
1 ll 1 « (1 + ltl + X)

2
. 

Therefore Lemma 2.4 applies, with some pair F, Y > 0 satisfying 

F « (1 + ltl + X) X, Y « 1 + ltl + X, 

and with 'X' there equal to X/2. By this application of Lemma 2.4 we obtain 
results, (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22)-(2.23), which trivially imply (7.3), (7.5) and (7.4) 
(respectively), by virtue of the conditions 0 < r5 < 1/2 and X > 6. (where 
6. » 1). 

Lemma 7.2. Let a< b, V > 0 and 0 < M ::,;; 1. Suppose that f(x) and g(x) 
are inflnitely differentiable real functions such that 

and, for a < x < b, 

g(x) = 0 

g(j)(x) «i M-i 

j<i) (x) « 1 V/M 

(x(/.(a,b)) 

(j =0,1, ... ), 

(j = 2, 3, ... ) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 
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and 
lf'(x)I ~ V. (7.8) 

Then 
00 J g(x)eif(x)dx «i (b - a)(V M)-i (j 0,1, ... ). 

-oo 

Proof. Substituting u = f ( x), and then integrating by parts j times, we find: 

(say), since the relevant integrand at each stage is a function that vanishes at 
the boundary points (where x a or x = b ). Here we can observe that, for 
k = 0, 1, ... , e = 1, 2, ... and m = 2, 3, ... , 

~ (k)( ) (k+l)( )dx - g<k+Il(x) 
du 9 x 9 x du - f'(x) ' 

~ (J'(x))-e = (J'(x))-e-1 f"(x) dx = -e J<
2
>(x) 

du du (f'(x))e+2 

d d J(m+ll(x) -J<m>(x) = J<m+l)(x)__:!: 
du du f'(x) 

Therefore it follows by induction that, for j = 0, 1, ... and a< x < b, 

for certain coefficients Cr(k) E Z depending only on rand k = (ko, ... ,kr). By 
(7.6)-(7.8), we have here (in the above sum): 

1 Mj-(ko+r) 
--,--~-- = ----,--
lf'(x)I Mko+rvj lf'(x)i MJVJ' 

where j + r = ko + ... kr ~ ko + 2 + ... + 2 = ko + 2r, so that j - (r + ko) ~ 0. 
On using our bound (for all the terms of the above sum), and then recalling that 
0 < M ~ 1 (so that Mi-(r+ko) ~ 1 ), we arrive, by way of {7.9) and the related 
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observation that ldul/lf'(x)I = ldxl, at the result stated in the lemma. Note that 
Cr(k) = Oj(l) in all relevant cases. • 
Lemma 7.3. Let 0 < e < 1/4, H ~ 1, t ER and X > 6., where 6. is a positive 
absolute constant. Suppose that ¢(x) is given by (7:1). Then, 

¢,(k - 1) «e (1 + !tl) 1/e min(xt:+ 1
/

2
, x~~4e) (k 2, 4, 6, .. . ) (7.10) 

and, for even integers k satisfying 

(7.11) 

we have: 
¢,(k l)«j(l+ltl)ixt-2je (j=0,1, ... ). (7.12) 

Proof. Let k/2 EN. By (2.15), (7.1) and (1.56), 

00 

¢(k-1) = j h-1(x)xit- 1<I>u(x)!lo(x/X)dx, 

0 

(7.13) 

where Jk-i(x) can be represented in the form (2.12) (see Lemma 2.3) and where 
<I>u(x) is given by (1.48). By (1.57) the integrand here is a function of x with 
support in the interval [X/2, 2X]. Since (2.12) involves a proper integral over 
[-n/2, n/2], and since (1.48) involves an integral that is uniformly absolutely 
convergent (for all x > 0), we are justified in appealing to (7.13), (2.12), (1.48), 
and then changing the order of integration so as to obtain: 

11" /2 00 

¢,(k 1) = - ik:3 J J Dx,t(1J,~)~:~~~)~~) e-(k-l)i71 d~d17. (7.14) 

-1r/2 0 

with 

2X 

Dx,t(1J, ~) = j sin (x cos(17)) sin (x cosh(~)) xitno(x/ X)dx, (7.15) 

X/2 

so that 
IDx,t(1J, ~)I ~ max IEx,{:lt (cosh(~) + acos(17))I, (7.16) 

o:,{:1=±1 

where 
2X 

Ex,t' (y) = j eixyxit' !lo(x/ X)dx. 

X/2 
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Integrating by parts j times { and using the bound n~J) ( x) «J 1), we find here: 

For a ±1, TJ E [-1r /2, 1r/2] and e > 0, we have 

cosh( e) + a cos( TJ) ~ cosh{ e) cos( 77) = 

(j = 0, 1, ... ). (7.17) 

e TJ e TJ 2 2 

j sinh(u)du + j sin(0)d0 ~ j udu + j ;0d0 =; +:, 
0 0 0 0 

so that, by (7.16) and (7.17), 

Dx,t(7], e) «j (1 + ltl)j xt-j le2 + 7721-j (j 0, 1, ... ), 

whenever -1r/2::,;; 77::,;; 1r/2 and e > 0. 
Taking now 11(x) to be the function of (1.69)-(1.70), and setting 

y = xe-1/2 
' 

we find that, by (1.69) and (7.18), 

1f /2 (X) f f Dx,t(71, e) e:~;~
1
)~{) e-(k-l)iTJ (1 - 11({/Y)11(1771/Y)) ded77 «1 

-?r /2 0 

00 

«j (1 + ltl)j xt-jy- 2j f etanh(e)e-(H{)
2 
cte « 

0 

« H-3 (1 + ltl)j xt-2je, 

for j = 0, l, 2, .... Therefore, and by (7.14), (7.15) and (1.69), 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

¢(k- 1) = Fv(k-.1) + Oi ((1 + lt1)1 x 1
- 21e), (7.20) 

where 

1r/2 (X) 

Fy(k - 1) = -ik H3 f f D ( C) e tanh(e)n(e/Y)11(1771/Y) dCd 
1T X,t 71, '> e(H{)2+(k-l)iTJ '> 7] 

-?r /2 0 

2X 

= j JL 1(x)cI>if(x)x1
t-

1n 0 (x/X)dx, 

X/2 

(7.21) 
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,r/2 

Jic_1 (x) -:k j e-(k-l)i1J sin (x cos(r,)) fl(ir,I/Y)dr,, (7.22) 

-,r/2 

2Y 

<I>n-(x) = H 3x J etanh(e)e-(H1;)
2 

sin(xcosh(e))fl(e/Y)df 

0 

~ (1.69)-(1.70), we have here (trivially), 

Ji,_ 1(x) « Y (x > 0), (7.23) 

l<l'i,x(x)I 013 min(/edf,, l e' df,) < min(H3Y3 , 1) (x>0). (7.24) 

As flo(x) « 1, it follows from (7.21), (7.23), (7.24) and (7.19) that 

Fy(k - 1) « XYmin (H 3Y 3 , 1) min ( H3 x 4e- 1, xe+ 112 ). (7.25) 

Since 0 < e < 1/4, X > 6- and H ~ 1, the bound (7.10) follows from this bound 
for Fy(k - 1), by way of the case j = [1/e] of (7.20). 

For the remaining result, (7.11)-(7.12), we shall need to improve on the bound 
(7.23). Note first that, if 6- < X < 16, then the bound (7.25) and the case j = 0 
of (7.20) together imply ¢(k - 1) « xe+l/ 2 + X « 1, which contains (7.12) (in 
cases where X < 16 and 0 < e < 1/4 ). Therefore we may assume henceforth that 
X ~ 16, so that (by (7.19)), 

2Y = 2xe-l/2 < 2x-1/4 ~ 1. 

As this shows 2Y < 1r /2, it now follows from (7.22) and (1.69) that 

00 

!Jic-1 (x)I ~ ¼ j g(r,)eU<11ldTJ ' (7.26) 

-00 

where g(TJ) fl(lr,1/Y) (an infinitely differentiable real function with support in 
[-2Y, 2Y]) and f (TJ) ±x cos(TJ) (k 1)17 {with a choice of sign maximising 
the right-hand side of (7.26)). Assuming {7.11), we have it by (7.19) that, for 
x E [X/2, 2X] and TJ E [--2Y, 2Y], 

J'(ry) ::i=xsin(TJ) - (k - 1) ~ lx11! - k/2 ~ 4XY - 5xe+1/ 2 = -XY 

and IJ(Jl(TJ)I ~ lxl ~ 2X, for j = 2,3, .... Lemma 7.2 applies, with [a,b] 
= [-2Y, 2Yj , V = XY and M = Y, showing that, for x E [X /2, 2X] , 

00 J g(17)eif(11ld17 «J Y(XY2)-J = yx-2Je (j = 0, 1, ... ) 

-oo 
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(see (7.19)). By this, (7.26), (7.24), (7.21) and (7.19), we obtain in place of (7.25) 
the bound, 

so that (7.12) follows by (7.20) (given that X ~ 16 and 0 < e < 1/4). • 
Lemma 7.4. Let O < e < 1/2, H ~ 1 and X > 0. Suppose that 

(7.27) 

Then,forX/2~x~2X andj=0,l, ... , 

where 

y 

4>H(x) = H 3x J sin(xcosh(e))etanh(e)e-(H()
2
n(2e;Y)de (7.28) 

0 

(with O(x) as in (1.69)-(1.70)). 

Proof. Suppose that X/2 ~ x ~ 2X and j E {O, 1, ... } . By (1.48), (1.69) and 
(7.28), 

00 

4>H(x)- 4>H(x) = H 3xj sin(xcosh(e)) e:~::)~e) a(e/Y)de, (7.29) 

Y/2 

where 
a(u) 1 - 0(2u), (7.30) 

so that (see (1.69)) the function a is real, infinitely differentiable, and satisfies: 

a(u) = { 0, if u ~ 1/2, 
1, if u ~ 1. 

Therefore, after one integration by parts we find: 

00 

<;I>* (x) = H 3xj etanh(e)a(e/Y) d(cos(xcosh(e))) = 
H e( H()2 X sinh( e) 

Y/2 
00 

a / ( d ea(e/Y) ) H X de e(H()2xcosh(e) cos(xcosh(e))de. 
Y/2 

(7.31) 
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We may repeat this step (integration by parts) any given number of times. Each 
iteration involves a division by ±x sinh( e) , followed by a differentiation with re
spect to the variable e. With regard to the differentiation, one should note that, 
for e > 0, we have: 

d 1 
de log(e) = e, 

i_ . _ cosh(e} ~ ef; 
de lt,g (smh(e}) - sinh(e} " e ' 

and, by (7.31), 

:e log (e<H{>2) = 2H2e = 2(~e}2' 

d sinh(e) e€ 
de log (cosh(e}} = cosh(e) ~ 1 ~ 7' 

At any point we can stop the iteration and apply the bounds 

( e > 0, k 0, l, ... ), 

which hold by virtue of (7.30). The result will be an upper bound for l<I>H(x} -
-<T?H(x)I in terms of an integral involving an integrand that is some non-negative 
real-valued function of e. The bounds we have given for logarithmic derivatives 
show (in respect of our last point) that the k-th iteration alone reduces the final 
hound's integrand by a factor 

e z -1 

(
e + (H() ) 2 -He 

Fk »k xsinh(e)e » xe e . 

Recalling the starting point, (7.29), we conclude that just j integrations by parts 
are sufficient to show: 

00 

<I>H(X) - <T?H(x) «J H3x J ee-(H€)2 (xee-H€)-j de 4'.j 

Y/2 
00 

«J H 3x (xY2)-J J e2eJH€-(H€)
2 
de «J X (XY2rJ, 

0 

which (see (7.27)) is the result given by the lemma. • 
Lemma 7.5. Let 0 < <5 < 1/4, 0 < e < 1/2, H ~ l, t E JR and X > .0., where 
.0. is a positive absolute constant. Suppose moreover that tji(x) is given by (7.1} 
and that r E C satisfies 

(7.32) 
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Let 
2X 

Fy(r) = j c;(x)<l>H(x}xit- 1n0 (x/X)dx, (7.33) 

X/2 

where Y and <PH(x) are as in (7.27)-(7.28), flo(x) is as in (1.71), and 

4Y 

c;(x) -2 j cos (xcosh(1J)) cos (2r1J) fl(1J/2Y)d1J (7.34) 

0 

( with fl(x) as in (1.69)-(1. 70)). Then· 

¢(r) = Fy(r) + oli,j (c1 + ltl)j x 1
-

2ie) (j EN}. 

Proof. By (2.16}, (2.11) of Lemma 2.3, (7.1), (1.56) and (1.57}, we have 

2X 

where 

¢(r} J Gr(x)<PH(x)xit-l flo(x/ X)dx, 

X/2 

00 

(7.35) 

Gr(x) = -2 J cos(xcosh(1'J))cos(2r1'})d1J (x > 0). (7.36) 

0 

Applying the second derivative test [23], Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, one obtains, with 
help from (7.32), the bound: 

n+e 

j cos(xcosh(1J})cos(2r1'})d1J « x- 1l 2e- 2n 6 , 

n 

for x > 0, n = 0, 1, ... and 0 < 0 ~ 1. From this and (7.36), we find that 

where 

( n = 0, 1, ... ), 

n 

Gr,n(x) = -2 J cos(xcosh(1J))cos(2r1'})dry. 

0 

(7.37) 

(7.38} 

By Lemma 7.4, together with the case n 0 of (7.37)-(7.38), we find by 
(7.35) that, for j =0,1, ... , 

J,(r) 7 G,(x)4>i,(x)x't-lfl0 (x/X)dx ~ O, (xi-,;, f o-1x-3i'c1,:) = 
xp ~2 

= oli,j ( x1/2-2je) . 
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We take N to be any integer satisfying 

N ~ 4Y. (7.39) 

By our last result, and the case n = N of (7.37), and the trivial bound, <l>H(x) « x 
(for which see (7.28)), we have now: 

2X 

¢(r) = J Gr,N(x)<l>H(x)xit- 1no(x/ X)dx + O,s,j ( x 1
/

2
-

2je) + O,s ( X 1l 2e- 2
N

6
) . 

X/2 

We may rewrite this in the form 

¢(r) = Fy (r) + f N(r) + O,s,j ( x 1/ 2- 2je) + O,s ( x 1l 2e-ZN,S) , (7.40) 

where Fy(r) is given by (7.33)-(7.34) and (7.28), while 

2X 

IN(r} = J (Gr,N(x) a;(x)) tl>H(x)xit-Ino(x/X)dx. (7.41) 

X/2 

By (7.34), (7.38), (7.39) and (1.69), we have here: 

where 

N 

Gr,N(X) - a; (x) = J cos (x cosh(17)) cos (2rry) ,8(17/Y)dr,, 

2Y 

fJ(u) = 2f2(u/2) - 2, 

which (by (1.69)) is an infinitely differentiable real function satisfying 

/3(u) = {o, ~f u ~ 2, 
-2, 1f u ~ 4. 

(7.42) 

(7.43) 

Using this and (7.28) with (7.41), we find (after a change in the order of integra
tion), 

N y 

J j. .;tanh(.;) 
IN(r) = Dx,t(17,.;)cos(2r17) H-3e(H{) 2 fJ(17/Y)f2(2.;/Y)d.;d17, (7.44) 

2Y O 

where 
2X 

Dx,t(T/, .;) = j cos (xcosh(ry)) sin (xcosh(.;)) xitno(x/X)dx. 

X/2 
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Despite this being not quite the same function Dx,t(r,,e) found in the proof of 
Lemma 7.3, the argument from (7.15) to (7.17) adapts (on substitution of cosh(17) 
for cos(17) ), and shows that, for j = 0, 1, ... , 

Dx,t(11,e) <{;:j (1 + itl)j xt-j jcosh(17) - cosh(e)l-j. (7.45) 

For 17 ~ 2Y and O ~ e ~ Y, one has 

2Y 

cosh( e) &: cosh(Y) _ _ 1 / . 
cosh(17) ...., cosh(2Y) - 1 cosh(2Y) stnh(u)du, 

y 

so that 

1 

2Y 

cosh(e) ~ 1 / u du = 3Y
2 

cosh( 17) cosh(2Y) 2 cosh(2Y)' 
y 

which implies 

cosh(ry)- cosh(e) ~ 3 cosh(ry) y 2 ~ ~ e11-2Yy2, 
2cosh(2Y) 4 

Therefore, and by (7.32), (7.27), (7.42), (7.43) and (1.69)-(1.70), use of (7.45) in 
(7.44) shows that, for j = l, 2, 3, ... , 

NY 

IN(r) <{;:j (1 + ltl)j x 1-iy-2J H3 I I jcos (2r17)j ee-(H()
2
-j(TJ-2Ylded11 <{;: 

2Y 0 

N 

<{;: (1 + ltl)j xt-2je I e(l/2-26)11-j(11-2Y)d17 < 

2Y 
00 

< (1 + ltl)j xt-2jeeY I e-(j-1/2)>.d). <{;: (1 + ltl)j xt-2je exp( Jilx). 
0 

From this and (7.40), we conclude that, for j E N, N E N satisfying (7.39), and 
X > Li, one has 

¢(r) = Fy(r) + 06,j (<1 + ltl)j xt-2je) + 015 ( xt/2e-2N6). 

The implicit constants here do not depend on N, so that the result claimed by 
the lemma follows on passing to the limit as N - oo . • 
Lemma 7.6. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 7.5 up to and includfog 
(7.32) hold. Then 

(7.46) 
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and, if it is the case that 

x~ 1 and (7.47} 

then 
(j EN). (7.48) 

Proof. For both (7.46) and (7.48) the first step is to apply Lemma 7.5. Following 
that one has only to establish suitable bounds for the functions G;(x) and <I>if(x) 
in (7.33)-(7.34) and (7.28). With regard to the latter function, we note that sub
stitution of Y/2 for Y brings the <I>H(x) defined (under (7.22)) while proving 
Lemma 7.3 into conformity with (7.28) of Lemma 7.4. Therefore, and by (7.27), 
the bound (7.24) applies to show: 

(X/2 ~ x ~ 2X). (7.49) 

By (7.32), (7.34), (1.69)-(1.70) and (7.27), we also have (trivially): 

4Y 

IG;(x)I ~ 2 / e(l/2 - 20>11d17 ~ 8Ye2 y « x•- 1/ 2 exp ( J47x) « x•- 1/ 2 , (7.50) 

0 

for X/2 ~ x ~ 2X (with X > Ll). 
By (7.33) and the result given by Lemma 7.5, our bounds, (7.49) and (7.50), 

show: 

As H ~ 1, 0 < c < 1/2 and X > Ll, the bound (7.46) follows on taking j = 
= [1/c:] E {2, 3, ... } here. 

The proof of (7.48) requires a non-trivial bound for G;(x) in (7.33). As 
cosh(17) and cos(2r'IJ) are even functions of r,, the definition (7.34) may be rew
ritten as 

where 

4Y 

G;(x) = J cos (x cosh(r,)) cos(2rr,)O1 (r,/2Y) dr,, 

-4Y 

01(u) n (lul), (7.51) 

so that, by (1.69)-(1.70), O1(u) is an infinitely differentiable real even function, 
satisfying 

{ 
1, if iul ~ 1, 
o, if iul ~ 2. 

(7.52) 
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Assuming (7.47), it follows from the above that 

00 

1a;(x)I ~ ~~ j g(r;)eif<>(T/)dr; , (7.53) 
-00 

where g(r;) and f±1 (r;} are given by 

g(r;) 01 ('r;/2Y) and fa(r;) = xcosh(r;) 2rotr;. (7.54) 

Note that, by (7.32) (where 0 < 6 < 1/4), the condition (7.47) (with e > 0) 
can only hold in cases where r ( and therefore fa ( r;) ) is real. This frees us to 
assume that 6 = 1/8 (say). As e < 1/2 in (7.27), it also follows from (7.47) that 
O<Y~l. 

For a: = ±1, x E [X /2, 2X] and r; E [-4Y, 4Y], one has, as a consequence 
of (7.47} and (7.27), the bounds: 

T/ 

1/~(r;)I = Ix sinh(r;) 20:rj ~ l2rl x J cosh(u)du ~ 
0 

~ 2lrl - xjr;I cosh(r;) ~ (10e4 
- 8e4Y)XY ~ 2e4XY, 

and 
(j = 2,3, ... ). 

Therefore, and by (7.54) and (7.51)-(7.52), our Lemma 7.2 applies, with [a, b] = 
= [-4Y, 4Y], V = XY and M = Y. Through (7.53) and (7.27), we find that 
Lemma 7 .2 shows 

(j = 0, 1, ... ). 

Using this and (7.49} in (7.33}, we obtain the bounds 

(j = 0, l, ... }, 

which directly imply (7.48), by virtue of Lemma 7.5 (with 6 
assumptions about c: and X. 

8. The swapping of levels 

1/8) and the 
• 

We give 5 lemmas leading up to a proof of Proposition 1.2 ( at the very end}. 
Lemma 8.5 is stronger than Proposition 1.2, but the latter has a useful simplicity 
(and suffices for what we seek to achieve in this paper}. 
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Lemma 8.1. Let {) = 7 /64 and suppose that ~ E (0, 1/2] is sufficiently small (in 
absolute terms). Then, for c: > 0, j EN, Q,N > 0, K ~ 1, DEN, y E JR and 
any complex sequence b = (bn), one has 

SQ.K (b, N; D, y) « 
00 

« oe,j ( vt/j (QK 2 + Nl+e) llbNII;) + L u-h L AQ,Uh,Xr (b, N; D, y), 
h=O rEZ 

uh~K l><Xr=2"~Y 

where SQ,K(b, N; D, y) is as in (1.42)-(1.43}, 

U 2D2iJ/j and uh= uh+l (h = 0, 1, .. . ), (8.1) 

Y = l61rQ- 1 DN, (8.2} 

and AQ,H,x(b,N;D,y) is defined by (1.54)-(1.56), (1.48) and (l.69)-(1.71). 

Proof. Assume (in addition to the above hypotheses) that 

q E [Q/4, 2Q] n N. (8.3) 

Then (6.11} holds (with Y given by (8.2)) and, for h = 0, 1, ... , the pair H1 
=Uh, H = Uh+ 1 satisfies (6.9). Therefore Lemma 6.5 applies, showing that, for 
h 0, 1, ... , 

U -hv (Uh uh+t) Q (Ae(q)) ( O ( D
2

rJ )) 
CTq , « e Uhq 1 + j U(h+l}j + 

+ u2h+3 llhNII~ + u-h L D'.q,Un,Xr (b, N; D,y). 
rEZ 

l><X,,=2"~Y 

Note that here we have Dw /U(h+t}j :,;; D 2rJ /UJ 2-J « 1 (for h ~ 0 and 
j E N), so that we may apply the above results with Lemma 4.9 in order to 
obtain: 

CTq,K (b, N; D, y) « o •. j (q- 1A.(q)) + a ( K 2U3 llhNI!;) + 
00 

+ L u-h L D'.q,U;,,X,, (b, N; D, Y). 
h=O rEZ 

un~K l><X,-=2"~Y 

As this holds for any q satisfying (8.3), we may now conclude from (1.43), (1.49}, 
(1.55) and the above, that 

SQ,K (b, N; D, y) :,;; L w(q/Q)c,q,K (b, N; D, y) « 
q 

« L Oe,j (q-l A,(q)) + Q ( QK2U3 llbNII;) + 
Q/4~q~2Q 

00 

+ L u-h L AQ,U;,,Xr (b,N;D,y). 
h=O rEZ 

un,.;,K l><Xr=2r,.;,y 
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This proves the lemma, as it follows by (6.14), (8.1) and our other hypotheses that 
we have here 

L q-lAe:(q) 
Q/4'f{,q~2Q 

r 4 (D) llbNII; L ( 1 + (q,qD) N 1+e:) « 
Q/4~q~2Q 

« r4 (D) llbNII; (Q + r(D)N1+e:) «i D 1
/j (Q + N 1+e:) llbNII;, 

while U3 « D 6,oli ~ D 11i and K ~ 1. • 
Lemma 8.2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 8.1 hold, and that £ > 0, 
j EN, Q,N > 0, K ~ 1, DEN, y E IR and b = (bn) is some complex sequence. 
Let Y, U, U0 and the sequence (Uh) be as defined in (8.2) and (8.1). Then one 
either has the bound 

sQ,K (b, N; D, y) «e:,j n 11i (QK2 + N 1+e:) llhN!I;, (8.4) 

or there exist 

XE (6., Y] and LE [2- 4Y/X, 2Y/X] (8.5) 

such that, for k = 4, 5, 6, ... , 

00 

/ 

00 
dt 

SQ K (b, N; D, y) «k log(¾ Y) L 'J>L x (Uh, t) k, 
' -oo h=O . Uh (1 + It!) 

Uh'f{,K 

(8.6) 

where 
2 

~ ~ (i} 'J>L,x(H,t) = L., L.,Qx (l;H,t), (8.7) 
L/2<i~L i=O 

with 
(h(l) 

(O) • - ~ ~ (k - 1)! 1- I l * 12 QX (l, H, t) - L., L., (41r)k-l </J(k - 1) £..jk(t) , 
k even 3::l 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

and 
ro(l) 00 

Q~l (l; H, t) = L / IJ(r)I I.C,(r; t)l
2 

dr, 
C -OO 

(8.10) 

in which the transforms J> and ¢ are those of (2.15) and (2.16), applied to the 
function 

2·t </>(x) = </>x,H,t(x} = x 1 <I>H,x(x), (8.11) 
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while 

£.,jk(t) = I: b ni(Y+t)'I/J* (oo Dn) n Jk , , (8.12) 
N/2<n~N 

Lj(t} = I: bnni(y+t) Pjoo(Dn) (8.13) 
N/2<n~N 

.C,(r; t) = I: bnni(y+t)+ir f.Pcoo (Dn, ½ + ir) . (8.14) 
N/2<n~N 

Proof. By Lemma 8.1 we find that either (8.4) holds, or it must be the case that, 
for some X E ( ~, Y] , one has 

00 

SQ,K (b, N; D, y) «k log(¾ Y) L u-h AQ,U1,,X (b, N; D, y) , (8.15) 
h=O 

U 11 ~K 

where AQ,H,x(b, N; D, y) is defined by (1.54)-(1.56), (1.48) and (1.69)-(1.71). 
Therefore we may assume henceforth that (8.15) holds. 

By (1.49), (1.57) and (1.56), the variables m, n, f and q, that index the 
summations defining AQ,H,x(b, N; D, y), are effectively constrained to satisfy 
m, n E (N/2, NJ, q E (Q/4, 2Q) and X/2 < 41rDy'mn/qi < 2X. These con
ditions imply that i E (2-5Y/ X, 2Y/ X). Therefore it follows from (8.15) that, for 
some L E {r4Y/ X, 2-3Y/ X, ... , 2Y/ X}, one has 

00 

SQ,K (b, N; D, y) « log(¾Y) L u-h AQ,L,X (Uh) , (8.16) 
h=O 

U 11 ~K 

where (see (1.54)-(1.55)): 

AQ,L,x(H) = L C\'Q,x(i; H), 
L/2<l~L 

Cl'q,x ( f; H) = L L bmbn (:) -iy cr;:m 
N/2<m,n~N 

and 
x ~ 1 (41rDy'mn) (Tmn = L,,w(q/Q)f,@H,X f S(Dm,Dn;qe). 

q=l q q 

(8.17) 

(8.18) 

(8.19) 

In order to replace the factor w(q/Q) in (8.19) with a function of x = 
= 41rDy'mn/qf, we shall follow the procedure of [7], page 272, in our use of the 
Mellin transform 

00 

1/J(s) / x"- 1w(x)dx 

0 

(s EC). 
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First we note the identity, 

00 

w(y) = ~ J -,P(2it)y- 2itdt (y > 0), (8.20) 

.-oo 

where, by (1.49) (or (1.69)-(1.71)), 

oo 2 

1'¢(2it)I ~ / x- 1w(x)dx « J d: « 1 
0 1/4 

and (through repeated integrations by parts) 

for t i 0 and k E N, so that 

-,P(2it) «k (1 + itl)-k ( t E R and k = 0, 1, ... ). (8.21) 

Then, with x = 4TfD,/mii/ql, we have q/Q = 4Tf(D/Q)(,/mii/xl), so that by 
using (8.20), for y q/Q, with (8.16)-(8.19), we can obtain: 

00 00 

SQ,K(b,N;D,y)«log(¾Y) J -,P(2it) L u-hAi,,x(Uh,t) dt, 
h=O 

uh.,;;;_K 

where 

-oo 

A'i,x(H, t) = L l2itax(€; H,_t), 
L/2<t.,;;;_L 

(8.22) 

(8.23) 

a:X(l; H, t) = L L bmm-i(y+t)bnni(y-t)a:nn (8.24) 
N/2<m,n.,;;;_N 

and (see (2.7)) 

* = ~ (47fD,/mii) S(Dm, Dn; q€) =r~ _!:. S (D D . ) (47fDy'rrin) 
a mn L,, ¢ l l L,, 0000 m, n, "Y ¢ l , 

q=l q q 'Y 1 q 

with ¢(x) = c/Jx,H,t(x) given by (8.11). In view of (7.1) and Lemma 7.1 (with 2t 
substituted for t ), the above makes it possible to apply Theorem 2.2 ( with m and 
n there replaced by Dm and Dn, and with cusps a= b = oo ), so as to obtain the 
identity, a:nn = X 0 + X1 + X2, stated there. Bringing the summations of (8.24) 
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inside the summations and integrations occurring in the definitions of the Xi's, 
we find: 

where 

2 
~ (i) ax(f;H,t) L;~X (f;H,t), 
i=O 

1 lh(l) ·k(k 1)1 
~(o) (£· H t) = - ~ ~ i . ¢(k 1).C

1
\(t).C

3
\(-t), 

X ' ' 27r L_.; L_.; (41r)k-l 
k even j=l 

(f) 
(1) ~ 1 ~ -

~x (£; H, t) = L; h( ) ef> (Kj) .Ci(t).Cj(-t), 
">.I COS 'Tf'Kj 

J,,. 

1 
ro(t) 00 

~~) (£; H, t) = ; L f ~(r).C,(r; t).C,(r; -t)dr, 
C -00 

(8.25) 

with ef>(x), .c;k(t), .Cj(t) and .C,(r; t) given by (8.11)-(8.14). By the arithmetic-geo
metric mean inequality and (8.7)-(8.10), we have here 

2 

L L 1~~) (£; H, t)I ~ '.h,x (H, t) + PL,x (H, -t), 
L/2<l,t;,L i=O 

so that (8.6) is a direct consequence of (8.21)-(8.23) and (8.25). • 
Lemma 8.3. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 8.1 hold, and that € > 0, 
X > ~, L,N > 0, H;;;:: 1, DEN, y,t ER and b = (bn) is some complex 
sequence. Let PL,x(H, t) be given by (8.7)-(8.14) of Lemma 8.2. Then 

00 

PL,x(H, t) <t:: (1 + 1tl)2 x 9l2 
( f SL,G (b, N; D, y + t) c-112 dG+ (8.26) 

1 

+ o.(r4 (D) (L + r(D)Nl+•) llbNII;)) 

and, for F;;;:: 0, 

PL,x(H, t) = PL,x,F(H, t)+ (8.27) 

( 
X9/2 nw+. ( Nl+e ) ) 

+ o. (1 + 1tl)2 Jf+F L + 1 + F2 llbNII; ' 

where 
2 

~ ~ (i) PL,x,F(H, t) = L; L; Dx,F(f; H, t) (8.28) 
L/2<l,t;,L i=O 
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and 

9k(l)(k-1)! - * 2 
o~:p(l; H, t) I: I: (41r)k-l 1¢(k - 1 )I ICjdt)I , (8.29) 

k even j=l 
k<F 

(i) 

o~!p(l; H, t) = I: h ~ ) IJi (Kj}I IC1(t)l
2

, 
j~l COS 11"Kj 

(8.30) 

li.jl<F 

ro(l) F 

o~:p(l; H, t) = L f IJ(r)I IC,(r; t)! 2 dr, 
C F 

(8.31) 

with ¢(x) ¢x,H,t(x) as in (8.11) and c;h(t), C1(t) and .C,,(r; t) as in 
(8.12)-(8.14). 

Proof. Suppose that F;;::: 0 and l EN. By (8.11) and (1.13)-(1.15), we may apply 
the case 8 = ½ - fJ of Lemma 7 .1 (with 't' there replaced throughout by '2t '). 
Given that X > D., it then follows from the results (7.3)-(7.5) that one has, in 
(8.8)-(8.10): 

and 

ef>(k - 1) « (1 + jtl)2 x9/2k-s/2, 

¢{Kj) « (1 + lti)2 x9/2 (max(l, 111:11))-5/2 

¢(r) « (1 + 1t1)2 X 912 (max (1, lrl))-512 . 

(8.32) 

(8.33) 

(8.34) 

Clearly these bounds are similar in shape ( especially when one notes that 
k = max(l, k) for positive even k ). We shall focus on how (8.34) is used, since the 
corresponding applications of (8.32) and (8.33) are very similar. 

Comparing (8.31), (8.10) one finds that the difference Q~)(l;H,t) -

-Q~:p(l; H, t) can be written as a sum of integrals, similar to that in (8.31), 
but with r ( the variable of integration) running over ( -oo, - F] U [ F, oo) instead 
of [-F, F]. After applying (8.34) to bound this sum, we may rewrite our bound 
using 

00 

(max (1, lrl))-512 = ~ I c-112 dG. 

max(l, lrl) 

The result is a bound involving a summation over cusps c (as in (8.31)), an in
tegration over r E (-oo, -F] U [F, oo) and the integration over G ;;::: max(l, lri). 
Bringing the summation and the other integration inside the integration with re
spect to G, we obtain (see (8.14)) a result containing the case i = 2 of the bound 

(i) (i) Qx (f; H, t) - Ox,p(l; H, t) « (8.35) 

00 

.,,,.,,, (1 + ltl)2 x912 f c>(i) (b'v>( + t) DN) dG 
"" <:Joo,l,G Y ' Q1/2' 

max(l,F) 
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where the term in the integrand is as in (1.28), with b(D) being the sequence 
given by (1.31) and b~D)(u) = b~D>niu for n EN and u E IR. The cases i = 0 and 
i = 1 of (8.35) follow by arguments similar to those used above, but involving the 
bounds (8.32), (8.33) and the definitions (8.8), (8.9), (8.12), (8.13), (8.29), (8.30), 
(1.26) and (1.27). As this is easily verified, we do not give further details. 

Combining the cases i = 1 and i = 2 of (8.35) through (1.44), and recalling 
the definitions made in (8.7) and (8.28), we conclude that 

:h,x(H, t) - PL,x,F(H, t) « 
00 

«(l+ltl)2Xg/2 J c-7/2x 

max(l,F) 

(8.36) 

For (8.27) we apply both (5.1) and (5.2) of Lemma 5.1 here (the result then follows 
trivially). To obtain (8.26) from (8.36) we first note that, in view of the definitions 
(8.28)-(8.31), one has PL,X,F(H, t) 0 if F = 0. The result (8.26) is therefore 
a straightforward consequence of the case F = 0 of (8.36), the bound (5.1) of 
Lemma 5.1, and the definition of Sq,K(b, N; D, y) given in (1.43). • 
Lemma 8.4. Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 8.1 hold, and that 0 < € < 
< 1/4, L,N > 0, H ~ 1, D EN, y,t E IR and b = (bn) is some complex 
sequence. Suppose moreover that 

(8.37) 

Then 

4;e2 ( H
3 

) PL,x(H, t) «e (1 + !ti) min E, Xl-4e X 

X ( SL,E (b, N; D, Y + t) + T
4 (D) (LE2 + T(D)Nl+e)llbNII;), 

where 
E = 5e4xe+l/2, 

and PL,x(H, t) is as given by (8.7)-(8.14) of Lemma 8.2. 

Proof. By applying (8.27) of Lemma 8.3 with 

F = D41?+2eX9 

we obtain: 

(8.38) 

(8.39) 
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with PL,x,F(H, t) given by (8.28) (see also (8.29)-(8.31) and (8.11)-(8.14)). By 
(8.37)-(8.39) and our hypotheses, 

( 
H 3 

) r(D)N1+E Nl+e 
min E, xi-4e (LE2 + r(D)Nl+e) ~ L + X 1 _ 2e ~ L + (8.40) 

Therefore, comparing the last O-term above with the bound for PL,x(H, t) given 
by the lemma, we conclude (given that 4/c2 > 64) that either the bound given by 
the lemma holds, or one must have 

PL,x(H, t) « PL,x,F(H, t). (8.41) 

Accordingly we assume (8.41) for the remainder of the proof. 
Suppose now that l EN. Applying Lemmas 7.3 and 7.6 to bound the factors 

¢(k -1), ¢(Kj), ¢(r) in the sums Q~) F(l; H,t) of (8.28)-(8.31), we find that, for 
i = 0, 1, 2 and j E N, ' 

( i) Dx,F(i; H, t) « (8.42) 

« 0e ((1 + 1tl)11e min( E, x~:4e) s~_,t,E(b(Dl(y + t), DN)) + 

+ 01 ( (1 + ltl)j x 1- 2
je s~,l,F ( b(D) (y + t), DN)) , 

(see (8.11), (8.12)-(8.14), (1.26)-(1.28), (1.31) and (1.45), and note that, by (1.15), 
(1.12), we may take d = 1/4 - 7 /64 = 9/64 in (7.32) and (7.46)). By (1.44) and 
the cases i = 1, 2 of the above, · 

Q~)F(l; H, t) + Q~)F(l; H, t) « 
' ' 

« 0e ( (1 + ltl)11
e min( E, x~:4e) O't,e(b, N; D, y + t)) + 

+ 01 ((1 + 1t1)1 x 1
-

2ieue,F(b,N;D,y +t)). 

Therefore, it follows by the bound (5.2) of Lemma 5.1 that 

Q~!F(l; H, t) + Q~;F(i; H, t) «j,e 

«j.e (1 + 1tl)11
e min( E, x~~4e) ae,e(b, N; D,y + t) + 

+ (1 + ltl)j D2UT4(D) (F2 + (l, D) Nl+e) lib 112. 
X2Je-1 l I N 2 

Applying the bound (5.1) of Lemµia 5.1 to both the O-terms on the right of (8.42) 
(in the case i 0 ), we find that 

Q~;F(l; H, t) «1,e 

« ((1 + ltl)11emin (E _!£_) (E2 + (l, D) N1+e) + 
J,e , Xl-4e £ 

+ (1 + ftlf x 1
-

210 (F' + (i't°) N'+•)) r4 (D) lfbNlli-
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By (8.28), the last two bounds above, and (1.43), we conclude that 

PL,X,F(H, t) «J,e (1 + lt!)110 
min( E, x~~4e) SL,E(b, N; D, y + t) + 

+ ((1 + ltl)11' min( E, x~',,) (LE2 + r(D)N'+•) + 

. D2
{j (LF2 + T(D)Nl+")) 

+ (1 + 1t1)3 X 2je-l T
4
(D) llbNII; • 

Taking j = [4/ c2j, we will have here 

2jc - 1 > 2c (4/c2 
- 1) - 1 = 8/c - 2c 1 > 15/(2c) + 1 - 2c. (8.43) 

Moreover, by (8.37) and (8.39), 

Dw (LF2 + T(D)N 1+e) ~ Dw F2 (L + r(D)N1+E), 

where (given that 0 < € < 1/4 ), 

DZ{} F2 = Dl0-0+4e xis~ D3 xis~ xis+3/e ~ xis/(2e), 

so that, by (8.43) and (8.37), 

DZ{} F2 j x2je-l ~ x-(l-2e) ~ 1. 

This, with (8.40), shows that the lemma follows from (8.41) and the case j [4/c2] 

of the bound found for PL,X,F(H,t). • 
Lemma 8.5. Suppose that ~ E (0, 1/2] is sufficiently small (in absolute terms). 
Let 0 < c < 1/4, Q,N > 0, K;,:, 1, DEN, y E JR. Suppose also that b = (bn) 
is a complex sequence, and that Y > 0 is given by (8.2). Then either 

or there exists 
(8.45) 

such that, for k = 2, 3, 4, ... , 

00 00 

S (b N· D ) <t'. (DN)5e I I SL,G (b, N; D, Y + t) dt dG + (8.46) 
Q,K , , ,y e,k (l+jtl)k Q7/2 

1 -oo 

+ (DN) 6e (Y + N) llbN II;, 
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or there exist X, L satisfying (8.37) and (8.5) such that, for k = 2, 3, 4, ... , 

-1 00 

S (b N· D y) « (DN) 6 t:: (1 + ..!_) J SL,E (b, N; D, y + t) dt+ (8.47) 
Q,K , ' ' e,k K2 (1 + ltl)k 

-oo 

( 
X )-

1 

+ (DN)9e 1 + KZ (Y + N) llbNII;, 

where 
(8.48) 

Proof. We may assume Q, N :;;: 1, since otherwise it follows trivially from (1.42) 
and (1.43) that SQ,K(b, N; D, y) = 0. Therefore, and by (8.2), 

Y ~ 161rDN 

We apply Lemma 8.2 with 

and 

J [1/ £] + 1. 

(8.49) 

(8.50) 

As (8.4) with this j would imply (8.44), it follows by Lemma 8.2 that we may 
henceforth take as given a pair X, L satisfying (8.5) for which (8.6) holds. 

Now suppose the pair X, L has X < De. Then (8.45) follows by (8.5), while 
the bound ( 8.26) of Lemma 8.3 shows that 

PL,X (Uh, t) « 

<t: (1 + ltll' D('I'>' (i sL,a (b, N; D, y + t) ;i, + o,( (DN)'(L + N) llhNII;)), 

for h = 0, 1, ... (with Uh given by (8.1)). Since the bound here is independent 
of h, and since '£"!:'=o u-h ~ 2, the bound (8.46) follows, by (8.45), (8.49) and 
substitution of' k + 2' for' k ', after using the bound fo:r PL,x(Uh, t) with (8.6) of 
Lemma 8.2. 

It remains for us to consider the cases where (8.37) holds (that is, where the 
pair X, L has X :;;: De). In such cases Lemma 8.4 applies, showing that 

I I 4/ ,;2 
• ( UK ) PL,X (Uh, t) «e (1 + t) mm E, Xl-4e X (8.51) 

X ( SL,E (b, N; D, y + t) + (DN)e ( LE2 + N) llbN 11;) , 

for h = 0, 1, .... The only factor here dependent on h is the' Uh' in the minimum, 
and, by (8.1) and (8.38), 

( 
U3 ) (Xe+l/2 U2h+3) (X2e+1U2h+3) 1/3 

u-h min E, X1~4e « min Uh ' x1-4e ~ uzh Xl-4£ = xzeu, 
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where U ;;?: 2, so that 

"""u-h min (E Ul ) « x2cu. 
L.,; ' Xl-4c 
hEZ 

We also have here 

I: u-h min (E, X~~4c) ~ 
h=O 

Uh~K 

so it may be concluded that 

t. u-•min ( E, X~~,,) « U3 X 4
' (1 +:, r, 

uh~K 

where, by (8.1), (8.5), (8.49) and (8.50), 

U3X 4c ~ 8D619hy4e: « D 1h(DN)4e: ~ (DN)5e:. 

Therefore, by using (8.51) with (8.6) and (8.49), we obtain a result from which 
(8.47) follows directly, on noting that (8.48) is implied by (8.38), (8.5) and (8.49), 
and itself implies LE2 « (DN) 2e:y (given (8.5)). • 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. In view of (1.42)-(1.43) and the statement of Pro
position 1.2, we need only complete the proof for those cases where Q, N ;;?: 1 
and 0 < e < 1. We shall show that in such cases the proposition is a corollary of 
Lemma 8. 5, applied with Li 321r / C, and with e /9 substituted for e. 

Note first that, if (8.44) holds, then it follows trivially from (1.42) and (1.43) 
that the bound given by the proposition holds with any choice of G, L E (0, oo). 
As the choice G = 1, L = DN/Q makes (1.53) and the inequality G;;: 1 hold, 
we therefore are left only needing to consider the second and third of the three 
cases described in Lemma 8.5. Before moving on to consider these two cases in 
isolation from one another, we may note here that they both involve a parameter 
L satisfying (1.53) (for this see (8.45), (8.5) and (8.2), while recalling that Li = 
= 321r/C). Moreover, ask, in (8.46) or (8.47), is in either case an arbitrary element 
of the set { 2, 3, 4, ... } , we may now commit ourselves to the choice k = j. 

In the former of the two cases we find, by (8.46) and (8.2), 

where 
00 

/ 

1 ili 
Fj(G) = c2SLc(b,N;D,y+t) .. 

. (1 + It!):, 
-00 

(8.53) 
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Since j ~ 2, this function Fj(G) is (like f(G) in the proof of Proposition 1.1 at 
the end of Section 5) a bounded function from [1, oo) into [O, oo). Therefore 

00 00 

J dG J -3/2 Fj(G) 0312 ~ 2F1(G) g dg « F1(G), 

1 1 

for some G ~ 1. As K ~ I this shows that (8.52)-(8.53) is at least as strong as 
the result given by Proposition 1.2. 

Finally, in the last of the cases described in Lemma 8.5, we deduce from 
(8.47)-(8.48), (8.2) and (8.37) (with E/9 substituted for E and j fork) the bound: 

sQ,K (b, N; n, y) «.,j (DN) 2E/3 K 2 x- 1 E 2 F1(E) + (DNY ( n; + N) llbNII;, 

where F1(E) is as in (8.53)(with E substituted for G) and 5e4 ~ E « (DN)•l 9v'J{. 
Since we have here E ~ 1 ( as well as K ~ 1 ) and 

it therefore follows that the bound just given for SQ,K(b, N; D, y) implies that 
the bound stated in the proposition holds with G E ~ 1 (see (8.53) and recall 
our previous observation that L there satisfies ( 1.53) ). As we have reached this 
same conclusion in all the three cases allowed by Lemma 8.5, this completes the 
proof of Proposition 1.2. 

9. Proving Theorem 1.6 

By Lemma 5.1 and (1.43) it follows that, for E, N, Q > 0, DEN, K ~ 1 and any 
complex sequence b (bn), one has 

SQ,K (b, N; D, y) «E D2
t?T

4(D) llbNII; L ( K 2 + (q,qlJ) Nl+E) «. (9.1) 
Q/2<q~Q 

«E D2
t'J+E (QK2 + N1+E) llbNII; · 

We take the rest of this section to prove Theorem 1.6. The proof uses Pro
positions 1.1 and 1.2, and (as an 'initial result') the bound (9.1). 

Proof of Theorem L6. Since the case E = Eo (say) directly implies all 
cases with E ~ Eo (cases with QDN < 1 being trivial, by (1.42), (1.43)), we may 
assume c E (0, 1/2) henceforth. There are several points in this proof where we 
shall require that an implicit constant depending only upon E be bounded above 
by one or other of C0 (c); Mo(E). As there are only finitely many instances of such 
a requirement (and as no form of self-reference is involved in any instance), we 
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may henceforth assume that Co(c), Mo(c) have been chosen (once and for all) 
sufficiently large to simultaneously satisfy all such requirements. 

Given that Co(c) was chosen sufficiently large, the 'initial result' (9.1) esta
blishes (1.61) for those cases relevant to Theorem 1.6 in which one has O < Q1-e ~ 
~ M (note that cases with Q < 1 or N < 1 are trivial). 

We now fix on a choice of M satisfying (1.58) and suppose that R > 0 is 
such that (1.61) fails for Q = R (with the given choice of M, and some K, y, 
D, b, N and P satisfying the conditions stated in the theorem). Since (1.61) has 
been shown to hold if O < Q1-e ~ M, we must have 

Rl-e > M. (9.2) 

By (1.42) and (1.43) it is clear that if (1.61) fails at Q = R, then it fails also at 
Q [R]. Therefore we may take R to be the least integer for which (1.61) can fail 
with Q = R (and with M as chosen). This means that we may assume in what 
follows that (1.61) holds for O < Q < R (with the fixed choice of M, and any 
K, y, D, b, N and P satisfying the conditions stated in the theorem). We shall 
need to appeal to this last point on several occassions, and shall refer to it as our 
'inductive hypothesis'. 

Now suppose that K, y, D, b, N and P are given, and satisfy the condi
tions stated in the theorem. We shall show that this supposition, combined with 
the prior assumptions concerning €, M and R, is sufficient to deduce (1.61) with 
Q = R. Since there are no conditions upon the choice of K, y, D, b, N and P, 
other than those imposed in the theorem, we shall therefore obtain a contradiction 
with our original assumptions about R. This will show that no R exists satisfying 
those original assumptions, so that there is no counterexample to the theorem with 
the given choice of M. This will prove the theorem, since the choice of Af was 
restricted only by the hypothesis (1.58). 

Before proceeding as just outlined, we recall our earlier comments that (1.61) 
is trivial for N < 1. Therefore N ~ 1 may be assumed in what follows. By (1.59) 
and (9.2), these last assumptions restrict us to cases where R > A1 ~ N ~ 1. For 
use in what follows, we define a new dependent variable: T/ = € 2 /3. 

Suppose first that 
(9.3) 

Then, by Proposition 1.2 with Q = R, j = 2 and TJ substituted for €, we find 
that 

SR,K (b, N; D, y) « (DN)TI (R !lb ll2 + /
00 

Si,a (b, N; D, y + t) dt) 
K2 e N 2 Q2(1'+1t1)2 , 

-oo 

for some G ~ 1 and some L satisfying 

(9.4) 
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By (9.3), (9.2) and (1.58), 

DN Rl-t: R R - ~ < ----.::- < -
R "' (Mo(c)t C 

(9.5) 

(given that Mo(c) is sufficiently large in terms of £ ). Since (9.4) and (9.5) imply 
L < R, we may therefore apply our inductive hypothesis to SL,a(b,N;D,y+t), 
in order to deduce from the above application of Proposition 1.2 that 

1 
K 2 SR,K (b, N; D, y) «e (9.6) 

«e (DN) 11 llbNfl; X 

x ( R + C0 (c)(LDNt ( L + D11 M + (PDN)l1 ( min( L, .JDN) )')). 

Since L < R we have only to note here that, by (9.4), (9.5), (9.3), (9.2) and (1.58), 

and 
(DN)11 ~ (DN)E = R-c:(RDNf ~ (Mo(c))-e (RDN)e, 

in order to conclude that the bound (9.6) will imply (1.61) for Q = R (given that 
Mo(c) was chosen sufficiently large in terms of c). 

The above concludes our treatment of the cases where (9.3) holds. For the 
remainder of the proof it may be assumed that 

DN > R2
-E. (9.7) 

As it follows from (9.7), (9.2) and (1.59) that D > R2- 3e/N > M/N ~ 1, the 
bound (1.60) therefore implies that we may choose D 1 ID to satisfy 

(9.8) 

(note here that D > 1 implies P ~ 2, and that we have no reservations about 
choosing D1 = 1 when (9.8) permits it). For later use, we note that this choice of 
D1 ensures 

(iJ g RI-e < (PDN)'1Rl-E-(2-3e)ll = (PDN)llR{-!½e < (PDN)'1R(l-E/2)( 

(9.9) 
and that, by (9.7), we have here 

R 1-e/2 < min ( R, .JDN). (9.10) 
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By Proposition 1.1, we find 

Sn,K(b,N;D,y) ~S (b{go} N_ D1 ) (!!__){}+Tl 
K 2 «e Q2 R1 ,G , , , Y D ' 

go 91 1 
(9.11) 

for some G ~ 1 , some 
R1 E (0, R}, (9.12) 

and some go, 91 and sequence b{9o}. satisfying (1.51) and (1.52). 
We will treat first the cases where 

(9.13) 

Given (9.13), it follows by (9.8) that 

Ri < R(2-3e)/(2-e:) = R1-2e/(2-e:) < Rl-e;, (9.14) 

so that R1 < R and we are therefore able to apply our inductive hypothesis on 

the right-hand side of (9.11). As O < N/go ~ N ~ M and llb~Jill~ ~ llbNII~, 
while Di/ g1 is a factor of D1 ( and therefore of D), it follows from ( 9.11) and the 
inductive hypothesis that 

1 
K 2 Sn,K (b,N;D,y) «e (9.15) 

«e Co(€) (R1D1N)"' X 

x (R1 + Df M + (PD1N){}( min ( R1, ~) )')iihN!!~ (!J+11 

~ 
~ Co(£) (R1D1Nt x 

x (R1 (gJ{} + DeM + (PDNl(min (R, v'DN)f)lfbN/1; (i
1
J. 

By (9.14), (9.9) and (9.10), we have here 

( 
D )e < 

R 1 Di < (PDN)° ( min ( R, v'DN)) 

and 

(R1D1Nt(i
1

)

11 

< (R1-"'D1Nt(!)"' =R-"'\RDN)"', 

so that, by (9.2) and (1.58), the bounds of (9.15) imply (1.61) for Q = R. 
It remains to consider the cases where (9.13) is false, so that 

(9.16) 
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In such a case we apply Proposition 1.2 after (9.11)-(9.12), obtaining the bound: 

for some H ~ 1 and some L satisfying O < L ~ CD1N/ R1 « D1N/ R1 (and with 
R 1 , 9o, 91 and b{go} as in (9.12), (1.51) and (l.52)). Therefore, and by (9.16) 
and (9.12), we have here 

(9.18) 

which (see (9.2), (l.58)) implies L < R, given that Mo(e) was chosen sufficiently 
large in terms of e. This enables us to apply the inductive hypothesis with (9. 17), 
so as to obtain (given (9.12) and given that R > M ~ N): 

1 
K 2 SR,K(b,N;D,y) «e (9.19) 

«s (R+Co(t:)(LD1Nt(L+DfM +(PD1N)'1(min(L,JD;N))')) x 

X (~ J+TJ(D1Nr1 llbNII~ ~ 
~ Co(e)(LDNt (D1N)Ti x 

x (L (~) fJ + D 0 M + (PDN)fJ( min( R, .Ji5N))') l!hNlli + 

+ R (~) (} (DN)TJ l!hNII~. 

By (9. 7) we have here 

while by (9.18) and (9.8)-(9.10), 

(LDNY' (D1N)fl « (R 1-e DNt R2TJ = R-ri(RDNY, 

and 
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so that (1.61) for Q = R follows from the bounds of (9.19) by virtue of (9.2), 
(1.58) and the choice of Mo(c). 

Having fulfilled our promise (that we would deduce (1.61) for Q R in all 
relevant cases), the reasoning set out half a paragraph below (9.2) now permits us 
to conclude that the theorem is proved. • 

10. A special sum of Kloosterman sums 

This section is concerned with the sum of Kloosterman sums Aq,H,X (b, N; D, y), 
defined in (1.54)-(1.56), (1.48) and (1.69)-(1.71). We establish a chain of lemmas, 
with the last of them (Lemma 10.12) being a bound for Aq,H,x(\f!, N; D, y) that 
is valid for sequences \f! of the same form as in (1.63). We need this bound in the 
next (final) section of this paper, where it enables us to prove Lemma 11.1, and 
so to obtain the 'initial result', ( 11. 7), in the proof of Theorem 1.8. 

We think it worth noting that the bound given by Lemma 10.12 is indepen
dent of both Q and X (so long as X > ~). 

In Lemma 10.5 we arrive at sums V(D.s; A/c1 ) involving terms with a fac
tor "fn ( D.s; A/ c1 ) that invites an analysis by the method of stationary phase ( see 
(10.25), (10.26), and, for an application of the stationary phase method [23j, 
Lemma 4.6). The error terms that arise in such an anlysis turn out to be si
gnificant, so we resort to a careful 'deconstruction' of the stationary phase method 
(see Lemmas 10.6, 10.7 and 10.8). 

Our first and third lemmas link up somewhat late with the others (the former 
being needed for the proofs of Lemmas 10.9 and 10.10, while the latter helps to 
complete the proof of Lemma 10.12). 

Lemma 10.1. Let 6 E (0, 1). Then, for X, Y > 0 and A, BEZ with A=/: 0, 

'°' . (Y II Bc11-
1

) { XY if AIB, 
.sx~~X/Jmm ' A «.s (X + IAl/(A, B)) log IAI otherwise. 

(A,c)=l 

Proof. The bound in the case AIB is trivial, since there are no more than X/6 
integers c E (0, X / 6]. Suppose now that A is not a factor of B. Then we may 
write B/A = BJ/A1 where (A1,B1) = 1, A1 EN - {1} and B1 E Z- {0}. The 
sum we wish to bound is 

. ( IIB1c11-1) IIB1c11-1 Z:mmY,y ~LA 
oX~c~X/6 

1 
6X~c~X:;li 

1 

(A,c)=l (A1,c)=l 

= z: 1;1i-
1 

-Ai/2<r~Ai/2 

I: i. 
oX~c~X/6 

(A1,c)=l 
B1c:r (mod Ai) 
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As (A1, Bi) = 1 and A1 ~ 2, we may bound the last sum above by 

L A1 L 1 « L A1 ( 1 + ~) «o 
lrl,Ai/2 Ir! ox,c,X/o 0<lrl,Ai/2 lrl i5Ai 
(A1,r)=l c=B1r (mod A1) 

At l 
«6 (X + Ai) L - « (X + A1) loglA1J, 

r=l r 

which proves the lemma, since A1 = IAl/(A, B). • 
Lemma 10.2. Let b (bn) be a complex sequence. Let 0 < c: < 1/2, Q,N > 0, 
D E N, H ~ 1 and X > .6., where .6. E (0, 1/2j is an absolute constant. Suppose 
that 

Z = (NXY,: x- 112 • (10.1) 

Then, for some 0 satisfying 

(10.2) 

one has 

AQ,n,x (b,N; D,0) « OE ( D llhNII;) + H 3Z3 I Im(BQ,x (b, N; D,0))1, 

where 

BQ,x (b, N; D, 0) = (10.3) 

= LL bmbnX 
N/2<m,n,N 

~ ~ w(q/Q) (4rrDy'mn) (20Dy'mn) S(D D . £) x L.,; L.,; i 9x i e i m, n, q , 
q=l i=l q q q 

with 
9x(x) = xflo(x/ X) (10.4) 

and with w(x) and fl0 (x) as in (1.49), (1.57) and (1.71) (see also (1.69)-(1.70)). 

Proof. Let 

Bh,x (b,N;D,0) = Im(BQ,x (b,N;D,0)) (0 E JR). 

As w(x), 9x(x) and S(a,b;c) are real valued, it follows from (10.3) that 

Bh,x (b,N;D,0) = · 
1 , 

= 
2

i (BQ,x (b,N;D,0) 

1 
= 

2
i (BQ,x (b, N; D, 0) 

= LL bmbnX 
N/2<m,n,N 

BQ,x (b, N; D,0)) = 

BQ,x (b, N; D, -0)) = 

(10.5) 

(10.6) 

~ ~ w(q/Q) (4rrDy'mn) . (4rr0Dy'mn) S(D D . I}) x L.,; L.,; i gx i sm i m, n,q(,, 
q=1 i=l q q q 
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for 0 E JR. By (1.54)-(1.56) and (1.48), (10.6) and (10.4), 

00 

3 / { tanh({) 1-
Aq,H,x (b, N; D, 0) = H e<H{) 2 Bq,x (b, N; D, 0({)) d{, (10.7) 

0 

where 
0({) = cosh({). (10.8) 

In view of (10.6), it follows from (10. 7) that we may henceforth assume that N ;;:: 1 
(the lemma being otherwise trivial). By (10.6), (10.4 ), the bound IS(Dm, Dn; ql)I ::;;; 
~ qt', (1.49) and (1.57), it follows that, for 0 E JR, 

DN 
B~,X (b, N; D, 0) « LL lbmbnl L L qi« (10.9) 

N/2<m,n,i;;,N qE(Q/4,2Q) 

l< x-7rnn<2 2 41rD mn 
« DN llbNlli::;;; DN

2 llbNII~ · 
Therefore, given that H;;:: 1, the bound tanh({) ~ l{I allows us to conclude that, 
for U;;:: 1, 

00 00 

/ 
{tanh({) 1- ., 2 / 2 e 

e(H{)2 Bq,x(b, N; D, 0({)) d{ << DN- llbNlb e e- d{ < (10.10) 

u u 

< ue-U
2 

DN2 llbNII~ · 

On the other hand, it follows from (1.54)-(1.57) and Lemma 7.4 that, for 
jE{0,l, ... }, 

AQ,H,X (b, N; D, 0) 

LL bmbnf,f, w(~Q)x 
N/2<m,n~N q=l l=l 

X no ( 47r1~) (@if( 4
1rDq~) +O;(x1

-
21E)) S(Dm,Dn;ql), 

so that, by (7.28), (1.69)-(1.71) and (10.6), we find that, with Y as in (7.27), and 
0({) as in (10.8), 

IAq,H,X (b, N; D, O)l ~ (10.11) 
y 

3 fl L ( . i {tanh({) ( -2Je 2 2) ~HJ Bq,x b,N,D,0({)) 1 e<HW d{+OJ X DN llbNlb , 
0 

(where, in bounding the error term, we essentially repeat what was done to get 
(10.9)). 
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Let 
V = elog(N). (10.12) 

If 
e2 log(N) ~ max (3, log(X)), (10.13) 

then we apply (10.7) and the case U V of (10.10) (after noting that V ~ 3/e > 
> 1). Note that, given (10.12), (10.13), and given that U = V, we shall have, in 
(10.10), 

If (10.13) does not hold, then 

(10.14) 

and we apply (10.11) with j = [e-3] + 1. Note that we will have, in (10.11), 

and if N < exp(3c 2), then 

while if N < .:r.-- 2
, then (given that N ~ 1) 

Combining our results for the two complementary cases, (10.13) and (10.14), 
we conclude by (10.5) that we have shown, either by (10.11), or by (10.7) and 
(10.10), that it is the case that 

u 3/ e tanh(e) ( 2) IAQ,H,x(b,N;D,O)I ~ H IIm(BQ,x(b,N;D,O(e)))I e(H{)2 de+o.. DllbNlb , 

with 

0 

U =.{ Vy if (10.13) holds, 
if (10.14) holds. 

Since U > 0 here, since 

u u 

J etanh({) dt ~ J t2dt = U3 
e(H{)2 <..,--<: <.., <.., 3 

0 0 

(10.15) 

(U>O), 
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and since, by (10.8), 

1 ~ 0(() = cosh(() ~ 1 + e2 cosh(() ~ 1 + U2eu 

the lemma will follow from the above bound for !AQ,H,X (b, N; D, 0) I (by an appeal 
to the first mean value theorem for integrals), provided only that we can show that, 
in all relevant cases, 

u2eu « z2, 

with Z given by (10.1). To confirm this, note first that if (10.13) holds, then we 
certainly have X ~ NF:/2 and, by (10.15) and (10.12), we also have U = V = 
= e log( N) , so that 

U2eu (elog(N))2 NF:~ 16N3F:/2 « (NF:f2/Xr-
2

F: N 3F:/2 = Z 2N-F:
2 ~ Z 2. 

If it is instead (10.14) that holds, then by (10.15) and (7.27), we have U Y = 
= xF:- 112 , so that 

u2eu = x2F:-l exp ((1/X)l/2-F:) ~ N2F: x2F:-1 exp ( .Ji7"K) « z2. 

• 
Lemma 10.3. Let b (bn) be a complex sequence. Let Q, N > 0, D E N, 
0 E JR and X > b., where b. E ( 0, 1 /2] is an absolute constant, and suppose that 
BQ,x(b, N; D, 0) is given by (10.3), (10.4) and (1.69)-(1.71). Then 

BQ,X (b, N; D,0) « log712 (1 + DN) T(D)D 1l 2 N 312 x
1t2 11bNII~. 

Proof. By Theorem 2.1 (Weil's bound) and the hypotheses of the lemma, we have 

IBQ,X (b, N; D, 0)1 ~ 

'°' '°' '°' '°' 2XT(qf) 1/2 ~ L., L., lbmbnl L., L., yiql (Dm,Dn,qf) , 
N/2<m,nt;,N Q/4<q<2Q q 

L/8<f.<8L 

where L = 41rDN/(XQ) (see (1.49), (1.57)). Therefore, 

BQ,x (b,N;D,0) « ~ S1S2 ~ D-1t 2N-1t 2x 3t 2s1S2, 

where, 

L T(qf) (D,qf) 112 ~ 
Q/4<q<2Q L/8<f.<8L 

(10.16) 

(10.17) 

( )l~ )l~ 
1<q<2Q 1<t<8L (1<q<2Q 1<t<BL 

~ L T2 ( q) L T2 ( £) L ( D' q) L ( D' f) « 

« (log3 (1 +Q)log3 (1 + L)QL)
112 

(T2(D)QL)
112 « 

« (log(l +Q)log(l + L))312 T(D)DN/X 
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and 

N/2<m,n;f_N 

~ ( L L lbmbnl
2

) 

112 

( L L (m, n)) 
112 

« 
N/2<m,n;f_N N/2<m,n;f_N 

« (llbNll~ N 2 log(l + N)) 
112 

= log112 (1 + N)N llbNII~. 

Since (10.16) shows the lemma to be trivial unless it is the case that Q > 1/2 
and L = 41fDN/(XQ) > 1/8, it may be assumed here that max(Q, L) < 8QL = 
= 321'fDN/X, so that one has 

{log(l + Q) log(l + L)) 312 log1
1

2 (1 + N) « log7
/

2 (1 + DN), 

(given that X >~and DEN). Therefore (10.17) and the bounds for S1 and S2 
imply the lemma. • 
Lemma 10.4. Let Q,X > 0, 0 E JR and D.N,N1 EN with N/2 < N1 ~ N. Let 
'1i = (111n) be the sequence given by 

1l1n = { 1 if N1 ~ n ~ N, 
0 otherwise , 

(n EN) (10.18) 

and suppose that BQ,x('li, N; D, 0) is as given by (10.3)-(10.4) (with '1i in place 
of b) and (1.69)-(1.71). Then 

where 

BQ,x ('1!, N; D, 0) = L st:x ('1!, N; D, 0), 
olD 

B~:x ('1!, N; D, 0) L L w(q~Q) I:* Sb (D/o, ql/o) 
QL/4<ql<2QL q b mod ql 

with 

while 

(ql,D)=o 

L = 4rrDN 
XQ, 

Sb (d, c) = L L gx(4rrd~) e(20d~ + dmb ;dnb), 
m,nE[N1,N] 

with 9x(x) as in (10.4). 

(10.19) 

(10.20) 

(10.21) 
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Proof. For (qf, D) = 6, we may apply (2.8) to write: 

"\:""' * ( T b ) "\:""' * ( D1 mb + D1 nb) S(Dm, Dn; qf) = L, e Dm7, + Dn7, = L, e ci , 
b mod qi q . q b mod qi 

where D1 = D/6, c1 = qf/6. Upon using this result with the case b = '11 of 
(10.3), we have only to bring the summations over m, n inside the summations 
over q, f and b, in order to obtain the result given by the lemma. 

Note that the condition QL/4 < qf < 2QL in (10.19) is only included for 
later reference: it is in fact superfluous, since it follows by (10.21), (10.4) and (1.57) 
that Sb(D/6, qf/6) = 0 unless X/2 < 4TCDN/qf and 4TCDNi/qf < 2X. • 
Lemma 10.5. Let e,Q,X > 0, 0 E JR, and D,6,N,N1 EN with 61D, N > 1, 
N1 E (N/2, NJ and 

101 < N/X. (10.22) 

Let the sequence '11 = (\Jin) be given by (10.18). Suppose also that L is given by 
(10.20), that C0 , D0 , N 1- and N+ are given by 

C0 = QL/6, D0 = D/6, 

N1- = N1 ½ and N+ = N + ½, 

and that B~,1x('ll, N; D, 0) is as in Lemma 10.4. Then 

B~\ ('11, N; D, 0) « 

« Ti) DNlog ( 1 + ~;) + Oe(6(QLt-l L 
C6/4<c1 <2C6 

(c1,D6)=l 

where 

while 

N+ J 9x( 41'fD;lffe) e(20D;lffe 
Nl~ 

with gx(x) as in (10.4). 

A µ)dµ, 
CJ 

(10.23) 

(10.24) 

(10.25) 

(10.26) 

Proof. We first consider the terms Sb(D/6, qf/6) in (10.19). Each of these has 
the form Sb(D0, c1), where (b, qf) = 1, D0 is given by (10.23) and c1 = qf/6 E N 
satisfies 

(10.27) 
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Given any such integers, b, D0 and c1, suppose that A1 is the unique integer 
A1 E (-ci/2, ci/2] satisfying 

DiJ = -Ai (mod ci). 

As (D15,c1) = 1 (b,8c1), one then has 

(A1,c1) = 1, 

so that it follows from (10.28) that 

b = -DaA1 (mod c1). 

By (10.28)-(10.30) and (10.21), we now have 

Sb(D/8,qf/8) 8b(Da,c1) ='J(D15;A1/c1), 

where, for c,d EN and a E Z with (a,c) 1, 

'J(d;~) = LL gx(41rd~)e(Wd~ _ am+/2an)-
m,nE[N1,Nl 

(10.28) 

(10.29) 

(10.30) 

(10.31) 

(10.32) 

The notation in (10.31) emphasises that 8b(D0 ,ci) may be regarded as a 
function of A1 /c1, rather than as a function of q, e and b mod qi. Given only 
D0 , c1 EN (as above) and A1 E Z, there are no more than T(8ci) choices for q and 
£ such that qi/6 c1, and certainly no more than qf/c1 = 8 choices for b mod qi 
that will satisfy (10.30). Therefore, and by (10.27), (10.29) and (1.69)-(1.71), we 
may conclude that, as a consequence of (10.19) and (10.31), one has: 

I (o) I BQ,x ('11, N; D, 0) ~ L T(8c1)c11 L l'J(Do;Ai/c1)I. 
Co/4<c1 <2Co A1 E(-c1 /2,ci/2] 

(c1,Do)=l (A1,ci)=l 

(10.33) 
Suppose now that c1 and A1 are integers satisfying the conditions of sum

mation shown in (10.33). By (10.32) (and since N,N1 EN), 

(10.34) 

where 
L g(m)e(J(m)), 

with N 1, N+ as in (10.24), and, for µ > 0: 

( ) (41rDo/µn) 
9 µ =gx ---- , 

Ct 
(10.35) 

f ( ) _ 20D6 /µii Ai 
µ - - -µ. 

C1 Ct 
(10.36) 
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Supposing that n E [N1 , N] n Z, we have now 

J'(µ) = 8Do./nfµ A1 (µ > O), 
C1 C1 

which is a decreasing function, and satisfies: 

, IBIDoJ N/N1 1 J2 X 1 
I/ (µ)I ~ Co/4 + 2 ~ 1rN IBI + 2 < 1, 

for N1-· ~ µ ~ N+ (see (10.23), {10.24), (10.20), (10.22) and the hypotheses 
relating to N and N1 ). Therefore, and since IIN1-ll = jjN+II = 1/2, the case K. = 0 
of [25], Lemma 5 .1, applies with W1 = N ~ 2, showing that, for n = N1 , ... , N, 
we have, in (10.34), 

Un (Do; Aifc1) 0 (Vg: Vg,) + L Cw, 

-N<w<N 

{10.37) 

where Vh denotes the total variance plus maximum modulus of h(µ) on the inte
rval [N1-, N+], and 

N+ 

Cw = f g(µ)e(f(µ) wµ)dµ. 

Nt 
By (10.36), 

/(µ)- wµ = 28Do,Jlin _ (A1 +c1w) µ, (µ > O) 
CJ CJ 

so that in (10.37) we have (see (10.26) and (10.35)): 

Cw= 'Yn (D0 ; (A1 + c1w) /ci). (10.38) 

We also have that 
V9 + V9 , « X + XN-J « X, (10.39) 

since (10.35), (10.4), (1.69)-(1.71) and (1.57) imply that, for j = 0, 1, 2 and N1 ~ 
~ µ ~ N+, one has g<il(µ) « 1 XN-i. 

By (10.37), (10.38) and (10.39), we may conclude that, for integers c1, A1 

satisfying the conditions of summation in (10.33), 

Un(D.,;Aifci) O(X/N)+ L 'Yn(Do;(A1+c1w)/ci) (n=NJ, ... ,N). 

From this it follows, by (10.34), (10.24) and (10.25), that 

N 2-

""" """e(-DoCA11n),..,n(Dr·,A1+C1C1W) ::::: l'J(Do;Ai/ci)I = O(X) + L., L., 1 u ~ 

~ O(X) + 
-N<w<N n=N1 

IAl<N+c1 
A:A1( mod c1) 

for c1 , A1 as in the summations of (10.33). 
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To complete the proof we need only use the above bound for l'J(D0;Ai/c1)I 
in (10.33). The lemma then follows by (10.20) and (10.23), since 

L r(:
1
ci) L O(X)«r(8)X L r(ci)«r(8)XCaiog(l+Ca) 

0&/4<c1 <206 IA1 l~ci/2 Oli/4<c1 <206 

and r(8ci)c11 = r(8ci)(8ci)- 18 «e (8C0t- 18, for c1 E (Ca/4, 2C0 ) n Z. • 
Lemma 10.6. Let Q,X,0 > 0 and D,8,N,N1 E N with 8!D, N > l and 
N1 E ( N /2, NJ. Suppose also that L, C0 , Da, N 1 and N+ are as in Lemma 
10.5. Let c1, A be a pair of integers satisfying 

c1 E (C0 /4, 2Ca), (A, c1) = 1 and Ai= O. 

Then, for some v and N2 satisfying 

v E [N/64, N+] and N2 E {N1, ... , N}, 

one has 
N2 

V (Do; A/ci) « X (NciflAl) 112 L Fv(n)e(qm) , 
n=N1 

where V(D0 ; A/c1) is given by (10.25)-(10.26) of Lemma 10.5, while 

a++/3,. 

Fv(n) = J e(o-t2
) dt (v>0andnEN'), 

a;;- +,8,, 

with o- = -A/IAI, 

ex;; J max (N1-, v) !Al/c1, 

and 

(10.40) 

(10.41) 

(10.42) 

(10.43) 

(10:44) 

(10.45) 

Proof. We begin by considering the factor 9x(41rD0 ,.fiin/c1), which occurs in 
(10.26). By (10.4) and (1.57), we are able to write 

X 

xgx(x) =x2f.2o(x/X) = J (d:y2f.2o(y/X)) dy 

0 

( X > 0 ), 
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so that, for x > 0, 
X 

gx(x) =; j Gx(y)dy, 
0 

(10.46) 

where Gx(y) = 2y00(y/X) + y2x- 1n~(y/X). Note that, by (1.69)-(1.71) and 
(1.57), we have here: 

Gx(y) = O (y (/. (-X/2,2X)) (10.47) 

and 
o(Jl(x) « · Xl-j 

X J (x > 0 and j = 0, 1, ... ). (10.48) 

By applying (10.46) for x = 41rD0~/c1, and then changing the variable 
of integration to v, where y = 41rD0.fim,/c1, we obtain: 

µ, 

9X (41rDo~) = _1_ Jox(41rD0Jvn,) dv, 
CJ 2..fjw C1 

0 

for n E N and µ > 0. Therefore, for n E N, we may rewite the definition ( 10.26) 
as: 

where 

with 

1 
Ev(n) = -

2 

N*(v) max(N1,v). 

(10.49) 

(10.50) 

Suppose now that v > 0 and n E N. By making the change of variable 
µ = 02 DjA- 2ny2 (where the new variable, y, is constrained to lie in (0, oo) ), we 
obtain: 

). 

0D6 ..fii j ( 0
2
Djn 2 ) Ev(n) = IA! e -~ (y + 2o-y) dy, 

.>.1 
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where a= -A/IAI, 

and 

Now, 
_ 02D}n ( 2 2 ) _ 02D}n( )2 02Djn 

A y + ay - a IA! y + a + A ' C1 C1 C1 

so that, by making the linear substitution, 

0Dovn 
J:'7"7j (y + (]') = t, 

V LI 1.n.l 

we are able to conclude from the above (and (10.50)) that 

( v > 0 and n E N), 

where F,.,(n) is as in (10.42)-(10.44). 
Using the last result with (10.25) and (10.49), we obtain: 

with 

(10.51) 

and with ef> given by (10.45). Note that the last integrand is trivially zero for 
v ~ N/64, since it follows by (10.51), (10.47), (10.40), (10.23) and (10.20) that 
h,.,(n) is zero if Jvri, ~ N/8. Therefore, and by an appeal to the bound 

we may conclude that, for some /.I satisfying (10.41), one has: 

N 

V (D0 ; A/c1) « (Nc1/IAl)112 L h,.,(n)e(ef>n)F,.,(n) 
n=N1 
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By (10.51), (10.47) and (10.48), we have (given v > 0): 

h11 (x) « X and h~(x) « X/N (N/2 ~ x ~ N). 

The lemma therefore follows by partial summation from the last bound for 
V(Do; A/c1). • 
Lemma 10.7. Let Q,X > 0, 0 ~ 1 and D,8,N,Ni EN with 81D, N > 1 and 
N1 E (N/2,N]. Suppose also that L, C0 , Do, N1 , N+ and V(D0 ;A/c1) areas 
in Lemma 10.5, with c1, A some pair of integers satisfying (10.40), and such that 

(10.52) 

Then 

N ( IID2All-l) V(D0 ;A/ci) « 7f min N, (1 +OX) 7i + 

N ( IAIN 11v2-,1-1

) + 0 min 1 + DoO, (1 + (0- l)X) ~ci . 

Proof. In view of Lemma 10.6, it will suffice to obtain suitable bounds for a sum 

N2 

W = L F11(n)e(¢n), (10.53) 
n=N1 

where F11 (n) and <P are as in (10.42)-(10.45), with er -A/IAI, and where the pair 
v, N2 (henceforth taken as given) satisfy (10.41). Note that, by (10.40), (10.41), 
(10.43), (10.44) and (10.24), we have 

and, for N/2 ~ n ~ N, 

on,[{f!J;,; a/J.,; on,j,~~ci. 
It follows by (10.52) that 

a,+ 2IAI 1 1 
l,Bnl < 0Do ~ 20 ~ 2 (n E [N/2, NJ). 

Integrating by parts in (10.42), one finds that, for n = N1, ... , N2, 

(10.54) 

(10.55) 

(10.56) 
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Using this to rewrite (10.53), we obtain: 

where 

and 

.Bn+ac+ N2 

W* = L j t- 2e(at2
) dte(¢n), 

n=N1 _ 
.Bn +ac., 

N2 

w+ = L (/1n + a+) 1 e(a (/1n + a+)
2 +<fan) 

n=N1 

N2 

w-= L (/1n+a;:;r 1 e(a(/1n+a;:;) 2 +¢n) 
n=N1 

(10.57) 

(10.58) 

(10.59) 

(10.60) 

We shall complete our proof by establishing suitable bounds for W* , w+ and 
w-. 

Interchanging summation and integration in (10.58), we obtain: 

where 
11+ and 

It follows trivially from this and (10.54)-(10.56) that 

W* 1 /W-Alc1 «- --max 
OD6 N tER 

By (10.43) and (10.44), 

.2_a- = .2_a+ = 0 
Qn II On 

and 

N2 

L e(¢n) 
n=N1 

t-ac+ ~.Bn~t-ac; 

(n > 0), 

(10.61) 

(10.62) 

so it follows by (10.54)-(10.56) that the sum over n in (10.61) is either empty, or 
takes the form: 

H 

e (¢N3) L e(¢n) = e (¢N3) Z (say), 
n=O 
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where N3 and H are some integers, with 

(10.63) 

For a non-trivial bound on IZI, we first note that, by (10.45), 

(10.64) 

where ct and A (in (10.45)) may be any pair of integer solutions for the equation 

AA+ C1C1 = 1. (10.65) 

Then, by (10.64), (10.63) and partial summation we obtain: 

IZI « (l + H (0
2 

- 1) DJ) max ~ e( Dgc1n) « (l + (8 - l)N Do) II Dgc111-l 
Ac1 KEN n"""o A c1 A 

(ineffective when AID}). Using this together with the bound IZI :::;; 1 + H, and 
the upper bound of (10.63), we conclude through (10.61) that 

W* « IAlc1 . ( IAIN ( (8-l)NDo)IIDJc111-l) 
82 DgN mm 1 + D08 ' 1 + c1 A · (10.66) 

We have yet to provide bounds for the terms w+ and w- in (10.57). It 
suffices to give only the treatment of w- , since W+ may be dealt with in the 
same way. The first step is to observe that in (10.60) one has 

where, by (10.43), a;; is independent of n (as is the a+ in (10.59)). Then, by 
(10.43) and (10.44), we obtain 

and 

a/3na-;; = 0DoJmax(N1 ,v) n/cr, 

It therefore follows by (10.45) and (10.40) that, for n = N1, ... , N2, 

a (!3n + a-;;) 2 + <j)n 
2 28D0 jmax (N1, v) n D2 An 

a(a-;;) +--------o-. 
Ct CJ 
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Using this in (10.60), we find that 

(10.67) 

where 

1 (28DoJmax(N1,v)n) 
k(n) = ---e ·-----'------ . 

(/3n + o;;) C1 

By (10.54)-(10.56), (10.43), (10.62) and (10.41), we have, for N/2 ~ n ~ N, the 
two bounds: 

1 1 ~ 
k(n) « l/3nl « 8Do V N' (10.68) 

, 1 ( 1 e Do) 1 ~ ( eN Do) 
k (n) « l/3nl N + ~ « 0D

0 
V N3 1 + _c_1 _ · 

Therefore it follows by partial summation from (10.67) that one has 

W- 1 fliA!c1 ( 1 8NDo) ~ ( D]An) « - -- + -- L.,e ---
0D0 N C1 C1 ' 

Ni 

for some N3 E {N1, ... , N2}. As (10.67) and (10.68) also imply the trivial bound, 

w- JIAlc1N 
« 8Do ' 

we may now conclude that 

w- « 

With reference to the last bound, to the bound (10.66), and to Lemma 10.6, 
we now observe that 

X ~ IAlc1 = Xc1 
V 1A1 82DJN 8D0 ' 

and that c1 :::::: D0N/ X, by (10.40), (10.23) and (10.20). The lemma therefore 
follows directly from Lemma 10.6, (10.53), (10.57), the bound (10.66), the above 
bound for w- and a similar bound for the sum w+ of (10.59). • 
Lemma 10.8. Let Q,X > 0, 8 ~ 1 and D,8,N,N1 EN with 8jD, N > 1 and 
N1 E (N/2,N]. Suppose also that L, C0 , D0 , N1-, N+ and V(Do;A/ci) are as 
in Lemma 10.5, with c1, A some pair of integers satisfying (10.40), and such that 

IA/> Do/4. (10.69) 
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Then 

V(Do;A/ci) « 
« (1 + OX) IAI 1 D0Nx 

x min( N, (1 + 0'1:f•) II D!1t1' (1 + (9~ \~~XD,) IID!cf} 
Proof . .fi.s was the case for our proof of Lemma 10.7, it suffices (by virtue of 
Lemma 10.6) that we obtain sufficiently strong bounds for the sum W of (10.53), 
where F,,(n) and ¢ are as in (10.42)-(10.45), with a= -A/IAI there, and with 
v,N2 (assumed given) satisfying (10.41). By partial summation 

w ~ F, (N,) J~. e(¢n) l F;(e) Ci:« e(¢n)) d{, (10.70) 

where it follows by (10.42)-(10.44), that one has, for { E [N1,N2], 

Fi({)= (e(a (a++ ,Be) 2
) - e(a (o;; + ,6e) 2

)) ;,6{ « (10.71) 

« 1;.e~I = ,~~, « v~~~lc1. 

Suppose now that, in place of (10.69), we have the stronger: 

(10.72) 

Just as in the proof of Lemma 10.7, we have at our disposal the bounds (10.54) and 
(10.55). We do not, however, have (10.56): on the contrary, it follows by (10.54), 
(10.55) and (10.72) that · 

lfJnl 20Do ~ 1 --=- < '--: 2 o,, 
(n E [N/2,N]). 

Therefore the first derivative test [23], Lemma 4.2, applies to F,,(N2) (given by 
(10.42)), showing that 

1~ 
F,, (N2) « o-;; « V NIAi 

(see (10.43), (10.41)). 

if JAi ~ 40Do (10.73) 

If (10. 72) does not hold, then we appeal to the second derivative test [23], 
Lemma 4.4, in order to establish that 

if IAI < 40Do 
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(see (10.42)). By this and (10.73) we have the bound 

Fv(N2) « (✓;~,+Jo) ~, 
valid whether or not (10.72) holds. 

By (10.70), (10.71), our bound for Fv(N2), and (10.41), we have 

(( ~ IA) {ii; N8D0 ) ~ 
w« y~+ve YTAT+ JNIA!c1 n~1e(¢n)' 

for some N3 E {N1, ... , N2}. Since (10.40), (10.23) and (10.20) imply 

DoN 
c1x 7 , 

we may simplify the above bound for W as follows: 

w« ( 
1 2 ) Do {D; 
X + 8 + 8 X jAf IZI < (1 + OX) y xjAj IZI, 

where 
Z = e (¢Ni)+ ... + e (¢N3). 

Now recall from (10.45) and (10.64)-(10.65) that 

D2 A D282 D 2c1 ( 82 - 1) D2 
__ li_+_li_=_li_+ o, 

c1 Ac1 A Ac1 4> 

where, by (10.74), we have 

DJ82 82XDo 
Ac1 « NIAi 

and 
(82 1) D1 « (8 1)8XDo 

Ac1 NIAi 

(10.74) 

(given that 8 ;;;: 1 ). Therefore, either by bounding the_ sum Z trivially, or by 
bounding it through partial summation and evaluation of a geometric series, we 
are now able to conclude that 

W T . (N ( e
2XD0 )IIDJA11-

1 

( 1 (8-l)8XD0 )11D1c1 11-
1

) « min , 1 + IAI c1 ' + IA! A ' 

where T= (1 + 8X)D!1\XIAl)-112
. The lemma follows directly from this last bo

und, since Lemma 10.6, (10.53) and (10.74) imply V(Do; A/ci) «NJ X Do/lAIIWI. 
• 

Lemma 10.9. Let c E (0, 1/2), Q > 0, 8;;,: 1 and D,o,N,N1 EN, with o!D, 
N > 1, N1 E (N/2,Nl, and 

~ < X < N, (10.75) 
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where l::,. E (0, 1/2] is an absolute constant. Suppose also that L, C0 , D0 , N1 
and N+ are as in Lemma 10.5. Let 

'131 = L IV(Do;A/c1)I, (10.76) 
C6/4<c1<2C6 IAl,;;;;D6/4 

(c1 ,D6)=1 (A,c1 )=1 

where V(D0;A/c1) is as in Lemma 10.5. Then 

QLND (X(QL) 1HND1+e QLN2 D2e) 
'13 1 « 82 U log(D) + Oe 82 + 

8 
, 

where 
U = 1 + (0 - l)X. (10.77) 

Proof. Note first that {10.75), {10.23) and {10.20) imply 

C.s = 4rrD,sN/X > 4rrD,s > 4, (10.78) 

so that, in the summations shown in (10.76), the variable of summation c1 is 
constrained to run over a subset of {2, 3, 4 ... } . As those summations require 
( A, c1 ) = 1, it follows that the variable of summation A is implicitly constrained 
not to equal 0. In view of this, and of the other constraints explicit in the sum
mations of {10.76), we may conclude that c1 and A there are summed only over 
integer values for which both {10.40) and (10.52) hold. For such c1 and A, Lemma 
10.7 applies (given our other hypotheses), yielding the bound: 

Using this bound in (10.76), we find that 

where 

'131 « {X£ + U£*) N, 

C&/4<c1 <2C& 
(ci,D&)=l 

r·= I: 
0#IAl,;;;;D6/4 

(
N II D2 A 11-1) I:_minx,-1;-, 

IAl,;;;;D&/4 
(A,ci)=l 

We shall bound the sum.£ of {10.80) in terms of sums 

N(H) = L 
C& / 4< Ct <2C& 

(c1,Do)=l 

(10.79) 

(10.80) 

(10.81) 

(10.82) 
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where 
AH(x) = { 1 if llxll ~ H, 

0 otherwise, 
(10.83) 

and H > 0 is given. 
If c1 EN and A E Z with (A,c1) = 1, then 

IIDlAII = 
1!1

, 

where B is the solution of B ::= D]A (mod c1) with -1/2 < B/c1 ~ 1/2. There
fore it follows from (10.82)-(10.83) that, for H > 0, 

'N(H) = L L L 1~ 
C6/4<c1 <2C6 BE ( -ci/2,ci /2) IAl(D6/4 

(c1,D6)=l IBl(Hc1 (A,ci)=l 
2-D6 A:2B (mod ci) 

~ L L L 1. 
C6/4<c1<2C6 JBl(Hc1 IAl(D6 

(c1 ,D8)=1 AB=2D~ (mod ci) 

Since (10.78} implies c1 > 1 in the last summation, and since the condition 
{D.s,c1) = 1 implies DJ"¥=- 0 (modc1} if Ct E {2,3,4, ... }, it is therefore an 
implicit condition of the last summations above that AB not be equal to O. This 
observation allows us to conclude that, for H > 0, 

'N(H) ~ 
G6/4<c1 <2Gi; D<m(Hc,Di; 

m:±D~ (mod ci) 

By (10.82), (10.83) and (10.75), the sum e of (10.80) satisfies 

where 
(j E Z). 

Applying (10.84) to the terms of the last sum, we obtain: 

£ «, f, (H;C,D,)' (~, + D,) C, «, 
Hj<l 

«£ (HoC.sD.st Hc;1C.s + (G.sD.s) 1
+e = (47rD~t x- 1 NC.s + (C.sD.s/+e 

(see (10.23) and (10.20)). 
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As for the sum e* in (10.79) and (10.81), it follows by Lemma 10.1 and 
(10.78) that one has 

To finish the proof we note that, by (10.79) and the above bounds for e and 
e*, we have 

Since r(D2 ) « 0 D20 here, one need only recall the definitions of C0 and D0 in 
(10.23) in order to verify that the above bound for 13 1 implies the one given by 
the lemma. • 
Lemma 10.10. Let Q > 0, 0 ~ 1 and D,a,N,N1 E N, with .ilD, N > 1 
and N1 E (N/2,N]. Let XE R satisfy (10.75), with .6. there being an absolute 
constant lying in the interval (0, 1/2], and suppose also that U E R is given by 
(10.77), while L, C0 , D0 , N1 and N+ are as in Lemma 10.5. Let 

'B2 = (10.85) 
Co/4<ci<2Co D6/4<IAl<N+c1 

(c1,Do)=l (A,ci)=l 

with V(D0 ; A/c1 ) as in Lemma 10.5. Then 

XQLND ( X) XQLN
2 

132 « 03Ulog(N) log(DN) 82 1 + /N + 0r(D2
) a . 

Proof. Let M be an arbitrary integer with 

ME{l, ... ,N-1} (10.86) 

and define 

{10.87) 

Then, for c1 > C0 /4, we have 

and (10.88) 

since (10.75), (10.23) and (10.20) imply the inequalities (10.78) {noted in the proof 
of Lemma 10.9), and since N+ N + 1/2. By (10.88) and (10.85), 

(10.89) 
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where 

'B2,1 = L IV(D.s;A/ci)I, 
Do/4<IAl~2MC. c./4<c1 <2Ca 

(ci,A)=l 

IV ( D /j; A/ CJ ) I . 
C1,/4<c1<2Co M-c1<IAl<N+c1 

(c1,Do)=l (A,c1 )=1 

(10.90) 

(10.91) 

Given (10.77), and given that 0X » 1, Lemma 10.8 yields the bound 

V(D,; A/c1) « 02UXND,IAl- 1 min ( :U, 11 D!c, r), 
for c1, A E Z satisfying (10.40) and (10.69). Using this bound with (10.90), and 
then applying Lemma 10.1, we find by (10.23), (10.86), (10.78) and (10.75) that 

2 ( ~ C.sN ~ (C.s + IA!) l 'B2,1 « 0 UXND.s L IAIOU + L IAI log IA! « (10.92) 
AIDi Do/4<IAl<2MC. 

IAl>D.;/4 

«0
2
UXND6 (r(DJ) i::u +(log(;:)+ M) C.slog(MC.s)) « 

« 0r(D2
) XN 2C6 + 02Ulog(N) log(DN)XNC0 D0 M. 

By (10.88) (and given that 0X » 1), Lemma 10.8 also implies that, for 
c1, A E Z satisfying (10.40) with (c1, D.s) = 1 and IAI > M-c1, we have 

X N D.s ( 0
2 
XD.s) II D~A 11-l V (Dc5; A/c1 ) « 0 IAI 1 + !Al ~ 

(note that (10.88) implies c1 > 2D0 , so that c1, being coprime to D.s, cannot 
divide D~ here). Using this bound with (10.91), we find that 

where 

e(r) _ 
(.,2,2 -

,r, ,.,,,.,,0XND dll +03X2ND2 e(2l JJ2,2 ' ' c5c.,2,2 c5C,2,2, 

C./4<ci <2C. 
(c1,D0 )=l 

I: 
M-c1 <IAI <N+c1 

(A,c1)=l 

(r=l,2), 
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so that, by (10.24) and (10.86)-(10.88), one has 

N 

« C1r L n-r L* IIB/c1ll-l « 
n=M B mod c1 

« ( L ctr log (c1)) ( t n-r) « 
C0 /4<c1<2C0 n=M 

{ 
cJ-r log (C0 } log(N) if r = 1, 

« 
cJ-r log (C0) M-1 if r 2. 

Therefore, and by (10.23), (10.78) and (10.75), we conclude that 

'132,2 « 0X N D0C0 log (DN) log(N) + 03 X 2 N DJ log (DN) M- 1
• 

By the bound (10.92) for '132,1, by the above bound for '132,2, and by (10.89), 
(10.86), (10. 77) and our hypotheses concerning N, X and 0, we have now shown 
that 

'132 «0r(D2 )XN2Co +03 Ulog(N)log(DN)(xNCoDoM + x
2

;Dl), 

which (see (10.23) and (10.78)) implies: 

XQLN
2 

XQLN D ( X 2 
) 

'132 « 0r(D2
) 

0 
+03 Ulog(N)log(DN) 

02 
M + MN · 

The lemma therefore follows on choosing M = max(l, [X/v'N]) to optimise the 
above bound. Note that this choice of M does satisfy (10.86), given that (10.75) 
holds, and that N ~ 2. • 
Lemma 10.11. Let c: E (0, 1/2), Q > 0 and D, N, N1 E N with N > 1 and N1 E 

E (N /2, NJ. Let X > 6, where 6 E (0, 1/2] is an absolute constant. Suppose that 
0 ~ 1 and that 0 satisfies (10.22). Let the parameter U and sequence w = (\Jin), 
be given by (10.77) and (10.18}, respectively. Then the sum Bq,x(w, N; D, 0} 
given by (10.3}, (10.4) and (1.69)-(1.71} satisfies 

Bq,x (w,N;D,0) «1o (DN)" (03UX312ND +0XN2
). 

Proof. Note first that (10.22) and our other hypotheses concerning X and 0 
together imply that {10.75) holds. Now suppose that o EN with olD. Then, by 
Lemma 10.5 and (10.75), 

B(o) (w N·D 0) // (DN)" (DN + ('Bi + 132 ) 8 ) 
Q,X ' ' ' ' '" o Q L ' 
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where '13 1 , '13 2 and Bt\ClJ!,N;D,0) and L are as given by (10.76), (10.85), 
(10.19)-(10.21), (10.4) and (1.69)-(1.71). By Lemmas 10.9 and 10.10, and by (10.75) 
and (10.77), we have here: 

so that 

nt,\ (\J!,N;D,0) «e (DN)1'( D: + 03UX3/2iDN)1+2e +0XN2D2e) « 

« (DN)3e (03UX 312ND +0XN2). 

Since Lemma 10.4 implies that 

BQ X (\J!, N; D.0) «e ne max IBQ(o)x (\J!, N; D, 0)1, 
' . o!D ' 

and since e:/4 may be substituted for E: without affecting our hypotheses, we may 
therefore conclude that the result given by the lemma is a consequence of the 
bound obtained for Bt\(w, N; D, 0). • 
Lemma 10.12. Let 0 < c < 1/4, Q > 0 and D, N, N1 EN with N1 E (N /2, NJ. 
Suppose that H ~ 1, and that X > Ll, where Ll E (0, 1/2] is an absolute constant. 
Let the sequence lJ! = (wn) be given by (10.18). Then 

Aq,H,x (\J!, N; D, O} «e (DNf(D + N)N H3
• 

Proof. By Lemma 10.2 and (10.18), there exists some 0 satisfying (10.2) such 
that 

AQ,H,x (\J!, N; D,0) « Oe(DN) + H 3 Z3 !BQ,X (\J!, N; D,0)1, {10.93} 

where Z and BQ,x(\J!, N; D, 0) are as given by (10.1), (10.3)-(10.4) and (1.69} 
-(1.71}. Taking this 0 as given, we shall complete the proof by obtaining a suffi
ciently strong upper bound for IBq,x(\Jr,N;D,0)1. 

Suppose first that N > 1 and that N, X and 0 satisfy (10.22) (in addition 
to (10.1)-(10.2)). Then (as observed while proving Lemma 10.11) the condition 
(10.75) must hold, so that we have Z:,;;; N 2e x- 112 and, consequently, 

1 :,;;; 0 :,;;; 1 + 0 ( N 4e x- 1
) 

(see (10.1) and (10.2)). Therefore, and since X > Ll, E: > 0 and D, N ~ I, it 
follows by Lemma 10.11, (10.77) and (10.75) that 

BQ,x(\J!, N; D, 0) «e (DN) 13
e (1 + (0 l)X)(D + N)NX 312 « (10.94) 

« (DN)t7e(D + N)N XJ/2 < 
< (DN)2oe(D + N)N x3/2-3e_ 
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The last is the bound we have been seeking. However, in order to reach it, 
we had need of our assumptions that N > 1 and that (10.22) holds. We shall next 
show that (10.94) holds if one (or both) of those assumptions are false. It will in 
fact suffice to show that the falsity of either assumption implies 

N«X, 

since, if N « X, then Lemma 10.3 and (10.18) imply 

BQ,x (w, N; D, 0) «i: (DNt v112 Ns;2 x112 « 

(10.95) 

« (DN)g Dl/2 N3/2+3i: x3/2-3e ~ (DN)4i: Dl/2 N3/2 x3/2-3t: 

(given that c E (0, 1/4)), which, by virtue of the arithmetic-geometric mean ine
quality, is at least as strong as (10.94). 

Taking first the cases where one does not have N > 1, we may note that in 
such cases N 1 (since n EN), so that the bound (10.95) follows trivially as a 
consequence of the hypothesis that X > I:,., where I:,. is positive and absolute. 

In cases where (10.22) is false we have 101 ~ N/ X, so that (10.1) and (10.2) 
imply 

N/X ~ 1 + 0 {N2i: x2
1:-

1), 

which, in turn, implies that either N / X ~ 2, or 2 < N / X « N 2i: x2e:-I . As the 
former alternative would mean that N ~ 2X, while the latter would imply that 
N « (NX)2e < JNX/1:,. « JlJx (given the lemma's hypotheses concerning c, 
N, X and I:,.), we may therefore conclude that (10.95) does hold in all the cases 
where (10.22) is false. 

Since we showed earlier that (10.94) holds in cases where N > 1 and (10.22) 
is true, and since it was also found that the conclusions reached in last two pa
ragraphs would imply that (10.94) must also hold in all the remaining cases, it 
therefore now follows that we are free to use (10.94) with (10.93), and so to obtain: 

A (\JI N·D0)« DN+H3 Z 3 (DN) 20i:(D+N)NX312 - 31:« Q,H,X , , , e 

« (DN)23e(D + N)NH3 

(see (10.1) and the lemma's hypotheses concerning c, N, D and H). The lemma 
follows on substitution of c/23 for c E (0, 1/4). • 

11. Proving Theorem 1.8 

From our hard won results in the last section we obtain the next lemma, helping 
us to get started on the proof of Theorem 1.8 that follows it. Lemma 11.1 is 
not likely to be of interest for any applications we have in mind, since it is weak 
when D significantly exceeds both Q and N in magnitude. Nevertheless, it is 
worthwhile pointing out that this lemma gives a result as good as (or better than) 
Theorem 1.8 when D has a prime divisor P such that D ~ pe/(I-u) N (where 
e/(1 - e) 7 /25 ). 
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Lemma 11.1. Let 0 < c < 1/2, Q > 0, K ~ 1 and D,N, N1 E N with 
N1 E (N/2, NJ, and let the sequence '11 = (\Jin) be given by (10.18). Then, for 
y E JR, 

Sq,K ('11, N; D, y) «e (1 + y2
) (DNY(Q + D + N)NK 2

. 

Proof. We seek first to establish the above bound in cases where y = 0. This 
bound is trivial for Q E (0, 1) (see (1.43)), so we assume henceforth that Q ~ 1. 

By Lemmas 8.1 and 10.12, and by (10.18), 

Sq,K ('11, N; D, 0) « 

« Oe,j (v1
h (QK2 + Nl+e) N) + Oe( f: u-h L (DN) 1113(D + N)NUt), 

h=O rEZ 
U"~K l1<2r~y 

where j is an arbitrary element of N and il E (0, 1/2] is an absolute constant, 
while U = Uo, Y and the sequence (Un) are given by (8.1) and (8.2} (with 
{) 7 /64 there). Therefore, on taking j = [1/c] + 1, we find that 

where 

T 

Sq,K ('11, N; D, 0) «e D 0 (QK2 + N 1+0
) N + (DNtl3 (D + N)NT, 

( I: 1) « 
rEZ 

t1<2'"~Y 

«K2U3 log(l+ ~) =8K2D6il/Jlog(1+161ril- 1Q- 1DN) «e (DN) 2ef3 K 2
, 

since 6{) = 21/32 < 2/3, 1/j < c, 1/il « 1 and 1/Q ~ 1. Given that c > 0 and 
that K, N ~ 1, the bounds just found imply the case y .= 0 of the lemma. 

In cases where y f. 0, we take (see [7], page 277) the road travelled in the 
proof of [7], Theorem 7. Given a complex sequence c =(en}, it follows by (10.18) 
and partial summation that 

so that, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (10.18), and the hypotheses concerning 
N and N1 , one has 

L WnniYcn 
N/2<n,t;,.N 

2 2 N 2 

+ 2log(2)y2 j L Cn ~ 
Ni x~n~N 
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AB this bound can be applied with either c = f, or c = g(r), where 

fn = PJrx>(Dn) and gtl = nir'Pcrx> (Dn, ½ +ir) (n EN) 

( with j, , and r denoting the indices of summation and variable of integration in 
(1.42)), we are therefore able to use it with (1.42) and (1.43), so as to obtain: 

Sq,K (iJJ,N;D,y) « (1 +y2
) SQ,K (iJJ',N;D,O), 

with, for some x E [N1, NJ, 

w' = { 1 
n 0 

if x ~ n ~ N, 
otherwise, (nEN). 

(11.1) 

On comparing the definition of iJJ' (in which x ~ N1 > N /2) with the definition 
of iJJ in (10.18), it is evident that the hypotheses of the lemma will continue to 
hold following the substitution of iJJ' for the sequence iJJ. Therefore, by the case 
of the lemma already established, 

Sq,K (iJJ',N; D,O) «c (DN)°(Q + D + N)NK 2
. 

Using this with (11.1) we obtain the desired result for all y E JR., so completing 
~~~ • 
Proof of Theorem 1. 8. As was the case in our proof of Theorem 1. 6, we may here 
assume that c E (0, 1/2). See also the remarks concerning Co(c) and Mo(c) in the 
first paragraph of Theorem l .6's proof: similar considerations apply here in respect 
of C1 (c) and M1 (c). The constants c, C1 (c) and M1 (c) are indeed constant, 
from the beginning to the end of our proof, and this should be understood at 
points where we refer to (1.64) or (1.66). This will not prevent us from sometimes 
applying Proposition 1.1 or 1.2 with the constant parameter c of the proposition 
replaced by a new constant, r,. AB C1 {c) and M1 (c) must be unvarying for our 
arguments to work, we have to keep track of both in any expressions, so as to 
avoid overlooking any point in the argument that might require a change in either 
constant. Therefore we do not allow implicit constants which might depend on 
C1(c) or M1(c) (forbidding ourselves, in particular, from simplifying a bound 
such as X «c C1 (c)Y to just X «c Y). Before plunging in to the details of the 
proof, we mention that, like the proof of Theorem 1.6, it consists of an 'initial 
result' followed by an 'inductive step' (with some intervening explanation). 

For our proof of the 'initial result' we shall suppose we are given !vf > l 
and y, K, Q, D, N, P, N 1 and iJJ as indicated after (1.64). It then follows 
from (1.59), {l.65) and (1.63) that iJJ will satisfy (10.18) if N and N1 there are 
replaced by the integers N' [NJ ~ 0 and Ni = [N1J + 1 ~ 1, respectively. By 
(1.65) we have N{ > N'/2. Moreover, it follows from (1.63) that, if N1 > N', 
then IVn O for all n EN. Therefore, and in view of (1.42)-(1.43), one obtains 

SQ,K (iJJ,N;D,y) = SQ,K ('iJ!,N';D,y) «c (11.2) 

«c (1+y2) (DN)°(Q+D+N)NK 2
, 
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either trivially, or as a consequence of Lemma 11.1. Given that C1(c) was chosen 
sufficiently large, it follows from (11.2) and (1.59) that (1.66) holds if D ~ Q + M 
(note that (DN)" ~ (QDN)tt if Q ~ 1, and that (1.66) is trivial if 0 < Q < 1). 

Suppose now that 
D > Q+M. (11.3) 

Since Q + M > 1, it follows from (11.3) and (1.60) that P ~ 2, and that we can 
find D1ID with 

( Q + M) / P < D1 ~ Q + M. (11.4) 

By Proposition 1.1 and (1.63), we have 

(11.5) 

for some G ~ 1, some Qi E (0, QJ, some 90, 91 E N with 91 ID1, and the sequence 
,i,{go} given by 

{ 
1 if N1 < 90n ~ N, 
0 otherwise, 

(n EN). (11.6) 

As (1.63) holds with ,i,{9o}, N/90 and N1/9o substituted for w, N and N1 
(respectively), it follows that we may apply the bound (11.2) (with appropriate 
substitutions), so as to obtain: 

By (1.59), (~1.4) and (11.5), this enables us to conclude that 

Moreover, as (11.4) implies 

and since (1.66) holds trivially if 0 < Q < 1, it therefore follows (given the 
hypotheses regarding C1 ( c)) that a sufficient condition for ( 1.66) to hold is that 
Q / M ~ Qtt . Recalling our conclusion immediately prior to the assumption of 
(11.3), we may now further conclude that, regardless of whether or not (11.3) is 
satisfied, the bound (1.66) will hold if Q 1-e: ~ M. This 'initial result' supplies 
what is needed for the 'inductive step' that comes next. 
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For the remainder of the proof M is supposed to satisfy (1.64), and remains 
fixed. We suppose that R > 0 is such that (1.66) fails for Q = R (with the given 
choice of M, and some y, K, D, N, P, N1 and \JI satisfying the conditions 
stated in the theorem). By the 'initial result', obtained in the previous paragraph, 
we must have the inequality 

Rl-e > M. (11.8) 

By reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1.6 (see the paragraph containing (9.2) ), 
we may additionally suppose R to be a natural number satisfying the 'inductive 
hypothesis' that, with the given choice of M, the bound (1.66) holds for O < Q < R 
and all y, K, D, N, P, Ni and \JI satisfying the conditions stated in the theorem. 

Our aim now is to complete a proof by induction, although we present it 
as a proof by contradiction (the idea being to show that our original assumption 
concerning R can be ruled out as a possibility). By adapting the logic of the 
argument set out in the proof of Theorem 1.6 (half a paragraph below {9.2)), we 
find here that what suffices for completion of the current proof is to establish that, 
given our assumptions concerning c, M and R, it must follow that (1.66) holds 
for Q = R and y, K, D, N, P, N1 and \JI satisfying the conditions stated in 
the theorem (but otherwise arbitrary). We therefore now suppose such a choice of 
y, K, D, N, P, N1 and \JI to have been given. By (1.42) and (1.43), the bound 
(1.66) is trivial for O < N < l, so that N ~ l may also be assumed henceforth. 
For our later convenience we define two new constants: 

and 
8c2 

T/ = 3 . 

We begin the inductive step by considering cases where 

(11.9) 

DN ~ R 2 - 6e. (11.10) 

By Proposition 1.2, and by (1.63), (11.8)-(11.10) and (1.59), we find that 

SR,K ('11, N; D, y) « (DN)T/ (RN+ Joo S1,,c ('11, N; D, y + t) dt) {11.11) 
K2 e ( 1 + t4) Q2 ' 

-oo 

for some G ~ l and some L satisfying 

0 < L « DN/R ~ n-6e/2/'f5J:1 ~ nI-6e. 

By (11.9), (11.8) and (1.64), the last bounds may be assumed to imply 

L < /'f5J:1 < R. 

Therefore our 'inductive hypothesis' applies to show that, for t E JR, 

S1,,c ('11, N; D, y + t) ~ 

{11.12) 

(11.13) 

~ (1 + (y + t)2
) C1(c)(LDN)1' (L + M + (PDM)'1(L + M)')NG2 « 

« (1 + t2
) (1 + y 2

) C1(c)(LDNt(R + (PDM)'1(L + M)')NG2 
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(the final bound following by (11.8)). By this and (11.11) it follows that 

SR,~ ~w~;:;,y) «. (DN)11C1(t:)(l + LY:(DN)" (R+ (PDM)fl(L + M)') N, 

where, by (11.10), (11.12), (11.9), (11.8) and (1.64), 

(DN) 11 (1 + L)° « R 211 (RI-,5.)1' = R•- 11 < (Mi(t:))- 11 R 0
• 

Therefore, given (11.9) and (11.13), and given that M 1(t:) is supposed sufficiently 
large in terms of €, we are now entitled to conclude that in cases where (11.10) 
holds we do obtain the bound (1.66) for Q = R. 

As our consideration of the cases satisfying ( 11.10) has reached a satisfactory 
conclusion, we shall assume henceforth that 

DN > R 2-,s.. (11.14) 

Given this assumption we have (see (11.9)) the inequality D > R2 - 2
E /N, while it 

follows by (11.8) and (1.59) that R2- 2
E /N ~ R/N > M/N ~ 1. Therefore, and 

by (1.60), we can find Di!D such that 

R2-2E R2-2c 

PN <D1::,;; ~- (11.15) 

Then, by Proposition 1.1 and (11.9), we obtain 

SR,K(W, N; D, Y) .,,,.,,, _!_ S (•T,{go} N. D1 ) (!}_) e+1) 
K 2 '-'-• Q2 R1 ,G ':I.' , , , Y D , 

90 91 I 
(11.16) 

for some G ~ 1, some R1 E (0, R], some go, 91 E N satisfying 91 ID1, and the 
sequence \{,{go} given by (11.6). 

The size of the parameter R 1 in ( 11.16) determines how we can best proceed. 
We consider first the cases in which 

Ri-E < D1N. (11.17) 

In such cases it follows by (11.15) that 

Ri < R(2-2e)/(2-E) Rl-e:/(2-E) ~ Rl-E/2. (11.18) 

Therefore R1 < R, so that the 'inductive hypothesis' applies (given that (11.6) 
implies (1.63) with Ni/ go and N / go E (0, M] substituted in place of N1 and N ). 
Consequently we have 
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By this, (11.16), and the inequality r, ~ e (see (11.9)), we obtain 

l 
(1 + y2) K2 SR,K(\f!, N; D, y) «e: (11.19) 

«e C1(e)(R1DNt((~)\R1 + M) + (PDM)e(R1 + Mf) N. 

Here we can note that, by (11.18), (11.8), (11.9) and (11.14), 

R1 + M « Rl-e:/2 < RI-{Je:/ 2 < min ( R, .Ji5N), 

with it following by (11.15) and (1.59) that we have 

As l - 4g 8( > 0 (by (11.9)), and 

R(-6(,e:/2 = R{l-&/2)( < ( min ( R, .Ji5N)) < 

(by (11.14)), we may therefore conclude that (11.19) shows 

which, by (11.18), (11.8) and (1.64), is sufficient to guarantee that we obtain (1.66) 
with Q R. 

As the above succesfully concludes our treatment of the cases in which (11.16) 
holds with R1 satisfying ( 11.17), we shall henceforth be assuming that, in addition 
to (11.14)-(11.16), it holds that 

(11.20) 

Note this implies that R1 ~ 1, and so also that Rr ~ D1 N. As the 'inductive 
hypothesis' may not be available to us in some of the cases we are now considering, 
we appeal instead to Proposition 1.2, which, by virtue of (1.63), (1.59), (11.8), 
(11.9) and the inequalities D1 N/ R1 ~ R1 ~ R, provides us with the bound: 

(11.21) 
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for some H ~ 1 and some L1 satisfying O < L1 « D1N/R1. By (11.20), the 
upper bound for L 1 , and the inequality R 1 ~ R, we have here 

L // nl-e & nl-e 1 ""- 1 --s; , (11.22) 

so that (given (11.8) and (1.64)) it may be assumed that O < Li < R. Therefore 
the 'inductive hypothesis' applies to show that, for t E R, 

SL1,H (w{9o}, N; Di, Y + t) ~ 
90 91 

~ (1 + (y + t)2) Ci (e) (L1D1Nt ( L1 + M + (PD1M)" (L1 + M)') N H 2
• 

By (11.16), (11.21) and the last bound, we conclude (using r, ~ e) that 

1 
(l +y2 )K2N SR,K(W,N;D,y) «e (11.23) 

«e (D1N)f?C1(1:)(L1DNt((gJ\11 + M) + (PDM)" (L1 + M)') + 

+ (DN)TI (~)" R. 

By (11.15) and (1.59), we have here 

(!!..){/ R < D"R & (PDA1)en<+ 2Qe = Re(PDM)"R(l-e)( (11.24) D1 (R2- 2e /PN)" ""' · 

Moreover, by (11.22), {11.8), (11.14) and (11.9), 

Li+ M « n1-e « min ( R, ...fiiN), (11.25) 

so that, by (11.24), 

(gJ" (L1 +M) « (~)" n1-e < (PDM)"R(l-e)<_ 

Since (11.14), (11.9), (11.15) and {11.22) show 

(DN)"1RE ~ (DN)-el 2(RDNl < n-e:l2(RDN)1' 

and 
(D1N) 11 (L1DNt « R211 (R1

-i,; DNt ~ n-e
2

l 2(RDNY', 

it follows from (11.23) and (11.24)-(11.26) that 

(11.26) 

(1 + :2) K2 SR,K (w, N; D, y) «e: n-e212C1(c)(RDN)E(PDM)"R(1-E)(N, 

which, by (11.25), (11.8) and (1.64), may be assumed to imply (l.66) for Q = R. 
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As the cases we have considered cover all the possible choices of y, K, D, 
N, P, N1 and \J:1 satisfying the conditions stated in the theorem, and since we 
found that, with Q = R, the bound (1.66) followed in all these cases (given the 
assumptions concerning c, M and R), we have therefore now met the conditions 
earlier deemed sufficient for completion of the proof (see the paragraph ending 
with (11.9) ). In fact we have obtained a contradiction with our original assumption 
that (1.66) failed for Q = R (with some choice of y, K, D, N, P, N 1 and \J:1 
satisfying the conditions stated in the theorem). Therefore (1.66) must hold, for 
the given fixed choice of NI, whenever y, K, D, N, P, Ni and \J:1 are as stated 
in the theorem. This completes the proof, since, aside from the condition (1.64), 
our choice of M was arbitrary. • 
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